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Abstract
This dissertation is an extended prescription for the inclusion of social justice in high school
biology (HSB) curricula. Chapter 1 is context: a review of social injustice (mainly racism) in the
US, and the specious scientific justifications for it. Chapter 2 explores how three veteran
teachers introduce social justice in HSB classes. A case-study, semi-constructed interview-based
approach is used. Chapter 3, the culmination of these ideas, adduces a practical curriculum
module that provides the theory, lessons and activities for HSB student exploration the inferior
science used to sustain racial inequities. The dissertation thus reviews the moral imperatives for
introducing social justice in HSB classes (Chapter 1), assesses existing means by which it has
been introduced (Chapter 2), and proposes a curriculum module (Chapter 3) to allow students
to see how poor science has ultimately led to ~400 years of incalculable social damage.
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Preface
This dissertation develops a case for teaching social justice and evolutionary biology
together in high-school biology classrooms. In it, the non-intuitive relationship between
evolutionary biology, a science discipline, and social justice, a humanities discipline, is explored
both theoretically and practically. My personal history as a student and science teacher in
Central Falls High School, the most economically-disadvantaged school in the state of Rhode
Island, along with my academic and professional trajectory, provided the impetus for this study
(a short autoethnography is presented in Appendix A).
The dissertation is composed of three separate but integrated parts that together build
the case for the inclusion of social justice issues in HBS classes. Chapter 1 develops fully the
relationship between the evolutionary biology and social justice and proposes that this
relationship is best explored at the high school level. This Chapter explores both the theoretical
and philosophical bases of the relationship, as well as tracing the history that has taken us to the
place we are today. Therefore, this section involves reviews of evolutionary theory, social
justice, systemic oppression, the relationship between biology and “race,”, and the convergence
of evolutionary theory and social justice.
Chapter 2 reports multiple case study research conducted to answer the question: How
have experienced teachers successfully integrated social justice into their biology classes? A
component of this research includes an autoethnography where I explore this question within
my own setting as a high school science teacher. Appendix B includes data acquired in the
course of this study, but not reported in the manuscript.
Chapter 3 is the culmination of this work: a suite of practical activities, set in a
theoretical and historical context, to be used by biology teachers in their curricula. The complete
module is a direct outgrowth of Chapters 1 and 2, and provides teachers with theoretical
v

context and practical recommendations for how social justice might be introduced in a biology
class in which evolutionary biology is being taught. This part includes the rationale for the
module (developed in Chapter 1 in extended form) as well as activities with associated
resources.
The most practical and utilitarian way to construct this module is to put it in the format
of the College Board. The College Board oversees AP biology programs, the place where I
anticipate these ideas will be first implemented and, with experience, perhaps refined. The
resulting module is based on other College Board AP modules, ideas about AP biology and social
justice, and grounded in the literature explored in this thesis. While the work was sent to the
College Board for review and editing, all of the text included here represents original work.
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Chapter 1
1.1 The theory of evolution by natural selection
I spent a large part of my early childhood with Franciscan Missionaries on the Atlantic
coast of Colombia because my aunts are Franciscan nuns and my immediate family had
extremely limited economic resources. The missions were located throughout the northern part
of the country and in remote places. This meant that I was able to wander and wonder about
the natural fauna and flora around the Mission buildings. Some of my earliest memories include
the “thrill” of swimming in ponds where caimans’ eyes could be seen on the waterline staring
back at us and gathering specimens of flowers and insects I would show my aunts.
Undoubtedly, I was captivated with the natural world around me, and because my aunts
were also teachers, I was encouraged to ask questions. Alba, the older of the sisters, told me
that even the smallest flowers display the marvelous intricacies of life. And Celly, the younger
one, taught me that we are connected to every living creature. These were some of my early
introductions to a version of evolutionary theory. Based on my observations, I, like many other
people, thought about our place in the world and began to create working ideas that combined
spirituality, hypotheses, and experiments. At that time, these ideas were the immature stuff of
childhood, and it was many years later that I finally would begin to formally learn about the use
of science and the theory of evolution. But when we say evolution, what do we actually mean?
And why should we “believe” in the theory of evolution? What does the theory of evolution
offer us?
Of all the established scientific theories, perhaps none remains as controversial as the
theory of evolution by natural selection. One would be harder pressed to find widespread
contentious objections to germ theory, cell theory, plate tectonics, quantum theory, special
relativity, valence bond theory, and so many other scientific theories that provide insights into
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the natural world. But evolution, well, that is a different story; after more than a century and a
half of validation, there is still passionate resistance to the theory in some quarters. Yet, the
consequences of organic evolution make it the central, single unifying concept in biology
(Dobzhansky, 1973). Without the theory of evolution, biology would be an exercise in collecting
disjointed facts.
In fact, no modern scientific theory is more aggressively contested, but more
misunderstood, than evolutionary theory (Thagard & Findlay, 2009). To explore why this is, in
the following pages I first describe why science is a reliable tool for exploring the natural world,
and then explore the outlines of evolutionary theory as it is understood by modern evolutionary
biologists. I will recount many of the multiple attacks on the theory, ultimately explaining how it
has withstood significant scientific and philosophical tests.

Science as a means of understanding the natural world
The natural world is complex and in order to make sense of this complexity, humans
have developed science, a word that is used to describe both the method of discovering reliable
knowledge about the observable universe, and the body of knowledge gained through such
inquiry. Astrophysicist Carl Sagan (1934 -1996) described science as not just a body of
knowledge but as a way of thinking. He viewed scientific thinking as both imaginative and
disciplined, allowing us to reach towards an objective understanding of how the natural world is,
rather than how we might wish to perceive it1.

1 A recent example of this was the 2020 Coronavirus pandemic, in which the science was unambiguous
about minimizing disease transfer; yet, largely for economic (non-scientific) reasons some American
politicians wanted to open settings and encourage behaviors that largely facilitated viral spread. Their
non-scientific, subjective decisions contributed to >330,000 deaths in the U.S. alone as of 01/21, alone
and the highest rates of infections in the world.
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Modern science was born during the Enlightenment, the western European intellectual
movement of the late 17th and 18th centuries, that emphasized reason and individualism rather
than mysticism and tradition. Science’s hallmark and demarcation from non-science is now
widely recognized to be the construction of testable hypotheses. In science, natural phenomena
are understood by the establishment of scientific theories, which make predictions that can be
tested by observations. Hence, its propositions are falsifiable (Popper, 1994). Sagan (1997)
distinguished science as working better than any other system of explanations, because it has a
“built-in error-correcting machine.” (p. 31). Science as characterized by philosopher of science
Karl Popper (1902 – 1994) is a deductive system where nothing is ever “proven” but rather
hypotheses are either falsified or fail to be falsified. And because we cannot know every case
that represents the phenomenon we are studying, additional cases that fail to falsify our ideas,
do not further confirm our ideas, or inductively increase the likelihood that our hypotheses are
correct (Popper, 1994). For that reason, induction has no place in the logic of science, because
science is a deductive process in which scientists formulate hypotheses and theories that are
tested by deriving particular observable consequences (Popper, 1959). Theories can never be
proven, confirmed, or verified. Thus, even established scientific theories remain; rather, if they
fail repeated and determined attempts at falsification, they are said to be “robust” and likely
correct. Scientific progress thus depends on challenges to theories.
The consequence of this is that scientific thinking is not static. When data do not fit the
scientific theory, a ‘paradigm shift,’ that is, a fundamental shift in thinking or even basic
assumptions, must occur (Kuhn, 1970). Miller (2008) notes that science is a revolutionary
activity since new discoveries can change our view of the world around us and overturn our
accepted ideas of nature. This was the case with the theory of evolution.
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A very brief history of the theory of evolution
The theory of evolution by natural selection was notably proposed by Charles Darwin
when he published his most famous book, On the Origin of Species2 in 1859. However, many of
the ideas it contained predated his theory and came from a wide range of disciplines. For
example, the idea of species, that of an irreducible type, continuous with itself and
discontinuous with other types, was introduced to Western thought since at least the time of
Aristotle and developed by Swedish natural historian Carolus Linnæus (Howard, 1982). Darwin’s
contribution, then, was not that organisms change through time, but rather a mechanism for
evolution to take place: natural selection.
Evolution (pre-natural selection): 1600s-1859
Until the Enlightenment, most Europeans conceived of a static Earth. Nonetheless, by
that time, a small minority of intellectuals, the natural philosophers, recognized that the Earth
and its organisms had indeed changed; this was referred to it as “transformism” (Sloan, 2019).
Danish cleric Nicholas Stenö (1638-1686), first identified and codified a changing Earth,
recognizing that older rock layers represented environments no longer present in the places
where they were observed. Seeing layers of rocks, he inferred that successions of layers were
composed of successively younger rocks, and older ones below the younger ones. He also
reached the conclusion, not obvious at the time, that fossils, whose origins were deeply
enigmatic, were the remains of once-living organisms (Cutler, 2003). Stenö’s conclusions nicely
fitted with those of Robert Hooke (1635 – 1703), who, although best-known for his “discovery”
of cells, also concluded that fossilized objects like petrified wood and fossil shells were the
remains of once-living things that had been soaked in petrifying water laden with minerals.

2 The complete title was On the Origin of Species by Means of Natural Selection, or the Preservation of
Favoured Races in the Struggle for Life.
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Brilliantly, he analogized fossils with old Roman coins: just as these could be used to date cities,
the fossils could be used to date successive layers rocks. By the 1700s, George-Louis Leclerc,
Comte de Buffon (1707-1788), had connected several naturalistic theories of earth history,
embryological development, and changes of organic species in response to external changes of
conditions of life (Sloan, 2019).
Within this intellectual ferment appeared Jean Léopold Nicolas Frédéric, Baron
(Georges) Cuvier (1769-1832) who, at the height of his powers, was recognized as perhaps the
world’s greatest anatomist. Cuvier rejected the gradual transformation of species, at least in
part because if species were mutable, without clear boundaries between them, it would be
impossible for him to create an accurate taxonomy based on principles of comparative anatomy
(Coleman, 1964). Instead of gradual change, Cuvier developed a theory of catastrophes.
Accordingly, fossils show that animal and plant species were abruptly destroyed time and again
by deluges and other natural cataclysms – (i.e., they went extinct) – and that new species
evolved only after those catastrophic events (Appel, 1987). Here Cuvier attempted to solve the
conflict between the static Earth of biblical scholars, and the changing Earth of the natural
scientists: in Cuvier’s telling, each catastrophic event reset the Earth. Some people during
Cuvier's lifetime could not accept the idea of extinction because it was religiously troubling. For
these thinkers, God had created all of nature according to a divine plan at the beginning of the
earth, and therefore it would not make sense for God to kill off some parts of His work. If life
extended from ocean slime to humans to angels, extinctions would remove vital links from the
divine creation (Understanding Evolution, 2020a).
Cuvier’s one-time friend and colleague, Étienne Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire (1772- 1844),
worked out the implications of the inner anatomical similarities among vertebrates. Using his
two main principles, the “principle of connection” and the “law of balance,” St. Hilaire described
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the unity of the animal kingdom (Appel, 1987). He was interested in the relationships between
evolution and developmental biology, which foreshadowed the current interest in the
relationship between evolutionary theory and developmental biology (evo-devo; see below). St.
Hilaire also recognized successions of lineages going from ancient time until the present,
believing that changes in form were abrupt and driven by the environment. This should not be
confused with common descent (see below), but rather the idea that particular types held the
potential to modify into other forms.
Charles Darwin’s grandfather, Erasmus Darwin (1731 – 1802), one of the leading
intellectuals of eighteenth-century England, was also an early evolutionist. He proposed a theory
of species development based on a concept of dynamic living matter. In many ways, Erasmus
laid the foundations that his grandson elaborated sixty years later. For example, he proposed
that life evolved from a single common ancestor, forming "one living filament", and that
competition and sexual selection could cause changes in species (Understanding Evolution,
2020b). Ultimately, however, missing from the elder Darwin’s ideas about biological evolution
was an appropriate mechanism.
In his book Philosophie Zoologique (1809), French naturalist and geologist Jean-Baptiste
Lamarck (1744 – 1829) reaffirmed the refinement of biological adaptations in order for
individuals to survive in different environments. Lamarck proposed that the evolution of animals
was propelled by their needs and that these needs in turn, created behavioral changes that
caused structural changes which made the behavior more efficient. Ultimately, Lamarck’s idea
was that the changes that an individual developed during its lifetime in response to the
environmental needs were inherited by its offspring – the so-called inheritance of acquired
characters (that is, offspring inherited characters acquired during the parents’ lifetimes). Like
many natural scientists of the time, Lamarck’s ideas were by no means universally accepted;
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however, Lamarck’s ideas were picked up after his death, with the gravest of consequences, by
the Soviet scientist, T.D. Lysenko (1898-1976).
Finally, an influential natural scientist and near-contemporary of Charles Darwin was
Charles Lyell (1797 – 1875). Lyell’s explanation of observable geology, with processes such as
uplift, erosion, and sedimentation, required millions of years of earth history to generate the
phenomena of massive mountain ranges and of deep river valleys, and this gradual timeline
would correspond to Darwin’s ideas about the changes in species over time. Perhaps equally
important for Darwin, was Lyell’s (1833) fundamental idea of a dynamic earth, which found itself
reflected in the dynamic nature of living organisms (Bowler 2003).
Non-Evolutionist natural scientists
Although the ideas of evolution, change in species over time, were popular by the time
Darwin wrote his famous book, there were scientists who did not agree with these concepts.
Perhaps the most famous scientific anti-evolutionist was Richard Owen (1804 – 1892). Owen’s
own work built on the French anatomical work of Cuvier and St. Hillaire and he introduced many
of the terms still used today in anatomy and evolutionary biology, including the words dinosaur
and homology [different structures (the idea that two structures in two different organisms
could be traced back to a single structure in the most recent common ancestor of those two
organisms). Using homology, Owen reasoned that there must be a common “archetype” or
structural plan for all vertebrates. Today we know that this is the case, however, Owen did not
believe in a common ancestor to all the vertebrates; rather Owen thought that the archetype
represented an idea in the Divine mind, a deity which already knew all the possible
modifications à la St. Hillaire (Cadbury, 2000; Desmond, 1986).
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Darwin’s contributions
Evolution by Natural Selection: 1859 – present
Charles Darwin (1809 – 1882) sent shockwaves around the world in 1859 with the
publication of the On the Origin of Species. But as we have seen, the raw material for Darwin's
theory had been explored for decades. Geologists and paleontologists had provided evidence
for the case that life had been on Earth for a long time, that it had changed over that time, and
that many species had become extinct. (Bowler, 2003). Darwin’s genius was then to show how
all this evidence pointed to the evolution of species from a common ancestor and to offer
natural selection as the plausible mechanism by which that evolution might take place3.
Summarized in Fastovsky and Weishampel (2016) Darwin constructed the following argument:
1. Domesticated animals and plants show a wide range of variation.
2. A similarly wide range of variation exists among wild animals and plants as well.
3. All living creatures are engaged in a “struggle” to survive and ultimately reproduce,
and that struggle is most severe among those individuals that are most closely
related.
4. The struggle to survive in combination with the variation that exists among
individuals leads to the survival and, most importantly, production of viable
progeny in some variants as opposed to some others, a process that Darwin called
natural selection.
5. The viable progeny of some variants as opposed to others ensures that the
characteristics of the successfully reproducing variants make it into the next
generation.
6. This process, repeated over hundreds or even thousands of generations, is evolution
by natural selection, sometimes called “Darwinian evolution.” (p. 57)
Darwin’s book was a best-seller and highly controversial. Its story was a-theistic; God
seemed neither to be guiding the process, nor even to be involved. Moreover, it suggested that

3 Similar ideas about evolution were developed simultaneously and in parallel by Alfred Russel Wallace
(1823 – 1913). Wallace considered Darwin a scientific mentor and in 1858 wrote to him from the field in
Indonesia proposing the idea that he’d had: that of evolution by natural selection. Darwin was, naturally,
aghast to find the theory that he had been developing for 20+ years invented in parallel by somebody
else. Friends intervened, and it was agreed that the two of them jointly read a paper to the Linnaean
Society in 1858, arguing the theory of evolution by natural selection.
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disturbingly large amounts of time were required for the changes proposed. But how much
time?
Numerical Age of Earth
As humans began to document events and question the natural world, one of the
fundamental questions that undoubtedly came up was the age of the earth and the universe,
since these ages have implications about what events could take place in said timelines.
Aristotle (c. 385 BC - 323 BC) thought the Earth had always existed, while Roman poet Lucretius
(99 BC – c. 55 BC) posited that the Earth’s formation must have been relatively recent, since
there were no records going back beyond the Trojan War (Braterman, 2013). Famously in 1650,
Archbishop James Ussher (1581-1656) of Ireland used a biblical chronology4 to offer the date of
October 23, 4004 BC from the creation of Earth to the birth of Christ. By 1760, De Buffon
estimated the age of the Earth to be 75,000 years.
A variety of natural scientists, following Lyell’s studies of the rates at which sedimentary
rocks were deposited and eroded, produced estimates of the age of the Earth in millions of
years, but even though some rock sequences (and the fossil that they contained) were
recognized as older than other, numerical dates for the age of the Earth remained elusive (Dott
and Batten, 1971).
All that dramatically changed in the latter part of the nineteenth century, when William
Thomson, Lord Kelvin (1824 – 1907), calculated a numerical age for the earth. He asserted that
the earth was a red-hot globe that has cooled over millions of years since its formation. By 1897,
Lord Kelvin settled on an estimate that the Earth was 20 - 40 million years old. As was only later

4 Annales Veteris Testamenti (1650)
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understood, Lord Kelvin’s date(s) grossly underestimated the Earth’s antiquity, because
radioactive materials in the core generate heat via decay.
By 1904, Ernest Rutherford (1871 – 1937) and his colleagues figured out how to date
rocks (and thereby invented the science of geochronology, that is, determining the ages of Earth
materials) using radioactive-decay products and he famously made the case for an even older
earth at a lecture attended by Lord Kelvin himself (Whitehouse, 2016). By 1927, geologist Arthur
Holmes (1890 – 1965) had published The Age of the Earth, an Introduction to Geological Ideas in
which he presented a range of 1.6 to 3.0 billion years for the age of the earth (Dalrymple, 1994).
Modern numerical dates for the Earth, using the natural decay of various elements, have
estimated the Earth to be 4.54 ± 0.05 billion years old (Braterman, 2013). Consensus for the age
of the Earth has been reached finally after many tests on independent data sets – which of
course is just the way in which science works. Darwin understood that the Earth’s extreme
antiquity would be required for his proposed method for biological evolution, and the current
age of the Earth is completely concordant with Darwin’s ideas although, perhaps, even beyond
his imaginings.
Evolutionary theory after Darwin
The Genetics Revolution and Mutationist School of Evolution: ~1910 - 1920s
Darwin was unaware of the genetic basis of inheritance, although the famous genetic
studies of peas by Austrian monk Gregor Johann Mendel (1822 - 1884) were available to him.
But as genetics became better understood and was incorporated into the biological opus, a
group of scientists called the mutationists used Mendel’s ideas to explore evolution, these
included Hugo De Vries (1848– 1935), William Bateson (1861–1926), Thomas Hunt Morgan
(1866–1945), and Richard Goldschmidt (1878 – 1958). Unlike Darwin, these scientists supported
discontinuous evolution rather than gradual changes, as they were convinced that new species
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and varieties appeared suddenly, by leaps caused by mutations (Sapp, 2003), as the fossil record
seemed to show.
To most biologists, however, who had originally turned to Mendelian genetics and
championed it in the hope that it would be the basis for evolution by macromutations, it
seemed clear that gene changes, generally producing deleterious effects, were not the stuff of
evolution after all. Genetics had to be involved, but how did this translate into evolution?
New/Modern Synthesis: late 1920s – present.
The “new” or “modern synthesis” came from the wildly successful collaboration,
beginning in the late 1920s, of a number of scientists, primarily biologists, to merge their
narrow, individual specializations to form an encompassing synthetic theory of evolutionary
biology reflecting the fact that, as was later observed by one of their members, evolution is the
unifying theory of the biological sciences. These early pioneers included J.B.S. Haldane (1892 –
1964; genetics and biostatistics), Ernst Mayr (1904 –2005; population biology and ornithology),
Theodosius Dobzhansky (1900 – 1975; genetics), George Gaylord Simpson (1902 – 1984;
paleontology), Sewell Wright (1889 – 1988; population genetics), George Ledyard Stebbins Jr.
(1906 –2000; botany), and Ronald Fisher (1890 – 1962; biostatistics). The New Synthesis of
evolutionary theory differed from the mutationists’ ideas by the conclusion that evolution did
not occur by large, discontinuous, macromutational changes, but instead by the gradual
accumulation of traits with selective value (Sapp, 2003). A quantitative, evolving model of
evolution was developed, that was predictive of what has been observed in nature since the
scientists above, and their academic descendants, first collaborated, and thus, the New
Synthesis became the dominant model for evolutionary biology for the three - four generations
of evolutionary biologists who succeeded them. Indeed, it is still almost exclusively what is
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taught in high schools, and while it has been neither falsified nor rejected, the “tempo and
mode” (to quote G.G. Simpson, 1944) of evolution is not completely explained by its principles.

Punctuated Equilibrium/Macroevolution (echoes of the old mutationist school): 1972 –
present.
Among the observations not well explained by the modern synthesis was the abrupt
appearance of new forms in the fossil record. The classic evolutionary story dating from Darwin
(who had been influenced by Lyell), was that development of new species occurred via the
gradual accumulation of small variations over long periods of time until the descendent was
sufficiently different that it merited the designation of being a new species. Paleontologists Niles
Eldredge (1943 - ) and Stephen Jay Gould (1941 –2002) observed empirically that this is not
what the fossil record revealed. They therefore read the fossil record literally: species are
generally stable, changing little for 1 - 2 million years, but can encounter a "punctuated" or rapid
burst of change that results in a new species (Eldredge, & Gould, 1972). Their model, which they
termed “punctuated equilibrium,” proposed that species emerged in a very short geological
period of time followed by long periods of stasis. The model was radical (paralleling societal
changes of the time), sounded mutationist overtones, and required a mechanism for large
anatomical changes in very brief amounts of time. Evolutionary biologists, functioning within the
paradigm of the “New Synthesis” could not make it work.
Evolution/Development (Evo-Devo): 1990s - present.
The solution began to materialize in the early 1980s when scientists revisited an
important relationship: that between evolution and development (nicknamed “evo-devo”). The
ideas encompassed by evo/devo can be traced back to Ernst von Baer (1792 – 1876) who
noticed that during embryological development, individual embryos sequentially added physical
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features that appeared with the phylogeny, so that the first features to appear were those that
appeared most widespread in a particular phylum, and as development occurred, the features
that appeared became more and more specialized. Von Baer did not consider these
observations as having implications for evolution and saw developmental progression of the
embryo as simply paralleling the taxonomic order of life from simple to complex (Sapp, 2003).
However, to the German Ernst Haeckel (1834–1919), von Baer’s observations could be
interpreted evolutionarily. Haeckel believed that a developing embryo, from fertilization to
gestation or hatching (the transition known as “ontogeny”), goes through stages representing
successive adult ancestors in the evolution of the animal (phylogeny), and from this came the
famous expression, “ontogeny recapitulates phylogeny.5”
Gould (1977) wrote a seminal book on the subject (“Ontogeny and Phylogeny”), and
ultimately it became clear from the work of many scientists that one way to effect large changes
in very short amounts of time was through modifications in the rate of expression of particular
genes. These were the so-called “regulatory” genes, which control the timing of the expression
of genes which code for, and produce, particular structures (limbs; hair color, etc.), the
“structural genes.” These kinds of modifications in the timing of gene expression were called
heterochrony (McKinney and McNamara, 1991; McNamara, 2012), and neatly solved the old
mutationist school conundrum of how to make big changes rapidly; heterochrony allowed for
substantial changes using the timing of development, while maintaining the fundamental
integrity of the developmental (ontogenetic) process. Understanding heterochrony has had
profound ramifications for our understanding of homology, and organic relationships.

5 Haeckel’s precise formulation was ultimately abandoned by evolutionary biologists who recognized that
embryos pass through stages that often resemble ancestral embryonic types, but not adult types.
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A modern view of the theory of evolution by natural selection
A modern understanding of evolution by natural selection is a rich pastiche of this long
intellectual history. Darwin’s basic contribution, the process of natural selection, is still as valid
as it was when Darwin (and Wallace) first proposed it; yet, the field has moved far beyond
Darwin’s model. So far, in fact, that biologist and New York Times columnist Carl Safina wrote a
column entitled, “Darwinism must die so that evolution may live:”
“Equating evolution with Charles Darwin ignores 150 years of discoveries, including
most of what scientists understand about evolution. Such as: Gregor Mendel’s patterns
of heredity (which gave Darwin’s idea of natural selection a mechanism — genetics —by
which it could work); the discovery of DNA (which gave genetics a mechanism and lets
us see evolutionary lineages); developmental biology (which gives DNA a mechanism);
studies documenting evolution in nature (which converted the hypothetical to
observable fact); evolution’s role in medicine and disease (bringing immediate relevance
to the topic); and more” (Safina, 2009).

In its most elemental form, evolution by natural selection is summarized below:
Figure 1. Evolution by natural selection (Gregory, 2009, p.158).
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The fact is that the theory of evolution is one of the best supported theories in the
history of science by evidence from a wide variety of scientific disciplines, including, but not
exclusively, those marshaled to understand it during the New Synthesis. While it is not within
the scope of this chapter to detail how well supported the theory of evolution by natural
selection actually is, readers are referred to Coyne (2010) for a comprehensive but readable
treatment of this subject.

Controversies and attacks on evolutionary theory
Given the evident scientific support for evolution by natural selection, it may be
surprising that more than a century after Darwin’s death in 1882, there is still skepticism about
the validity of his contributions (and those of generations of his successors). The mere fact that
scientific analyses have provided significant and meaningful validation of the theory of
evolution, generates the obligation to teach it to students. Furthermore, the concepts required
to understand evolution by natural selection like evolutionary change, genetic variation, and the
struggle for existence, are not particularly hard to grasp because they do not have the
mathematical complexities that impede understanding of major theories in physics such as
relativity and quantum mechanics (Thagard, and Findlay, 2009). So at least in part, the
controversies surrounding the theory of evolution must be related to misunderstanding what
the theory actually says or, perhaps more significantly, how the theory conflicts with a theistic
perception of Earth time and biotic diversity.
Since its early inception, evolutionary theory has been attacked, the most famous
debate during Darwin’s time taking place on June 30, 1860, between biologist Thomas Huxley
and Oxford Bishop Samuel Wilberforce (Hesketh, 2009). In the United States, people have
challenged the legality of teaching evolutionary theory in public schools. Perhaps the most
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famous case about evolution in the United States was the 1925 Scopes trial, which prosecuted
John Scopes, a biology teacher in Tennessee, for teaching a theory of human origins that
contradicted “the Divine creation of man as taught in the Bible” (Miller, 2008, p.89). Since that
time, many additional cases of importance have been tried by the courts, including 1968,
Epperson v. Arkansas; 1981, Segraves v. State of California; 1982, McLean v. Arkansas Board of
Education; 1987, Edwards v. Aguillard; 1990, Webster v. New Lenox School District; 1994, Peloza
v. Capistrano School District; 1997, Freiler v. Tangipahoa Parish Board of Education; 2000,
Rodney LeVake v Independent School District 656, et al.; 2005, Selman et al. v. Cobb County
School District et al.; and most recently, December 2005, Kitzmiller et al. v. Dover (Matsumura,
& Mead, 2016). These court decisions have all ruled that the various forms of religious ideas,
including intelligent design, and creationism, are belief systems (e.g., religion), not science, and
that it is therefore unconstitutional to include them in public school science classes.
Evolutionary theory remains the only scientifically valid explanation for the history of life on
Earth, while religious beliefs are not science.
One of the most widespread oppositions to evolutionary theory arises from its
contravening the idea of divine creation. However, this discordance may be based on ignorance
of both evolutionary theory and religion. For example, the Roman Catholic Church, the largest
Christian church, has publicly stated that teachings on creation could coexist with evolutionary
theory, when Pope Pius XII wrote the encyclical “Humani Generis” (1950). In this document, the
Catholic Church distinguished between the spiritual, which is the domain of God, and the
physical, which is the domain of science. It is a distinction that carries a lot of weight with
students when it is explained. The spiritual, not being science, does not have the same methods
as science. The document specifically states,
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“The teaching authority of the Church does not forbid that, in conformity with the
present state of human sciences and sacred theology, research and discussions, on the
part of men experienced in both fields, take place with regard to the doctrine of
evolution, in as far as it inquiries into the origin of the human body as coming from preexistent and living matter – for the Catholic faith obliges us to hold that souls are
immediately created by God” (Catholic Church, 1950, # 36).
Even more supportive of evolution, Pope John Paul II (1996), on his “Message to the
Pontifical Academy of Sciences: On Evolution” called evolution “more than a hypothesis.” More
recently, Pope Francis stated, "God is not a demiurge or a magician, but the Creator who
brought everything to life...Evolution in nature is not inconsistent with the notion of creation,
because evolution requires the creation of beings that evolve" (Welsh, 2014).
Likewise, according to the Pew Research Center (2014), other religions have stated that
there are alignments between religion and evolutionary theory. For example, Buddhist scholars
have described that there is consistency between evolution and Buddhism, such as the notion
that all life is impermanent. The teachings of other religious groups including the Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-day Saints, the Episcopal Church, the Evangelical Lutheran Church in America,
the Presbyterian Church, the United Methodist Church, and Hinduism, do not generally find an
inherent conflict between evolutionary theory and their faith (Pew Research Center, 2014).
Thagard & Findlay (2009) expose two main obstacles to acceptance of the scientific
explanation for the history of life, cognitive and emotional. They propose that cognitive
obstacles can arise in the form of conceptual difficulties such as the fact that evolutionary
theory involves probabilistic changes in genes and species, the so-called “population thinking” of
Mayr (1982). Since evolution happens at the population level rather than the individual level,
some students may be drawn to Lamarckian explanations in terms of the heritability of acquired
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characteristics, which is most like the rapid, directed changes that take place in individual’s
personal lives and cultural developments. Moreover, Thagard & Findlay (2009), explain that
cognitively conceptual difficulties can come from lack of appreciation of emergent processes,
which are not intuitively easy to understand without contextual knowledge.
Perhaps most often mentioned, is the fact that some religious traditions such as
Judaism, Christianity, and Islam assert divine creation as the origin of species, rather than
evolution by natural selection. The Bible presents a definitively different story from the
biological view that organisms on earth evolved over the course of billions of years. Therefore,
some students who are literal interpreters of these texts need to either reject it or revise their
views dramatically before they become capable of accepting evolutionary explanations of the
origins of species (Thagard & Findlay, 2009).
Moreover, due to emotional reactions and the appealing aspects of the religiouspsychological perspective that God human souls as the culminating act of creation, some people
would prefer that the theory of evolution be false (Thagard & Findlay, 2009). The idea of a loving
and all-powerful God may provide some people reassurance that the many problems that life
presents are just transitory parts of a beneficent, divine plan, which will eventually lead to everlasting happiness. Also, the idea of free will is supported by our subjective experience of making
genuine choices, generating a preferred view of ourselves and others as responsible agents, and
Darwinian approaches to biology may make some think that their lives are rendered
meaningless, devoid of the spirituality and morality, and therefore a reduction of the value of
life (e.g. Harms & Reiss, 2019). Because religion and evolution are thought to be incompatible by
many people in the public eye, including some dogmatic religious leaders and politicians (Barnes
et al., 2017), students may perceive that evolution is in conflict with religious beliefs that may
influence that student’s sense of belonging.
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The science of evolution in the public eye
Recent research continues to show that an understanding of evolutionary theory is poor
among school students and the general population alike (Reiss & Harms, 2019). Some of the
misunderstandings come from doctrinaire religious beliefs, while others come from cognitive
dissonance due to ignorance about what the theory is and how it is scientifically supported.
Some students reject the theory of evolution because they erroneously understand it to be
incompatible with their religious beliefs. Some researchers have argued that abandoning
religious belief is the only way to help religious individuals accept evolution (e.g., Lawson &
Weser, 1990; Honey, 2015). Furthermore, staunch atheistic evolutionists like Oxford University
professor and prolific author Richard Dawkins argue that science can provide an explanation for
everything in the observable universe, and thus science suggests that a supernatural creator
almost certainly does not exist (Dawkins, 2008). Dawkins (1989), goes as far as insulting people
whose religious views conflict with evolution by writing, “It is absolutely safe to say that if you
meet somebody who claims not to believe in evolution, that person is ignorant, stupid or
insane”6 (p. 34). This tactic of publicly insulting people may be counterproductive to helping
people to understand the issues or feel invited to consider different points of view (Winberg,
2017). Alternatively, some researchers have found that highlighting the faith/evolution
compatibility is an eﬀective means to increase student acceptance of evolutionary theory
(Miller, 2008; Lindsay, et al., 2019; Barnes et al., 2017).
Finally, another potential source of confusion underlying misunderstandings of the
theory of evolution is related to language. Many words in science, like adaptation and fitness,
also appear in everyday language with different meanings (Sinatra, et al., 2008). Therefore,

6 An unintended irony, since evolution, as we have seen, is not something one “believes in;” it is a
scientific hypothesis (albeit a well-supported one).
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teaching evolution requires subtle intricacies to address misconceptions and misunderstandings,
and precise language.
Conclusion
If we do not offer a rigorous introduction to evolutionary theory or if we compromise its
treatment, we deprive students of the coalescing scientific concept in the biological sciences.
Biology cannot be properly taught without teaching the theory of evolution with all of its
predictive and explanatory powers.
Studying evolution is an excellent conduit for allowing students to learn about the
process of scientific inquiry, because as we have seen, evolution offers myriad and diverse
examples of the ways that scientists gather and analyze information, test competing
hypotheses, and come to a consensus about explanations for natural phenomena. Indeed, Belin
and Kisida (2015) report that in the US there is a clear and consistent relationship between a
state’s public acceptance of evolution and the levels of science achievement among students in
that state. Understanding science is essential for making informed decisions and participating in
a global society (Calabrese Barton, & Upadhyay, 2010). Limitations on exposure to evolutionary
theory in the science classroom compromise understanding of a fundamental tenet of biology
and medicine, and also undermine of how scientific knowledge is interpreted. It is thus essential
that all students be offered a complete science education that includes a full and correct
introduction to evolutionary biology.
Finally, as will be explored further in this text, if learned properly, evolutionary biology
has the potential to help students apply their insights beyond biology. In the pages that follow
we will demonstrate that evolutionary theory as a venue to explore social justice works both in
terms of science education at the high school level and personal empowerment. No other
science can make that claim, so it is evolutionary theory that is best suited to unite biology, to
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empower by science education, and to underpin social justice. Further along in this text, then,
will be a detailed, scholarly exploration of the unique and largely unexplored relationship
between evolution biology and social justice.
The nuns, my aunts, introduced me to the exploration and thrill of learning about the
natural world, but it was not until college that I first learned about the theory of evolution by
natural selection - this would be the idea that coalesced my thinking about the biological world
and our place in it. As an adult, I came to have the honor of sharing with those nuns what I had
learned in college, describing for them my passion for the discovery of the living things, and
celebrating the power that science had given me and my family. For them, it confirmed what
they already believed – humans are intrinsically connected to every living thing, to the Earth
itself, and to the events of the cosmos. For me, evolutionary theory was the crux of my
liberation from poverty and scientific ignorance.
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1.2 The meaning of social justice
On June 17th, 2020, I, along with several students, parents, and board members from
Central Falls High School (RI) where I teach, stood on the steps of the Rhode Island State House
and addressed a crowd of approximately 150 people. We came together to protest an unjust
school budget that led to the firing of 42 teachers, including all the art and physical education
teachers, the librarians, and the nurses (Cullinane, A., 2020). This is some of what I said:
“I’ve been here before. I was a 15-year-old who didn’t know much about budgeting or
funding, but I had a clear understanding of fairness when a couple of my teachers took me to
this statehouse to speak on behalf of my school’s limited budget and its detrimental results. I
spoke about my awareness that we in Central Falls - lacking books, computers, a reasonable
music program, and saddled with a decrepit building - knew we were slowly being starved.
I can’t believe that 28 years later, I am back here speaking about the same issues. The
decrepit building only further battered by time, the music program actually cancelled, the
materials still limited - the state of RI could have made Central Falls an innovative hub for
education in the state. Instead, it has opted to underfund the schools and oppress the
children by offering less than is needed.
… can you look at the face of any of my students and tell them they are not worth art,
physical education, a library, a nurse, a music class? We want opportunities to live our best
lives. We know that education can develop the mind to think critically and that kind of
freedom in and of itself is invaluable, but education can also lead to higher incomes and
higher incomes lead to more choices. So, I want everyone here to say it: EDUCATION IS
FREEDOM.”
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I stood on those steps thinking about the fact that no other school system in RI needed
a rally to ask for basic funding. So many times, the students from the poorest district in RI,
serving a student body with 12.8% Black and 72% Hispanic students (Civil Rights Data Collection,
2020), had been traumatized and re-traumatized as they saw their teachers being laid off, their
school buildings crumbling, and their options increasingly limited. No other school system in RI
has eliminated music, art, and physical education, the librarians, and the school nurses. The
signs that some people carried in the crowd were indicative of an ugly reality and we were
attempting to right it:
“Public education is an investment, not an expense! Proper funding for Central Falls!”
“Central Falls students desperately need equitable funding to learn and grow!”
“Don’t deny our children a future they deserve.”
“A zip code should not dictate educational opportunities.”
“Why should brown kids get less?”
“You are lucky we’re asking for equity, not revenge!”

Our need for social justice focused our frustrations into an organized event where
people could hear the policies and practices that oppressed the students of Central Falls. In fact,
the poorest school in RI and its surrounding wealthier communities are a microcosm of the
larger society, where some people have unearned access to opportunities, while others are
denied these. Although injustices can be traced to many different sources, here I focus on
injustices based on race and ethnicity, which are closely connected to income and wealth.
What is Social Justice?
Cramme and Diamond (2009), define social justice as the fair and just distribution of
rights, opportunities, and resources within a society—a more equitable distribution of
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opportunities and life chances then the one currently available to most people around the
world. The concept of social justice as the societal variant of justice gained popular currency
during the Age of Enlightenment in the early 1600s and can be traced through the philosophy of
English-born American philosopher Thomas Paine (1736 – 1809) who, in his last pamphlet,
Agrarian Justice (1797), opposed agrarian law and monopoly by proposing the ideas that the
basic needs of all humanity must be provided for by those with property, since to him, the earth
was the common property of the human race. Moreover, the term "social justice" appears in
foundational documents such as The Federalist Papers, No. 7 (1787) when Alexander Hamilton
(1757 - 1804) argued for the importance of the union of states to the well-being of Americans by
describing the likelihood of retaliation of one state with another due to legislature, “… would
chastise such atrocious breaches of moral obligation and social justice” (Hamilton, 1787/2008).
In 1762, Swiss philosopher Jean-Jacques Rousseau’s (1712 – 1778) Social Contract
(1762), promoted the notion that society needs a contract as a way to address the unequal and
unjust systems. In Social Contract, Rousseau argued against the idea that monarchs were
divinely empowered to legislate and instead affirmed that only the people, who are sovereign,
have that right to govern by and for themselves. Hence, in Rousseau’s telling, individuals should
be seen not as subordinate subjects but as equal members of societies. Rousseau’s concepts of
the commonwealth inspired political reforms and revolutions,7 including the American
Revolution, and provided its foundational philosophy (Damrosch, 2012).
Scottish philosopher David Hume (1711-1776) reflected on the attributes and conditions
necessary to produce an ideal moral agent and social justice system in his A Treatise of Human

7 Most notably, the French Revolution, whose famous call to arms, “Liberté, égalité, fraternité,” reflected
Rousseau’s formulation of popular equality and sovereignty.
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Nature, originally published in 1740 (2000). Hume posited that individuals would cooperate with
others whom they believe will not break commonly accepted and enacted rules of behavior,
creating the necessity for social norms. Similarly, German philosopher Immanuel Kant (17241804) described people as free moral agents, endowed with the capacity to make decisions
independently of external causal forces and their own desires, committing themselves to what
they recognize as universal, rational constraints on their own action (Rosen, 1993).
In the US, social justice today is at least in part animated by struggles for racial justice,
which can be traced back to the 18th-century slave revolts and “Maroons” who escaped slavery
to create independent communities on the outskirts of slave societies, and notions of justice for
the Indigenous struggles (Robinson, 2000). Moreover, modern ideas of social justice also
emerged out of the worsening inequities of the European working class by the capitalist mode
of production in the mid-nineteenth century and one of the central figures of this thinking was
Karl Marx (1818 – 1883). Marx proposed the idea that society should provide individuals what
they need to fully develop their talents, and that each individual in return should provide society
with work for the good of society (McCarthy, 1990). Since the time of Marx’s writings, the
concepts of social justice and the related concept of human rights maintain their relevancy in
the face of unbridled industrialization, unjust policies, and oppressive actions.
Although there have been many different conceptions of social justice, including radical
egalitarianism, welfare-based, and libertarianism, their theoretical positions converge in a
composite idea of fairness/equity/equality (Bales, 2018). While many of these ideas focus on
economic factors and the equitable distribution of material resources, social justice is more than
just a way of understanding material apportionment. Marx affirmed this when he proposed that
the ultimate object for society is the full realization of an individual’s humanity and gaining true
freedom which would return to people the agency to realize their liberation from the
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exploitative material and ideological restraints. Marx saw these as limiting peoples’ humanity
(McCarthy, 1990). Originally written in 1846, but first published in 1932, in The German Ideology
Marx wrote: “people cannot be liberated as long as they are unable to obtain food and drink,
housing and clothing in adequate quality and quantity. ‘Liberation’ is a historical and not a
mental act, and it is brought about by historical conditions” (p. 44). Social justice can be seen as
transcending economic wealth by incorporating political, cultural, religious, and sexual
freedoms, and liberating humanity from ideological constraints.
The ideas of Hume and German philosophers Kant and Marx, were built upon and
articulated by twentieth century thinkers such as Sir Isaiah Berlin (1909-1997), and Americans
Thomas Nagel (1937 -), John Rawls (1921 – 2002; see below), and Robert Nozick (1938-2002).
These cotemporary philosophers discussed concepts of freedom, equality, and rights, as these
pertain to justice and democracy.
Social justice ideals were reaffirmed with the creation of the United Nations in 1945 and
its exploration of income-related inequalities, including ownership of capital and assets, and
access to services and social benefits8. The modern ideals of social justice were then codified in
a number of official statements and guidelines, including the United Nations’ (1948) Universal
Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR). Formally recognizing “the equal and inalienable rights of
all members of the human family,” the UDHR has served as a benchmark of human rights. This
publication was a recognition that social justice interests would now become a matter of
international importance because we currently live in a closely interdependent world where
injustices impact all peoples (United Nations, 2006). This sense of shared responsibility was

8 Particularly seen with the development and influence of the post-Marxian critiques of dominant social
paradigms and power structures pioneered by critical theorists and activists in the post-WWII globalized
environment (see Bales, 2018).
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affirmed in the more recent document Social Justice in an Open World: The Role of the United
Nations (2006), which connects human rights to concepts of social and economic equity by
identifying three critical domains of equality and equity, “equality of rights, equality of
opportunities, and equity in living conditions” (pp. 15–16).
One of the most influential and preeminent theoreticians of fairness and social justice in
the late twentieth century was American political philosopher John Rawls, whose ideas about
fair distribution and political freedom hinge on the existence of basic freedoms and equality of
opportunity. In 1971 he proposed a society of free citizens that hold equal basic rights and
cooperate in an egalitarian economic system (Rawls, 1999). He suggested that societies be
structured in a way where the greatest possible amount of liberty is given to their members, as
long as the liberty of any one member does not infringe upon that of any other member. He also
stated that there should not be social and economic inequalities, with the exception of the
situation where the worst off are better off than they might be under an equal distribution.
Even then, if such an inequality is created, this inequality should not hinder those without
resources from occupying positions of power, like public office. Rawls’ 1971 fairness concept of
shared equality, in a conscious echo of Rousseau, employed a social contract where people
“could expect the willing cooperation of others when some workable scheme is a necessary
condition of the welfare of all” (Rawls, 1999; p. 15).
Our call to action against the injustices in our world thus arises from a history of
injustice that fails to attain the ideals set out by United Nations (1948; 2006) and by social
philosophers ranging from the 17th to the 21st centuries.
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Social Injustices
Injustices can be categorized as personal, or systemic, but often may be combinations of
both. Personal injustices are generated by prejudices in which an individual’s decisions are the
main source of biased and unfair treatment of others, while systemic injustices are those
created by the laws, regulations, and social contracts that create oppression. Both personal and
systemic injustices are in play with the racial oppression seen in the United States. For instance,
racial segregation can be the result of oppressive actions deemed to be “de jure” (of law)
segregation, which are actions by the state to enforce racial segregation (e.g. the “Jim Crow”
laws of the southern states, which endured until the 1960s), or segregation can be “de facto” (of
fact), which is accomplished by factors outside of systemic and legal constraints. While here we
have segregated de facto and de jure discrimination, these two categories are in practice
generally mutually reinforcing.
While systemic forces that feed social injustices can be based on many factors, those
based on race are manifested by limiting access to quality healthcare, access to information, the
right to essential nutrition, housing, work, education, incarceration rates, and restricting
participation in the democratic process. Prilleltensky and Gonick (1996), describe social injustice
as large-scale enactments of inequitable practices that can be understood from the macro-level
of global economic and political structures to the micro-level of internalized psychological
images of inferiority.
Some people would affirm that income differences, educational attainment, private
discrimination of real estate agents, banks and other institutions can be described as de facto
segregation – the results of accidents or individual choices. While we would deny neither the
reality nor the perniciousness of de facto segregation, the idea that it is the dominant cause of
inequities in the United State today, a myth that has enjoyed widespread currency across the
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political spectrum, obscures the truth that segregation has been imposed and maintained by
racially explicit federal, state and local policies, without which private actions of prejudice or
discrimination would not have been very effective. Only by recognizing the impacts of
governmentally sponsored systems of segregation (de jure inequities), can we begin to remedy
them by developing equally effective government actions to reverse them (Rothstein, 2017).
Here I present some major themes in racially motivated discrimination and systemic
injustices, including disparities in housing, material wealth, prisons, schools, and
mortality/health. These categories are not mutually exclusive, interact at a variety of levels, and
are the result of both personal and systemic forces.

Housing. A key indicator of social injustice comes in the form of residential segregation.
In the United States white people tend not to live in the same neighborhoods with people of
color. The data show that a typical white person lives in a neighborhood that is 75 percent white
and 8 percent Black, while a typical Black person lives in a neighborhood that is 35 percent white
and 45 percent Black (Logan & Stults, 2011). Yet, where people live surely matters for their
short- and long-term social and economic wellbeing. In the US there are enclaves of low-income
neighborhoods that lack the resources, amenities, and the political and market power that most
affluent communities have.
According to the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (2020), on a
single night in January 2019, 567,715 people – about 17 of every 10,000 people in the United
States – were experiencing homelessness across the United States, and this metric shows how
this disproportionately affects Blacks (while Black people constitute 13.4% of the overall US
population, they constitute 39.8% of all homeless people) by contrast to, for example, Latinx (
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while Latinx people constitute 18.5% of the overall US population, they constitute 22% of all
homeless people; US Census, 2020a).
Shockingly, for those who thought American racism was only de facto, racially
segregated neighborhoods are the physical realization of plans, policies, and practices, carried
out at federal level, state, and local levels, that have systematically denied equal opportunity to
BIPOC9 (black, Indigenous and people of color) populations.
The most infamous (and arguably far-reaching) systemic racism was the pernicious
practice of “redlining.” This effectively began in the mid-1930s, when the Federal Housing
Administration (FHA) advanced segregation efforts by “redlining,” or demarking (with red
borders on maps) locations where it refused to insure mortgages in and near Black
neighborhoods, driving down home values in such neighborhoods and encouraging an exodus
away from them by (generally white) people who saw their investments faltering. The FHA’s
Underwriting Manual (1936) specified its intent in unambiguous terms:
“Usually the protection from adverse influences afforded by these means includes
prevention of the infiltration of business and industrial uses, lower class occupancy, and
inharmonious racial groups… (paragraph 229).

“Areas surrounding a location are investigated to determine whether incompatible
racial and social groups are present, for the purpose of making a prediction regarding
the probability of the location being invaded by such groups. If a neighborhood is to
retain stability, it is necessary that properties shall continue to be occupied by the same
social and racial classes. A change in social or racial occupancy generally contributes to
instability and a decline in values… (paragraph 233).
“Schools should be appropriate to the needs of the new community and they should not
be attended in large numbers by inharmonious racial groups… (paragraph 289).

9 The widely used term BIPOC first appeared in 2013 and is currently in common usage largely due to the
inclusion of Indigenous people among those who have been historically oppressed (Garcia, 2020).
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“The restrictions should be recorded with the deed and should run for a period of at
least twenty years. Recommended restrictions include the following… (g) Prohibition of
the occupancy of properties except by the race for which they were intended (paragraph
284; my emphasis).”

Based on such language in the FHA manual, Rothstein (2017) concluded that as part of
this racist program, the federal government subsidized construction for white homeowners with
the stipulation that the homes would not be sold to nonwhite persons, since it judged mixed
(white and non-white) neighborhoods as “inharmonious,” driving down home values and
creating detrimental conditions for white children (see Rothstein, 2017).
An extraordinary expansion in home ownership was driven by the Servicemen's
Readjustment Act (1944, the “G.I. Bill”), Although the GI Bill was (and is) race-neutral, statecontrolled push backs ensured that black veterans were kept from reaping its full benefits and in
fact, the G.I. Bill increased racial wealth disparities (Darity & Mullen, 2020). The 1.2 million Black
soldiers (Baker, 2016) that fought for the US during World War II were excluded from the rights
that were afforded to white soldiers. Segregated schools, vocational training programs, and
redlining kept most Black veterans from enjoying GI Bill benefits (Blakemore, 2019). Black
veterans were discriminated against, assaulted, and even lynched in the years following World
War II (Equal Justice Initiative, 2017). Home ownership had been made accessible to white,
middle-class, lower-middle-class families since 1944, while Blacks and other people of color
were excluded from suburban communities and pushed instead into urban housing projects.
As part of H.S. Truman’s “Fair Deal,” the FHA, acknowledging the inequities of
segregation, established the 1949 “American Housing Act” program explicitly aimed to eliminate
urban slums. In the end, however, redlining had effectively made it nearly impossible for Black
families to move into the white-dominated suburbs. Black families were displaced from urban
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housing, which was replaced with either unaffordable alternative housing, or public works – still
segregated (Rusk, 1999).
Despite the fact that more than a century’s worth of discriminatory policies built the
physically segregated America of today, the governmental policies that resulted in residential
racial segregation are clear violations of the Constitution and Bill of Rights: after the passing of
the Thirteenth (1865) and Fifteenth (1870) Amendments, in which Blacks stopped being the
legal property of white slave owners, and their citizenship and right to vote were fully
recognized, the Constitution then legally encompassed nonwhites. The Fifth Amendment (1794)
promoted equitable treatment of citizens, who could not “be deprived of life, liberty, or
property, without due process of law”, while the Fourteenth Amendment (1866 – 1870)
affirmed that “No State shall make or enforce any law which shall abridge the privileges or
immunities of citizens of the United States; nor shall any State deprive any person of life, liberty,
or property, without due process of law; nor deny to any person within its jurisdiction the equal
protection of the laws.” Taken together, all of these Amendments extend equal protection to all
in home buying, as well as protection against other segregatory practices for all Americans (a
term which unequivocally includes Blacks, Indigenous peoples, and People of Color (BIPOC).
Material Wealth. As was the case with housing, racial disparities in wealth also have a
connection to the GI Bill. When the original bill expired in 1956, almost 8 million World War II
veterans had received education or training benefits, and 4.3 million home loans worth $33
billion had been distributed (Blakemore, 2019). However, most Black veterans had been left
behind, since they faced limited options due to lack of formal secondary education, and often,
outright denial in their pursuit for educational advancement (Thompson, 2019). As a result,
employment, college attendance and wealth surged for whites but not for BIPOC, widening the
racial wealth disparities.
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Wealth, the total value of a family’s financial resources minus all debts, offers a key to
understanding racial stratification in the United States. Using wealth as a metric, the net worth
of typical white families is $171,000 compared to $17,150 for black families and $20,720 for
Latinx families (Tax Policy Center, 2019).
Because in America, home and land ownership are perhaps the most significant
repositories of private wealth, these too reflect racially-based disparities. According to the latest
Census Bureau data (2020a), the percentage of non-Hispanic white people who own their home
is 73.3%, compared with 42.1% for Blacks and 47.5% for Latinx. This means that a much greater
percentage of whites have wealth, relative to non-whites; here, then, redlining and other
oppressive measures effectively manipulated wealth distribution in the nation.
In the U.S. in 1989, the top 10% of households controlled around 60 percent of the total
wealth. This trend has been furthered cemented since by 2019 those top 10% of households
now control around 70% of the total wealth (FRED, 2019). Importantly, this wealth distribution
has an inherent intergenerational mobility, that is to say that children of wealthy people are
likely to remain wealthy due to a variety of factors including better health care, better schooling,
and more cultural capital (Reeves, 2017). This pattern of wealth apportionment is also reflected
in the difference between CEO compensation and that of the average worker in manufacturing
or production. CEO compensation has grown 940% since 1978, while typical worker salaries rose
only 12% during the same time period (Mishel & Wolfe, 2019). As of the time of this writing, out
of all Fortune 500 (500 of the largest US companies ranked by total revenues for their respective
fiscal years) CEOs, there are a total of three Black CEOs, accounting for less than 1 percent
(Davis, 2020), and 11 Latinx CEOs (~2%; Reiss, 2018). The growing separation between the top
twenty percent of wealth owners and the rest of society exacerbates the race gaps in access to
some of the mechanisms of class mobility. For example, inheritance of economic wealth,
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educational attainment, family formation, geography, and health and life expectancy, are ways
in which class and race divisions amplify each other (Reeves, 2017). The inheritance of social
class, or what Reeves (2017) calls “opportunity hoarding” by the wealthy and mostly white,
entail the systemic limiting of access to wealth-building opportunities.
Given the pernicious history of redlining, it could be expected that there is a visible overrepresentation of people of color in high poverty areas in the United States. A low-income Black
person is more than three times as likely to live in a neighborhood with a poverty rate of 40
percent or more than a white person is, and a low-income Latinx person is more than twice as
likely to live in such a neighborhood (Jargowsky 2015). These statistics reflect the racial
residential segregation and racialized concentrated poverty that plague our society.
Even when doing the same job, BIPOC earn less than their white counterparts. Using
data from a sample of 1.8 million employees surveyed between January 2017 and February
2019, on average, black men earned 87 cents for every dollar a white man earned, while Latinx
workers earned 91 cents for every dollar earned by white men (Gruver, 2019).
All of this is happening in the country with the largest economy in the world, which has
a nominal Gross Domestic Product (GDP) of $21.43 trillion and a GDP per capita of more than
$65,000. In fact, the United States has been the world’s biggest economy since the late 19th
century (IMF, 2020), and 2019 Census documentation shows racial disparities in real median
incomes of non-Hispanic whites which are significantly higher ($70,642), than Black ($41,361),
and Latinx ($51,450) households (Census, 2019a). Additionally, in 2016, approximately 18
percent of school-age children were in families living in poverty and the percentage of children
under the age of 18 in families living in poverty was higher for Black children and Latinx children
(31 and 26 percent, respectively), than for white and Asian children (10 percent each) (NCES,
2017).
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Another key indicator of racial wealth disparity shows up in bankruptcy data. Using a
national dataset of bankruptcy filings, Kiel and Fresques (2017) documented the scope of racial
disparities in bankruptcy filings and outcomes, finding large, pervasive disparities that remained
even after factoring for income, assets, and the court districts where debtors lived. Their
analysis shows that for Black people who file for bankruptcy, the odds of having their cases
dismissed were more than twice as high as those of white debtors (Kiel & Fresques, 2017). This
seems to be in violation of the 14th Amendment.
As we have seen, racially correlated wealth disparities are the result of unjust policies
and personal prejudices that have enabled the systemic oppression of BIPOC and resulted in
detrimental cycles of poverty at every institutional level and turn. Other sets of systemic
injustices can be pointed out in our legal system, schools and health disparities as described in
the following pages.
Justice system/Prisons. Significant evidence for racialized social injustice in the United
States includes incarceration, which has grown dramatically since the 1970s and made the U.S.
the country with the largest total number of prisoners in 2020 and the highest rates in the
world, with 655 prisoners per 100,000 of the national population (Walmsley, 2019). This rise in
incarceration has been especially prominent among young Black males and high school
dropouts. Prison data are among the most egregious examples of underlying racist behavior in
the judicial system; for example, the percentage of men aged twenty to thirty-four who are in
prison and are high school dropouts is, among Black men, 37% compared to 12% of white men
with the same education level (Western & Pettit, 2010). Moreover, data show that black male
federal defendants receive longer sentences [approximately 10%] than whites arrested for the
same offenses and with the same prior records (Rehavi & Starr, 2012). Similarly, women’s
incarceration population is now eight times higher than it was in 1980 and prison data show that
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in 2017; the imprisonment rate for Black women (92 per 100,000) is close to twice that for white
women (49 per 100,000); Latinx women were imprisoned at 1.3 times the rate of white women
(67 vs. 49 per 100,000) (Bronson & Carson, 2019).
The data show that for Black and Latinx young men, police use of force is among the
leading causes of death10 (Edwards, Lee & Esposito, 2019). Disproportionally, compared to all
other industrialized countries, one in every 1,000 black men can expect to be killed by police. In
fact, the probability of being black, unarmed, and shot by police is about 3.5 times the
probability of being white, unarmed, and shot by police (Ross, 2015). Edwards et al., (2019)
reported that between the ages of 25 and 29, black men are killed by police at a rate between
2.8 and 4.1 per 100,000, Latinx men at a rate between 1.4 and 2.2 per 100,000, while white men
at a rate between 0.9 and 1.4 per 100,000 – and these inequalities in risk persist throughout life.
These and other acts of physical violence against racially minoritized people have been a
persistent problem in our society.
Schools. In the US it is accepted that we have separate and unequal schools segregated
by race (among some other criteria). Yet, as a nation, we say that we expect our schools to
create equal outcomes for students who live in different communities, even if students live in
poverty, have limited health care access, their schools have unqualified or inexperienced
teachers, and those schools are underfunded. The data show that high-school graduation rates
are highest among whites (89%) and lowest among Native Americans (72%), Blacks (78%) and
Latinx (80%). Similarly, college graduation rates are lowest among Blacks (26.3%) and Latinx
(18.8%) and highest among Whites (40.1%) (National Center for Education Statistics, 2019).

10 At least 70 people have died in police custody over the past decade after saying, “I can’t breathe”, and
over half of them were Black (Baker et al., 2020).
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The Federal government’s attempt to help schools improve student outcomes has been
largely a punitive approach where schools serving students with the greatest needs are
punished for not achieving positive changes in standardized tests. There are stubborn race gaps
on standardized tests scores, which provide a snapshot into the astonishing extent of racial
inequality in our education system. Although standardized tests are often portrayed as
mechanisms for meritocracy, test scores reflect accumulated advantages and disadvantages in
the lives of those taking the tests. Hence, race gaps on SAT and ACT hold up a mirror to racial
inequities in society rather than showing academic abilities (Reeves & Halikias, 2017). In terms
of school funding, the financial punishments that result when schools serving poor children fail
to improve standardized test scores encourages the teachers and administrators to move
elsewhere, leaving behind a revolving door where students with the greatest educational needs
commonly encounter new and/or inexperienced teachers and administrators (Orfield, 2008).
While facile readings of figures such as those cited above, and other like them, have
been used historically to suggest unequal academic capability among different races (e.g.
Herrnstein & Murray, 1994; Richwine, 2009; Lynn, 2006), a substantial literature has
demonstrated that these differences derive from a complex suite of issues ultimately stemming
from a wide variety of racist sources (e.g. Jencks & Phillips, 2016; Ladson-Billings, 2006; Gillborn,
et al., 2017; Clark, 2014, Darling-Hammond, 2014). Educational outcomes for BIPOC children are
much more likely to be a function of their unequitable access to educational resources, including
skilled teachers, class sizes, and quality curriculum, than they are a function of racial differences.
In fact, the U.S. educational system is one of the most unequal in the developed world and,
based on their social status, students routinely receive dramatically disparate learning
opportunities (Darling-Hammond, 2016).
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Some oppressive practices can be linked to de facto biases that teachers bring to the
classroom. For example, some teachers tend to perceive someone with darker skin as more
likely to have committed an immoral act (Grewal, 2017). The issue is further compounded by the
fact that black boys may be easily misjudged, since they are commonly perceived as older and
less innocent than their white counterparts (Goff et al., 2014), and young black men are seen as
more physically threatening than their physical characteristics warrant (Wilson et al., 2017). All
these biases in turn, become manifested in the unjust treatment of certain groups of people. For
instance, in the United States there is documentation that there are significant disparities driven
by racial stereotypes held by teachers and that these drive negative responses to Black students
in the form of excessive and inequitable school discipline (e.g. Fenning & Rose, 2007; Gregory &
Weinstein, 2008; Lewis et al., 2010). These in turn contribute to school failure and can also play
a role in future incarcerations (Okonofua & Eberhardt, 2015; Rocque & Paternoster, 2011).
Differential approaches by many teachers to their non-white students are, incredibly,
manifested as early as in preschool (Hayes-Greene & Love, 2018). Naturally, with time the
distinctions are magnified, and the stakes can become the difference between life and death.
Further cementing these disparities, overwhelmingly white school districts received $23
billion more than predominantly nonwhite school districts in state and local funding despite
serving roughly the same number of children (EdBuild, 2019) if not de jure inequities, certainly
systemic in origin. In the US, about 7,600 schools have more than 75 percent white students,
and about 1,200 have more than 75 percent of students who were not white. The nonwhite
districts, tended to be much larger facilities than the white districts, but both served about the
same number of students, 12.8 million children in nonwhite districts and 12.5 million in white
districts. However, nonwhite districts took in about $54 billion in 2016 in local tax dollars, or
about $4,500 per student. While white districts, home to higher incomes and less poverty,
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collected more than $77 billion, or just over $7,000 per student. The overall gap in state and
local funding totaled $23 billion. Furthermore, teachers at schools with more Latinx and black
children are paid on average $2,500 less than teachers in the district as a whole (U.S.
Department of Education, 2011).
Such gaps in teacher pay, educational resources, physical plants, student agency and
autonomy have very real consequences for racially minoritized students. As we have seen, nonwhite students are usually educated with other non-white students in overcrowded conditions,
with limited resources, by less experienced teachers – in addition to the numerous other
potential problems related to poverty, including nutrition, health care access, housing
conditions, and increased stress. Yet, schools with non-white majorities are supposed to
compensate for all the evils of poverty during this developmentally sensitive time period with
fewer resources than are available to majority white schools. This is a lose-lose dynamic, which
ultimately plays out in oppression of non-white communities.
Mortality/Health. Furceri et al., (2020) found that the five major pandemics of the past
two decades, SARS (2003), H1N1 (2009), MERS (2012), Ebola (2014), and Zika (2016), all raised
income inequality and ultimately raised inequalities for BIPOC. And now, as case counts rise for
COVID-19 in the United Sates, the process is revealing exactly how much American inequality is
shaped by racial differences. Long-standing systemic health and social inequities have resulted
in the increased risk of getting COVID-19 or experiencing severe illness for racial and ethnic
minority groups of all ages. As of July 2020, age-adjusted hospitalization rates for Covid-19 were
highest among American Indian or Alaska Native, Black, and Latinx persons (CDC, 2020).
Social justice transcends economic equality and equity; it is a matter of life and death. It
affects the way people live, their consequent chance of illness, and their risk of premature
death, a clear demonstration of inequity. According to the World Health Organization (2008), a
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girl born today can expect to live for more than 80 years if she is born in Japan, Sweden, or the
United States – but less than 57 years if she is born in Sierra Leone, Swaziland and Lesotho.
Importantly, there are also dramatic differences in health that are closely linked with degrees of
social disadvantage within the same country. For example, in the United States the current
average life expectancy for a black person is 74.9 years, compared with 78.8 years for a white
person (Arias & Xu, 2019). Similarly, black women are more than three times more likely to die
from pregnancy-related causes than white women (Petersen et al., 2019), and infant mortality is
highest for black women with a rate of 10.75 per 1,000 live births, while the rate for white
infants is less than half at 4.63 (Ely & Driscoll, 2020).
Preventable health inequalities arise because of the circumstances in which people
grow, live, work, and age, and the systems put in place to deal with healthcare. For example,
according to the CDC, 13.8 percent of Blacks (CDC, 2017a) and 10 percent of Latinx (CDC, 2017b)
reported having fair or poor health compared with 8.3 percent of non-Hispanic whites. Similarly,
Latinx women are 40 percent more likely to have cervical cancer and 20 percent more likely to
die from cervical cancer than non-Hispanic white women (HHS, 2020), and Blacks have the
highest mortality rate for all cancers combined compared with any other racial and ethnic group
(CDC, 2017b).
The conditions in which people live and die are shaped by political, social, and economic
forces. Social and economic policies have a defining impact on whether a child can grow and
develop full potential and live a flourishing life, or if its life will be blighted (Tulchinsky &
Varavikova, 2015). The latest reported figures also show that in the US approximately 4.3 million
children do not have health insurance (Census, 2019b) and this indicator impacts Latinx children
at a higher rate of 8.2 percent uninsured, and American Indian/Alaskan Native of 13.2 percent
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uninsured, which are significantly higher than the 5.2 percent of white children without health
insurance (Alker & Roygardner, 2019).
Conclusion
In northern RI, there are two elementary schools separated by a mile, but they could be
in different countries. The elementary school in Central Falls (n=417 students), is 16% white,
95% free/reduced lunch (National Center for Education Statistics, 2020a). This contrasts with the
elementary school in nearby Lincoln, (n=272 students) which is 80% white, and 24%
free/reduced lunch (National Center for Education Statistics, 2020b). According to the US Census
(2020b), the median value of owner-occupied housing units in Central Falls is $147,800, with just
19.4% of those homes being owner-occupied. The median household income in Central Falls is
$31,724. Meanwhile in Lincoln, wealth indicators more than double as it has a median value of
owner-occupied housing units of $303,700 with 67.3% of those homes being owner-occupied,
and a median household income of $74,123. The stark differences between these two adjacent
cities cannot be explained by any physical separation as no such divider exists. The differences
must be related to other factors – a lack of social justice that ultimately forced a school to
protest its own blighted circumstances.
As I stood side-by-side with the other protesters, there was a sense of significance in our
plight. This was a collective effort where teachers, students, parents, administrators, and local
elected officials came together for the cause of social justice. However, nothing was decided
that day, nor the following months, and no additional funding was secured. Two months after
the rally, it became clear that those with political and economic power retained the ability to
control the lives of those with neither.
Even with its meritocratic aspirations, American society is stratified, based on income,
wealth, power, culture, behavior, and race/ethnicity. There are large variations in wealth,
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material possessions, authority, access to education, access to healthcare, and treatment by the
law-enforcement/judicial systems. Beginning with a past where people were valued unequally,
persistent privilege and oppression based on race or ethnicity (Bernal, 2002; Giroux, 1982)
continue to dominate every aspect of United States life. If we really do adhere to the iconic
language of our founding documents, we must eradicate the inequalities that have created
disparities in wealth and power. And here, then, is the core of this dissertation: life science
education focused on evolutionary biology, has a key contribution to make to social equality.
Biology education centered around evolution provides a conduit to investigate social injustices
and biological truths. Teachers can and must serve as agents for change and counteract the
injustices of the past by using their institutional and academic roles to create systemic
empowerment.
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1.3 The roots of oppression: slavery, colonization, and unfettered free markets
When I was in second grade, I tore into pieces the “Best Student Award” certificate from
the school Liceo Salazar y Herrera. My mother was furious and could not begin to understand
why I would “misbehave” in this way. She was proud of her youngest son, and this certificate
symbolized not just my own work, but her efforts and dedication as a struggling single mother. It
was only after she noticed the tears running down my face that she asked why I had ripped the
paper. I told her that I did not feel that I deserved the award; there was another student, Carlos,
that I thought worked even harder than I did – and as poor as we were, he was even poorer.
Many Latin Americans – like Carlos and me – tend to be mixed– the descendents of bastard
children of the Spaniards who procreated with the indigenous peoples they conquered and
suppressed on the one hand, and the Africans they brought to the New World as slaves on the
other. Unlike Carlos whose physical characteristics were associated with the native Chibcha
peoples, I looked like our second-grade teacher, with a heavier dose of Mediterranean
coloration. Aside from the certificate, the award came with the choice of seats, an invitation to
sit on the stage during a school-wide ceremony, and the option to join the marching band. None
of these things were offered to Carlos. Because of the award, my world opened up in school,
and even discipline was dispensed out differently for me. Carlos and I had been differentially
treated as a result of the color of our skin. The teacher was responding consciously or
unconsciously to her perception of our respective races and their ranking in her system of
values; in short, her response was racist (sensu Kendi, 2019).
Caste-based social injustices appear to have been present throughout all documented
history including state-sanctioned slavery of prisoners of war and overt oppression in preColumbian civilizations. Romans famously enslaved their defeated enemies, a slavery based on
war captivity rather than race (Joshel, 2019). However, as documented in section 1.3, current
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social inequities are directly rooted in the history of a much more recent race-based
subjugation. The systemic oppressions which gave rise to the modern American power, are still
in play in our society, and their history is interwoven by racially-dependent slavery, colonization
and unfettered free markets, all of which favored Europeans and produced the current
oppression of nonwhites around the world. This chapter will focus on this history: slavery,
colonization, and free markets, and follow how race became a chief constituent of the American
way of life and ultimately created a caste system.
The use of race
What exactly is race? Feagin (2006) notes the fluid construction of race by saying, “The
category of ‘race’ symbolizes social conflicts by referring to human physical characteristics, yet it
is not fixed, but rather variable over time.” (p. 6). Kendi (2019, p. 35) saw race as “a power
construct…that lives socially.” Wilkerson (2020) considers it to be a color-coded indicator of
caste (see end of this section). Fredrickson (2002) sees race as having
“two components: difference and power. It originates from a mindset that regards
“them” as different from “us” in ways that are permanent and unbridgeable. This sense
of difference provides a motive or rationale for using out power advantage to treat
the…Other in ways that we would regard as cruel or unjust if applied to members of our
own group” (p. 9).
At one point, race had a religious underpinning relating to the biblical Ham story (see
Fredrickson, 2002; and text below), but it quickly acquired a presumed biological underpinning
by the time of the Enlightenment; and from then on, its application as a tool for differentiating
and oppressing individuals was little changed; what has shape-shifted are the demarcations of
races, and the different “science” that has been marshaled to support each conception (see
section 1.6).
Regardless of putative scientific underpinning, race has real consequences for peoples’
lives. The first Black Presbyterian Church in America General Assembly moderator and Pastor
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Irwyn Ince Jr. (2020) said it precisely: “The idea of races is a human invention. It is a social
construct, but it has a very real physical impact on the lives of people.” Although biology does
not provide evidence for such socially-constructed distinctions (see section 1.6), race has real
implications for people’s lives and it has played a major role in determining life outcomes. Our
history is full of examples about the evils committed in the name of race, and in the next few
pages some of these evils are traced in history.
Race-based enslavement
The mass enslavement of Africans can be traced back to Portuguese traders who first
sailed along the Atlantic African coast in the early 1400s in search of gold. However, in their
travels the Portuguese discovered the profitable business of kidnapping and trading of African
people, and by 1500, over 81,000 enslaved Africans had been sold by the Portuguese and
shipped to Europe, nearby Atlantic islands, and to Muslim merchants in Africa (Boddy-Evans,
2020). This, then, was a dramatic new innovation: slavery had been historically tied to spoils of
war, but now it became an end in and of itself, a commodity to be traded almost as valuable as
the gold that originally brought the Portuguese there.
Prince Henry the Navigator (1394 – 1460), brother and uncle of Portuguese kings, was
the first notable European to promote the idea of exclusively trading African people. The earliest
expeditions sponsored by Prince Henry around the west coast of Africa were intended to be a
means of avoiding Muslim traders with whom he was competing with for commerce, including
the trading of humans. Ultimately acquiring human capital became the reason for sponsoring
Portuguese voyages to West Africa (Kendi, 2017). In short, Prince Henry had begun a lucrative
business that singled out skin coloration as the key definable criterion for slavery. Prince Henry’s
most potent legacy might be described as the invention of race-based slavery.
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After nearly two decades of lucrative slave trading led by Prince Henry, King Afonso V
(1432 – 1481) of Portugal needed to justify the commerce of African human lives due to
emerging moral and religious objections. If Africans could be understood to be somehow more
bestial than Europeans, then treating them like beasts was not unconscionable. The royal
chronicler Gomes Eanes de Zurara (c. 1410 – c. 1474) obligingly depicted and clumped together
the diverse cultures, languages, and genetics of all Africans as a single Black People who were
violent and dangerous; the dark embodiment of evil (Kendi, 2017). In The Chronicle of the
Discovery and Conquest of Guinea (1453), Zurara presents a world view in which Africans were
less human, and therefore below Europeans. Zurara wrote, “like beasts, without any custom of
reasonable beings… They had no understanding of good, but only knew how to live in a bestial
sloth” (Zurara, 2010, p. 84).
Religious justification and support of slavery
Slavery could also be nefariously justified by the benefits of conversion to Christianity,
thus becoming a presumptive evangelical mission to the world. Many European slavers who
considered themselves Christian comfortably accommodated their activities by the
rationalization that slavery beneficently Christianized and civilized their captives. Thus, the
Catholic Church, ever sensitive to opportunity, played an active role in legitimizing the slavery of
blacks and eventually, Native Americans. The papal bull Dum diversas, issued by Pope Nicholas V
(1397-1455) to King Alfonso V, gave the Portuguese monarchy the right to “invade, capture,
vanquish, and subdue all Saracens, pagans, and other enemies of Christ, to put them into
perpetual slavery, and to take away all their possessions and property” (as quoted in Newcomb,
2008, p. 98).
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For some devout Christians, slaving was driven by missionary motives, which then
required Biblical sanction. The curse of Ham in Genesis Chapter 9 verses 20 to 25 provided a
rationale for the enslavement of Blacks. These verses about Noah, and his three sons, Shem,
Ham, and Japheth, describe how Ham’s son Canaan was cursed to become a servant because his
father had seen Noah naked (see Wilkerson, 2020). Ham, thereby cursed by having a servant for
a son was conveniently reclassified as black, and his descendants were hence the Africans11
(Rae, 2018). Accordingly, Europeans were the blessed white descendants of Noah, while
nonwhites were the cursed Black descendants of Ham.
For almost 400 years, European slavers loaded approximately 12.5 million African men,
women, and children onto slave ships to cross the Atlantic Ocean. About 11 million survived the
voyage with about a third going to Brazil (Kachur, 2006). Slave ships were notorious for
unimaginably execrable conditions. In 1789 Olaudah Equiano (c. 1745 – 1797) described his
personal experience as a slave on one of those ships in his book The Interesting Narrative of the
Life of Olaudah Equiano, Or Gustavus Vassa, The African Written By Himself (2005):

I was soon put down under the decks, and here I received such a salutation in my
nostrils as I had never experienced in my life: so that, with the loathsomeness of the
stench, and crying together, I became so sick and low that I was not able to eat, nor had
I the least desire to taste anything. I now wished for the last friend, death, to relieve me;
but soon, to my grief, two of the white men offered me eatables; and, on my refusing to
eat, one of them held me fast by the hands, and laid me across I think the windlass, and
tied my feet, while the other flogged me severely. (p. 21).

11 This was a convoluted and genetically impossible story as all three were biologically Noah’s sons with
similar genotypes and phenotypes. Despite its inconsistencies, as obvious then as later, it was a validation
for skin color and ancestry as the demarcation between slavery and freedom.
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Colonizers and Conquistadores
Columbus’ inadvertent landing in what came to be known as the "New World"
inaugurated systematic European colonization of the Americas. Whatever the original intent
that motivated these voyages, Columbus surely opened the door to a new way for European
enrichment. Pope Alexander VI’s (1431-1503) Inter Caetera papal bull of 1493, provided the
Spaniards, in whose name Columbus was sailing, the right to locate, assume dominion over, and
take possession of those “lands not possessed by any Christian prince… for the honor of God
himself and for the spread of the Christian Empire.” (quoted in Newcomb, 2008, p. 56). The
church gave theological permission for Europeans to view themselves as superior in bodies,
minds, and spirits - deeming nonwhites as inferior and only worthy of subjugation. The Atlantic
slave trade resulted from, among other things, European colonization and a consequent labor
shortage, itself created by European colonial exploitation of New World lands and resources for
profit.
Importing Africans slaves was not the only means that Europeans used to gain economic
power. Native peoples were also captured for slave labor; however, large numbers of them died
from overwork and communicable diseases brought from Europe (Lepore, 2018; Wilkerson,
2020). African imports were reputed to be more compliant and resilient (Wilkerson, 2020).
Chattel slavery in the New World, additionally, had this self-perpetuating innovation: the
children of the millions of enslaved people (transported halfway across the globe with no
chance of returning home), automatically became slaves as well.
Shortly after Columbus’ ship ran aground in the island of Hispaniola (now divided
between the Dominican Republic and Haiti) on the 5th of December 1492, large-scale exploration
and colonization followed by other Western European countries. The Spaniards were the first to
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build their empire of the Americas using islands such as Cuba, Puerto Rico, and Hispaniola as
their commercial and slavery bases. The Spanish conquistadors managed to take large swathes
of North and South America, causing the deaths of a conservatively estimated 8,000,000
indigenous people, primarily through the spread of diseases like smallpox and measles (Ostler,
2015; see also Mann, 2011). At the same time, the Portuguese followed suit temporarily
claiming lands in North America (Canada) and colonizing much of eastern South America,
naming it Santa Cruz and Brazil. In the latter part of the seventeenth century, England belatedly
awoke to the potential to colonize North America, when King James issued a charter granting
permission to settle in Virginia (1606). Echoing the papal blessings for the Spanish and
Portuguese colonization, the English crown felt it could claim American land because these lands
were “not possessed by any Christian Prince or People” (Thorpe, 1909). By the seventeenth
century, France and the Netherlands also succeeded in establishing permanent colonies on the
Americas – Western Europe divided the New World as a birthday cake among gluttonous
children.
When European colonizers came to the Americas, it was clear that they had little regard
for the millions of inhabitants who already lived there. Many Europeans convinced themselves
that indigenous peoples were somehow deserving of their fates. Some colonizers felt that God
sanctioned the oppression of indigenous people since many died of diseases brought over by
the Europeans (Mann, 2011). This sentiment was stated by one French settler, “it appears visibly
that God wishes that they [Native Americans] yield their place to new peoples.” (as quoted in
Crosby, 2015, p. 213). Even when confronted by the fact that colonization was abusive to
natives and Africans, European scholars at the time justified continued inhumanity because the
natives were without written language or government, e.g., uncivilized (Lepore, 2018).
Colonizers could feel supported by texts as old as Aristotle’s Politics from 350 BCE (Aristotle
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(Reeve trans.), 1998), in which, foreshadowing the biological determinism of the 20th Century,
Aristotle avers “From the hour of their birth, some are marked out for subjection, others for
rule.” Against the acquisition of unheard-of wealth and power, and with philosophical support, it
is not surprising that one of Spain’s royal historians regarded the differences between
indigenous peoples and Europeans as great as those “between apes and men” (Lepore, 2018, p.
25), a trope that unfortunately remained embedded in the racist lexicon.
Legal slavery in the US and the moral dissonance
The English proposed to convert indigenous peoples by reading the Bible (as opposed to
baptism), an approach which they considered more humane than the forced conversions of, for
example, the Spanish. The English also brought new philosophies about governing, which moved
away from rulership by divine right to self-government. For example, English enlightenment
philosopher John Locke (1632-1704) stated in 1689 that all are born into a “state of equality,
wherein all the power and jurisdiction is reciprocal, no one having more than another,” each
“equal to the greatest, and subject to no body” (Locke & Goldie, 2016, p. 4). Locke (1689)
described all men as coming from a state of perfect freedom independent of the will of others.
He wrote: “There being nothing more evident than that creatures of the same species and rank,
promiscuously born to all the same advantages of nature, and the use of the same faculties,
should also be equal one amongst another without subordination or subjection” (p. 106, book
2). It followed that “Slavery is so vile and miserable an estate of man, and so directly opposite to
the generous temper and courage of our nation, that is hardly to be conceived that an
Englishman, much less a gentleman, should plead for it” (Two Treatises on Government, p. 1,
book 1).
In the passage above, Locke was specifically referring to the English as slaves to the
divinity of the king, but for exports from Africa, Locke had a very different view, one he
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expressed in The Fundamental Constitutions of Carolina (1669). Here he stated that “Every
Freeman of Carolina, shall have absolute power and Authority over his Negro slaves” (Lepore,
2018, p. 55). This contradiction was justified by the innovation of the concept of race, in which
the imposition of racial categories determined who constituted a “person.” Biological traits like
the expression of melanin, the size of the epicanthic fold, and the shape of hair follicles were,
and are, used to decide the social question of who belongs and who does not belong to the
center of power.
The infamous inception of slavery in America is generally regarded to have occurred
August 20, 1619. It was on this day when the privateer The White Lion arrived at the British
colony of Jamestown, Virginia with twenty African slaves who were traded for food (see
Wilkerson, 2020). These twenty men had been seized from a Portuguese slave ship ironically
named, given its occupation, after the Catholic saint, Sao Jao Bautista “Saint John the Baptist”
(McCartney, 2019).
English-born American political activist and philosopher Thomas Paine (1737-1809)
stated that since “all men being originally equals” the idea of God granting one person and his
heirs the right to rule over others was untenable because “nature disapproves it” (1776, p. 7).
Yet, in the Americas the slave trade grew exponentially during the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries and race became the most widely used demarcation of social status, with whites being
superior to all others. European countries conquered and colonized most of North and South
America, including the Caribbean islands, which would serve as slave ports (Lepore, 2018).
Expanding colonial territories in the New World and the prospect of owning land12 rather than

12 In European societies since well before the Middle Ages, in contrast to some other cultures, land
ownership was seen as a key to wealth and was ultimately tied to higher castes (nobility). As shown in
Section 1.3, land ownership became – and remains – a key to wealth in the New World as well.
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working for others, lured many Europeans to settle in the Americas. The migration of Europeans
created a huge demand for labor forces for mining coal and farming in the tobacco, cotton, and
sugar fields (Blackmon, 2009). Britain sent prisoners to work on the plantations, but these were
not sufficient, and in order to satisfy the tremendous demand for labor, planters purchased
slaves (The Abolition Project, 2009; Lepore, 2018). Slavery by Europeans led to generation after
generation of (mainly) African peoples being taken from their homelands and enslaved for life.
Laws from that time indicate that BIPOC were dehumanized and treated as less
than the English. In December of 1662, Virginia’s Act XII, written by Virginia’s all-white
General Assembly, resolved what was seen as a growing problem in the colony.
Englishmen were having children with African-descended slaves and there were
differences of opinion about whether children of slave mothers were born a free person
or a slave. English tradition and law were that a child received his or her status from his
or her father. However, free mixed-race children would blur the racial divide forming in
Virginia by the 1660s. To resolve this, Act XII declared that “Negro women’s children
[were] to serve according to the condition of the[ir] mother[s]”— in direct contrast with
paternal descent laws that prevailed in England (Shifflett, 1998). This law is significant
because it made enslavement a heritable condition and became instrumental in the
formation of a racially divided society in which nonwhite signified bondage. Equally
disturbing, it also financially incentivized acts of sexual violence against enslaved
women because their children would become white property. This law is then an
example of the legal tools English men created to build the white supremacist society
they evidently envisioned (Jones-Rogers, 2019).
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Unfettered markets
Superficially, it may appear counterintuitive that increasing individual and collective
liberties would even be related to the regulation of “free” markets. However, when we consider
the initial conditions that enabled and even encouraged land theft, dispossession of material
wealth, and the kidnapping and subsequent commerce of human lives, it can be appreciated
that free markets at the global level are not grounded in freedom as much as in greed. Indeed, if
free markets were a level playing field in which supply and demand were independent of
political and historical context, then the prices for goods and services would self-regulate
without governmental intervention. But because there is lack of equity, we continue to pay the
price of slavery and colonization - a cost that still burdens the BIPOC who have historically been
oppressed, and the whites who have oppressed them.
Since the 18th century, western European nations – and most of their former colonies –
have functioned to a greater or lesser degree in a capitalist economy. This is the economic
system in which the means of production are privately owned and these owners are focused on
generating personal profits, while those without capital are workers who earn a salary or wage
(Zimbalist & Sherman, 2014). Central to capitalism is the recognition of property rights, capital
accumulation, wages paid for labor, and a price system based on competitive markets. English
philosopher Herbert Spencer13 (1820 - 1903), proposed that the market would be selfregulating; and supply would balance demand (Weinstein, 2019). Spencer ignored historical
factors and systemic structures that create unjust markets in the first place; instead, he chose to

13 Spencer also coined the phrase “survival of the fittest,” a reference to the idea that economic success
depended upon the supply/demand equation; that too much supply with no demand was ultimately a
recipe for business failure. An early proponent of Darwinian evolution, he and many others applied the
expression to organisms as well (see Sections 1.2 and 1.5).
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imagine a society that would spontaneously arise from self-regulating markets. This would lead
to the eventual withering of government since no oversight would be needed (Weinstein, 2019).
This idea is still compelling today for those who would see markets unregulated, and
government downsized.
Since race-based slavery and colonialism were both indispensable drivers of the
expansion of wealth for Western European countries and their descendants in the US, racist
policies have long been integral to the expansion of capitalism (Cox, 1948). Marx (1976)
presciently wrote in 1847:
Slavery is an economic category like any other … Needless to say we are dealing only
with direct slavery, with Negro slavery in Surinam, in Brazil, in the Southern States of
North America. Direct slavery is just as much the pivot of bourgeois industry as
machinery, credits, etc. Without slavery you have no cotton; without cotton you have
no modern industry. It is slavery that gave the colonies their value; it is the colonies that
created world trade, and it is world trade that is the precondition of large-scale industry.
Thus slavery is an economic category of the greatest importance (p. 167).

In many respects, the philosophy of capitalism is inseparable from its historical
development, since race and racism played a vital role in developing the formation of the world
market enabling the current and inequitable capital accumulation. Kendi (2019) contends that
modern capitalism emerged during the 16th century, at the same time as the transatlantic slave
trade of African people; hence, he views capitalism and racism as “conjoined twins.”
In a 1967 speech delivered at the Southern Christian Leadership Conference, Martin
Luther King Jr. said, “Now, when I question the whole society, it means ultimately coming to see
that the problem of racism, the problem of economic exploitation, the problem of war are all
tied together. These are the triple evils that are interrelated” (King, 2018). For Dr. King, the high
rates of incarceration of racial minorities, the wage gap, the wealth gap, and the limitation of
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schooling opportunities, were all indications of an intricate relationship between race and a
capitalist system ultimately benefiting whites.
Kendi (2019) defines modern capitalism as the freedom to exploit people in order to
increase the wealth of the rich,
… [C]onservative[s]… define capitalism as the freedom to exploit people into economic
ruin; the freedom to assassinate unions; the freedom to prey on unprotected
consumers, workers, and environments; the freedom to value quarterly profits over
climate change; the freedom to undermine small businesses and cushion corporations;
the freedom from competition; the freedom not to pay taxes; the freedom to heave the
tax burden onto the middle and lower classes; the freedom to commodify everything
and everyone; the freedom to keep poor people poor and middle-income people
struggling to stay middle income, and make rich people richer. The history of
capitalism—of world warring, classing, slave trading, enslaving, colonizing, depressing
wages, and dispossessing land and labor and resources and rights—bears out the
conservative definition of capitalism. (p. 162).

He argues that safeguards are required, providing a safety net for all people, preventing
monopolies, protecting the environment from damages, regulating big business in order to
safeguard consumers; even though these are all seen as anti-capitalist by some conservatives.
Considering the race-based injustices in society, there are profit-motives for essential lifesectors such as education, healthcare, housing, and incarceration. “Capitalism is essentially
racist; racism is essentially capitalist,” Kendi (2019, p.163) concludes.
A caste system in the United States?
In order to institute and maintain systems that enabled slavery, colonization, and
oppressive economic practices, a system of determining social positioning was required and race
fit the bill. In turn, race became a visible marker of position in the social caste. While Americans
have, since the Bill of Rights, affirmed the idea that the United States is a land of equality,
Wilkerson (2020) has recently revisited the argument that the United States society can actually
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be best characterized as a caste system comparable, although not identical, to the caste systems
in India and in pre-“Final Solution” Nazi Germany. She uses the term “caste” because the term
racism is insufficient to capture the immutable social hierarchy into which people are born, and
that structures society. She identifies eight “pillars” of caste injustices, shared by all caste
societies:
{The eight pillars} are the historic origins, the…piers beneath the surface of a caste
hierarchy. As these tenets took root in the firmament, it did not matter so much
whether the assumptions were true, as most were not. It mattered little that they were
misperceptions or distortions of convenience, as long as people accepted them and
gained a sense of order and means of justification for the cruelties to which they had
grown accustomed, inequalities that they took to be laws of nature. (Wilkerson, 2020, p.
99).

For her, caste is the bones and race is the skin; therefore, race is ultimately just a visible cue to
where one resides in the caste system.
Our current caste system consists of a hierarchical division of our citizenry, that ranks
human value in society, determining the standing, respect, access to resources, assumptions of
competence and even physical beauty by caste. A gradient of skin color largely determines one's
place in the lower part of the caste system14 (Wilkerson, 2020). The ideas of caste systems have
been around for thousands of years, pre-dating the concept of race, which as we have seen,
only dates back to the transatlantic slave trade. The caste system we have inherited today

14 That Americans – even Americans within the white caste – feel this way is revealed by a recent
widespread attraction to genealogy. There is a strong interest in who we were –Italian; French; English –
rather than who we are (American). And within the white community, is it not true that people whose
relatives go back to the Founders are in some way imbued with a higher status than those whose relatives
arrived with the great immigration events of the early twentieth century? Ironically by this metric,
because persons of color have been here since the mid-1700s, a Black person with ancestors traceable
back to Thomas Jefferson should occupy a much higher caste than most of the whites that inhabit the US.
But color as a caste determinant in the US trumps everything else.
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intrudes all aspects of life because it is an effort to control and restrict where people belong
based on the color of the skin. Caste is about structure as Wilkerson writes:
A caste system is an artificial construction, a fixed and embedded ranking of human
value that sets the presumed supremacy of one group against the presumed inferiority
of other groups on the basis of ancestry and often immutable traits, traits that would be
neutral in the abstract but are ascribed life-and- death meaning in a hierarchy favoring
the dominant caste whose forebears designed it. A caste system uses rigid, often
arbitrary boundaries to keep the ranked groupings apart, distinct from one another and
in their assigned places. (p. 17).

In the past, the idea that in the United States race is a synonym for a caste system was
discussed by several other thinkers including abolitionist and Massachusetts senator Charles
Sumner (1811 – 1874). Subsequently, Ashley Montagu in 1942 wrote: “When we speak of the
race problem in America, what we really mean is the caste system and the problems which that
caste system creates in America” (p.180). Hence, America’s caste is, in the first instance, a binary
structure of whites and nonwhites. It has a palpable impact on the lives and the health of people
who are relegated to the lower caste and subjected to oppression on a regular basis. Unlike the
way Nazi Germany determined who belonged in the Aryan race, in the US, it only took one drop
of non-white blood15 to be categorized as non-white (Davis, 1991). And that, in turn, leads to an
important second implication of the caste system: it is heritable. If you are a member of a
particular caste, your offspring will likewise be a member of that caste. And if that caste exists in
a state of slavery, your offspring will be slaves. Today, the descendants of slaves, non-white
immigrants, and indigenous peoples, are still faced with countless limitations of the freedom to
choose the life they lead. Empirically, the Civil rights Act of 1964 should have concluded the

15 Immortalized in Oscar Hammerstein’s 1927 musical “Showboat,” in which Sheriff Vallon, looking to
shut down a show because of miscegenation between the two leads, says, “one drop of n—r blood makes
you a n—r in these parts.”
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systematic oppression of minorities; however, the deep roots of caste easily overwhelm
legalities.
Conclusion
Oppression of people has been conducted for millennia and our current social structures
are reflective of four systematic evils: the transatlantic slave trade, the colonization by Western
Europe, the current approach to free markets in the context of that history, and the influences
of caste. As a seven-year old, I did not comprehend why I was being treated differently than my
friend, but I had an inkling. Even at that early age, I knew that the pigmentation of my skin was
serving me better than that of others was serving them.
Ripping up my award at the Liceo Salazar y Herrera was my way of standing up for what
I considered a clear injustice. After explaining this to my mother, she gave me a hug and we
cried together, me out of anger, and she out of that pride that comes from knowing that her
words about fairness and justice were being heard and understood. My time at the Liceo Salazar
y Herrera ended abruptly when I migrated with my mother to New York. In search of a better
future for her family, my mother left her job as a teacher to work a house-keeping job at Super 8
Motel. Surely America, in which opportunities were equally available for all, would be a place
where we could thrive!
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1.4 Oppression in the United States
My two sons are very different from each other. That means that I have very different
conversations with each of them. Isaac, who was born with Down syndrome, really prefers to
talk about Weird Al Yankovic, or the medical procedures portrayed in the television drama
“House.” But Nicolas has a weak stomach for blood. He lacks that appreciation of human
anatomy that his older brother Isaac has. Nicolas is much more mathematical and methodical in
his thinking. He can quickly do impressive mental math and engage in discussing global events. I
am responsible for ensuring that both of these boys have access to the kinds of resources I often
lacked as a child. I am committed to the idea that they will be part of a world that values
humanity more than our current society.
Nicolas and I often find ourselves speaking about those “big” ideas in life. Some of these
discussions can be quite challenging for me, as I want him to recognize that, like all humans, I
cannot be completely unbiased and that my words are not the ultimate source of truth. One of
the most difficult conversations I have had with Nico was the one where I had to point out to
him that as a Latinx in the US, some people will hate him before they even meet him. The fortyfifth President’s rhetoric about Mexicans and Mexican-Americans, who are the majority of
Latinx people in the US, has emboldened hatred toward all Latinx people. The former
President’s words carry weight and so, on August 19, 2015, two white men who said they were
inspired by President Trump beat and urinated on a homeless Latinx man. The President
responded by saying that his supporters were “passionate” (Moyer, 2015). More recently the
results of his hate-filled speech and ideology came on August 3rd, 2019, when Patrick Crusius
drove 650 miles to use an AK-47 assault rifle to murder 23 people and injure 23 others with the
intent of “shooting as many Mexicans as possible” (Hutchinson & Mallin, 2020). Subsequently,
Crusius’ internet screed was found to mirror comments Trump had made in the past, including
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references to illegal immigration as an "invasion" and telling a group of BIPOC congresswomen
(all American citizens) to "go back to [their] home countries” (King, 2019).
Words failed me as I told my son that some people want to kill us solely based on our
ethnic heritage. Nico did not choose to be born a Latinx in the US. At the time that Patrick
Crusius began his shooting spree, my son was fourteen years old. It was difficult expressing to
him that neither his abilities nor his talents, his efforts nor his dedication, his potential nor his
qualities would matter, his appearance alone would have made him a target for Crusius. What
historical events made this conversation necessary? Why does this happen in a country that is
supposed to be exceptional and unique, representing the best hopes of the world for humanity?
What is holding us back from the quest set forth in the Inaugural Address of President John F.
Kennedy in 1961, to “explore what problems unite us instead of belaboring those problems
which divide us?” In this chapter I will discuss oppression as it is exclusively expressed in the
United States.
Overt vs. Covert Oppression
Growing up with two languages meant that there were some concepts that made more
sense to me exclusively in Spanish or English – depending on the context. My mother taught me
that there are two kinds of people who perpetrate bad, the descarados, and the solapados.
According to her, at times all of us are at risk of behaving as descarados or solapados. Both are
to be avoided since the results are the maltreatment of others, but these two terms differ from
each other based on the approach to the wrongdoing they represent. In English descarado can
be translated as shameless, brazen, or blatant. For my mother, descarado are people who wrong
others without hiding their intentions and motives. An obvious example of descarado behavior
was the legally-sanctioned enslavement of Africans in the Americas. By contrast, the English
translation of solapado, “underhanded,” fails to capture the true meaning of the word.
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This was the term my mother used when someone in complete awareness, used
malicious intent to harm others, while appearing entirely innocent or even beneficent.
We shall see that oppression in the Americas involved both descarado and solapado
tactics.
The time of “Descarado” - When slavery was American law
From its foundation, the United States was a country with racial inequalities. As they do
today, ideas of race and power varied in the colonies and early days of the United States. On
one end of the spectrum, Lepore (2018) describes radicals like pamphleteer Benjamin Lay who
viewed slavery as an absolute evil. Somewhere in the middle, Benjamin Franklin owned slaves
but promised their freedom after his death. And on the opposite end of the spectrum, were the
southern slave-owners who depended on an economy based on slavery and could not see their
economic future without access to unpaid labor (Lepore, 2018). The concept of race was
felicitous to this last group of men, because through the protective ægis of science, itself a child
of the enlightenment – it justified the view biologically that although the Declaration of
Independence professed that a “self-evident” truth is that all men are created equal, slaves,
being less than fully human, were less than fully equal. Herein lies the great ambiguity of the
U.S. social contract, in which reason could embrace both equality for all “men” along with the
institution of slavery.
Legally-sanctioned slavery was part of the US from its foundation until 1865 and
during that time it had staunch defenders. In words that are shocking to read even now,
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Alexander Stevens16, Vice President of the Confederate States of America, said of the
newly formed Confederacy:
“Its foundations are laid, its cornerstone rests upon the great truth that the
negro is not equal to the white man; that slavery subordination to the superior
race is his natural and normal condition. This, our new government, is the first,
in the history of the world, based upon this physical, philosophical, and moral
truth…With us, all of the white race, however high or low, rich or poor, are
equal in the eye of the law. Not so with the negro. Subordination is his place.
He, by nature, or by the curse against Canaan, is fitted for that condition which
he occupies in our system” (as quoted in Lepore, 2019, p.290).

Famously, the four-year American Civil War ended on April 9, 1865, when
General Robert E. Lee (1807 – 1870) surrendered his Confederate troops to the Union’s
Ulysses S. Grant (1822 – 1885) at Appomattox Court House, Virginia. The surrender
ratified, as it were, the Emancipation Proclamation of 1863. On January 31, 1865, the
House of Representatives passed and subsequently ratified on December 6, 1865, the
13th Amendment which abolished slavery in the United States. Descarado slavery had
existed on the American continent for more than 200 years, and with this new law,
around 4 million African American men, women, and children were pronounced free.
Most people who were freed in 1865 had no home, no money, and no way to
earn an income. Promises were made to the newly freed people including Special Field
Orders No. 15, a wartime order proclaimed by Union General William Tecumseh
Sherman (1820 – 1891) on January 16, 1865 which provided for the settlement of 40,000
freed slaves and black refugees on land expropriated from white landowners in South
Carolina, Georgia, and Florida (Reidy, 2019). Sherman later ordered the army to lend
mules for the agrarian reform endeavor, in an effort famously known as “Forty acres and

16 A quote that belies the post facto claim that the American Civil War was actually about states’ rights,
and not about the institution of slavery.
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a mule.” Also, to address the needs of the newly freed slaves, the U.S. government
created the Bureau of Refugees, Freedmen, and Abandoned Lands. Commonly known as
“the Freedmen’s Bureau,” it provided food, housing, and medical assistance to
thousands of freed slaves.
The assassination of Abraham Lincoln in 1865 dramatically changed the fortunes
of people of color in the United States. The prewar South Carolina plantation owners
who had fled their properties early in the Civil War now demanded the restoration of
their estates. Lincoln’s former Vice President (now President) southern Democrat
Andrew Johnson was, to put it mildly, uncommitted to Lincoln’s ideas for the
reconstruction of the former Confederacy. In October of 1865, he sent Gen. Oliver Otis
Howard (1830 – 1909), Commissioner of the Freedmen’s Bureau, to coastal South
Carolina to ensure that the former slave owners received their lands back. Howard was
in charge of getting the freed people to accept labor contracts with their former owners
instead of the land they had been promised. Andrew Johnson (and the US Congress)
frustrated the freed people’s aspirations to own land, and in doing so destroyed an early
chance to address the economic and social inequality that originated with slavery
(Reidy, 2019)17.
For approximately 10 years, the (generally Republican) forces of reconstruction
warred against the (generally southern Democratic) forces resisting Black equality.
Ultimately, the death knell for Republican-driven, Lincoln-inspired, but highly
contentious Reconstruction sounded in 1876, when a truly unholy compromise was

17 The government’s inability to keep its promises would have repercussions that are still felt
today. For example, in places like the Mississippi Delta, 98 percent of black agricultural
landowners have been dispossessed culminating in African American losing over 12 million acres
over the past century (see Agyeman & Boone, 2020; Newkirk II, 2019).
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reached: Democrats would support Republican Rutherford B. Hayes’ bid for the
Presidency, on the condition that troops ensuring the security of the reconstruction, as
well as the protection of former slaves, as envisioned by the Lincoln administration,
were withdrawn from the South. And with their departure, Reconstruction became what
Andrew Johnson preferred to call “restoration” (Lepore, 1918, p. 318), and so the “Jim
Crow” period began for blacks in the South.
After 1876, the courts and Congress systematically eroded the Reconstruction
(14 th and 15 th ) Amendments’ promises to Blacks – suffrage, equal protection and due
process before the law. In 1890 Louisiana, the law stipulated that all passenger railways
had to have ways of “providing for separate railway carriages for the white and colored
races” (Bankcroft Davis, 1896, p. 537). Homer Adolph Plessy was of mixed race and took
a vacant seat in a whites-only car. After refusing to leave the car at the conductor’s
insistence, he was arrested and jailed. Subsequently convicted by a New Orleans court
of violating the 1890 law, Plessy filed a petition against the presiding judge, Hon. John H.
Ferguson, claiming that the law violated the Equal Protection Clause of the 14th
Amendment (Vann Woodward, 1964). Plessy lost the case. The Plessy opinion and its
embrace of a “separate but equal” doctrine signaled to nonwhites that despite the
Constitution’s guarantees, their fundamental rights would not be protected. The letter
of the law, and even the Constitution, was insufficient since it could not be used to
defend the rights of BIPOC. Laws aimed to oppress nonwhites and, in the process,
created immense suffering.
Along with Africans, Indigenous peoples, also seen as non-white, were not
exempt from overt, descarado, oppression. On November 29, 1864, a regiment of
Colorado volunteer cavalrymen mass murdered an encampment of Cheyenne and
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Arapahos at Sand Creek, Colorado, killing about 200 people, mostly women and children.
This came to be known as the Sand Creek Massacre. When the troops arrived, a
Cheyenne chief raised the Stars and Stripes above his lodge, while others in the village
waved white flags signifying that they were not going to battle the seven hundred blueclad cavalrymen. Ignoring their plea, the American troops opened fire with carbines and
cannon, and before leaving, the troops burned the village and mutilated the dead,
carrying off body parts as trophies (Horwitz, 2014). Thanks to Capt. Silas Soule (1838 –
1865), who served in this regiment and witnessed the attack but was unwilling to shoot
the Cheyenne, we know about the evils perpetrated by John Chivington (1821 – 1894),
the pistol-packing minister who led the assault. Soule described hundreds of women and
children begging on their knees for mercy but murdered by the white men. Ultimately
Soule himself was murdered for shedding light on this atrocity. Similarly, descarado, in
Wounded Knee, South Dakota, on December 29, 1890, the U.S. Army’s 7th Cavalry
surrounded a band of Ghost Dancers under Big Foot (1826-1890), a Lakota Sioux chief,
and demanded they surrender their weapons. As that was happening, a fight broke out
between an American Sioux and a U.S. soldier and a shot was fired, although which side
fired first is still disputed. A brutal massacre followed, in which an estimated 150 Indians
were killed, nearly half of them women and children (Utley, 1963). These are but two
examples of ways in which Native Americans have been overtly abused after the
dispossession of their lands; truly descarado oppression.
Importantly, the legal abolishment of slavery in 1865 did not end the overt
oppression of the descarado time. There is a plethora of examples in which people were
blatant about their oppression of BIPOC after 1865. For example, on November 10, 1898
in Wilmington, N.C., the Wilmington Coup took place. This is the only instance in the
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history of the United States in which a legitimate government was overthrown by a coup
d'etat. Wilmington had a sizable Black middle class and a multiracial government which
angered white supremacists, who stockpiled weapons and promoted false reports of
Black violence in the lead-up to the 1898 municipal election (Zucchino, 2020).
Newspapers reports incited white citizens’ fears but although the federal government
was alerted of possible confrontation, the Black citizens of Wilmington were left to fend
for themselves. On Election Day, the white supremacists took the government by force,
making all Black politicians resign and instating a “White Declaration of Independence”
(Zucchino, 2020). Subsequently, a riot ensued and over 2,000 Black citizens were driven
out of the city and 60 were killed. These actions sent a clear and lasting message that
Blacks were unwelcomed and resulted in the city’s Black population going from 56% in
1898 to 18% in 2018 (Zucchino, 2020). Clearly descarado behavior.
Equally blatantly, Southern states enacted laws that denied blacks the rights to
testify against whites, to serve on juries or in state militias, to vote, or to start a job
without the approval of the previous employer (Forde & Bowman, 2017). In fact, whites
in power found ways to circumscribe the lives of African Americans, including contract
laws that penalized Blacks attempting to leave a job before an advance had been worked
off, and so called “Pig Laws” which harshly and disproportionally penalized BIPOC for
crimes such as stealing a farm animal. Additionally, vagrancy statutes made it a crime to
be unemployed and many misdemeanors or trivial offenses were treated as felonies,
with excessive sentences and fines. These laws only applied to nonwhites, forcing many
Blacks to work for the same plantation owners, that at one point had owned slaves, for
little or no pay. In some states the Black men who were arrested for not having a job
could be hired out to plantation owners with little or no pay going to the prisoners and
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creating a huge market for convict leasing (Mancini, 1996). These “free” people often
had even more abhorrent working conditions than they were exposed to during legal
slavery. This was due to the fact that plantation owners leasing the black prisoners had
no long-term interest in their well-being.
Continued and persistent overt, descarado oppression of BIPOC
Laws reflect the political climate of their time. By the turn of the 20 th century
every state in the south had mandated racial segregation by law. These “Jim Crow” laws
extended to schools, housing, jobs, churches, restrooms, hotels, restaurants, hospitals,
cemeteries, etc. And the Supreme Court validated these laws with the Plessy vs.
Ferguson (separate but equal) decision, until 1954 with Brown v. the Board of Education.
President Calvin Coolidge (1872-1933) signed the Johnson-Reed Immigration Act
on May 24, 1924. This act established the harshest immigration restrictions in U.S.
history, banning Asians, who were already subject to exclusion laws, from naturalization
entirely, and established immigration quotas that radically reduced the numbers of
permitted Southern and Eastern European migrants, who were deemed less “white”
than other Europeans (Jacobson, 1998), yet another example of the fact that what
constituted a “race” was fluid as long as it helped those in power. The Ku Klux Klan (KKK)
supported the law as they saw it as a tool of racial engineering, eventually inspiring
Adolf Hitler and the Nazis in their own discriminatory practices (Paik, 2020).
In the 1930s unemployment rose to record levels during the Great Depression,
and Mexican migrants and Mexican-Americans were unjustly blamed for taking jobs
from U.S. citizens while, paradoxically, for living off public welfare (Minian, 2018). In
response, the US government’s immigration officials started deportation campaigns to
remove unauthorized migrants, and for those people who could not be deported
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because of legal residency or citizenship there was pressure to leave “voluntarily.” With
the support of the Mexican government, US officials sponsored trains to return ethnic
Mexicans to the border (Minian, 2018). The number of repatriated Mexicans has been
estimated from 350,000 to as high as 2 million, out of which 60% are believed to have
been American citizens and mostly children (Minian, 2018). Ironically, only a few years
after the final episode of repatriation in 1939-40, U.S. officials were desperate to bring
Mexican workers back to replace American citizens who had gone to fight World War II.
The murder of Emmett Till (1941-1955) on August 28, 1955 was another signal of
continuing racial hatred and the white supremacist ideals. Sadly the murders of Blacks in the
South was a familiar fact of life in Jim Crow America, but when Emmett’s mother displayed his
lifeless body to be photographed in an open casket for the world to see, it was the catalyst that
set the civil rights movement in motion (FBI, 2016). While on vacation from Chicago to visit
family in Money, Mississippi, Emmett was shopping at a store owned by Roy (1931- 1994) and
Carolyn Bryant (1934- ), and someone said he whistled at Mrs. Bryant, a white woman. At
approximately 2:30 AM on August 28, 1955, Roy Bryant, and his half-brother J.W. Milam (19191980) kidnapped Till. Subsequently, the two white men beat the black teenager brutally,
dragged him to the bank of the Tallahatchie River, shot him in the head, tied him with barbed
wire to a large metal fan and shoved his mutilated body into the water (FBI, 2016). In September
1955, an all-white jury found Bryant and Milam not guilty of Till's kidnapping and murder.
Protected by law against double jeopardy because they could not be prosecuted for the same
crime twice (American Experience, 2020), Bryant and Milam publicly admitted in a 1956
interview with Look magazine that they had killed Till. Milam is directly quoted in that
publication (Huie, 1956):
Well, what else could we do? He was hopeless. I'm no bully; I never hurt a nigger in my
life. I like niggers—in their place—I know how to work 'em. But I just decided it was time
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a few people got put on notice. As long as I live and can do anything about it, niggers are
gonna stay in their place. Niggers ain't gonna vote where I live. If they did, they'd control
the government. They ain't gonna go to school with my kids. And when a nigger gets
close to mentioning sex with a white woman, he's tired o' livin'. I'm likely to kill him. Me
and my folks fought for this country, and we got some rights. I stood there in that shed
and listened to that nigger throw that poison at me, and I just made up my mind.
'Chicago boy,' I said, 'I'm tired of 'em sending your kind down here to stir up trouble.
Goddam you, I'm going to make an example of you—just so everybody can know how
me and my folks stand” (Look Magazine, January 24, 1956, p. 46–50).

On the other side of same racist coin with the legal trial and subsequent non-guilty
verdicts of Emmett Till’s white murderers, are the trials of the Scottsboro Boys. In 1931 nine
Black teenagers were accused of raping two white women on a train in Alabama. The legal cases
stemming from this incident included all-white jurors, lack of evidence, lynch mobs before the
suspects had been indicted, rushed trials, cross-burning, and anti-Semitic remarks directed at
the defense lawyer – all clear examples of the miscarriages of justice (Scottsboro tragedy, 2000).
In the end, in the face of multiple rounds of trials, recanted testimony, and clear evidence that
the Scottsboro Boys were innocent, the State of Alabama dropped the charges against four (but
after time had been served). All were pardoned in 2013, with then Governor R.J. Bentley stating,
While we could not take back what happened to the Scottsboro Boys 80 years ago, we
found a way to make it right moving forward. The pardons granted to the Scottsboro
Boys today are long overdue (as quoted in Lyman, 2013).

The kind of overt hatred displayed by individuals and commonly backed by federal
and/or state authority, can show up in instances when oppressed people are making headway
with their struggles. Such is the case with the 1969 attacks on the Black Panther Party’s
breakfast program. The Black Panther Party was a political organization founded in 1966
by Huey Newton (1942–1989) and Bobby Seale (1936–) to challenge police brutality
against BIPOC. As part of their work, the Black Panther’s Free Breakfast for Children
Program fed tens of thousands of hungry kids in cities across the U.S. (Collier, 2015). The
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program was proving successful and the FBI and local police feared the Panthers were
growing in popularity and worked to dismantle the program. In 1969 in Baltimore,
police raided the breakfast program with guns drawn (Bloom & Marin, 2016). That same
year, Chicago police broke into the church that hosted the breakfast and smashed and
urinated on the food; while in Harlem, police spread false information that the food was
poisoned (Heynen, 2009). Ironically, the USDA used the Breakfast Program as a model
for a federal school breakfast program (Heynen, 2009).
The time of “Solapado” - Oppression under-disguise
Although modern laws and policies no longer overtly express the intent to
oppress nonwhites, there are still systemic forces and official policies which benefit
whites over BIPOC – this is under-disguise oppression: solapado. For example, as a
response to the drug epidemic of the early 1980s Presidents Reagan (1911-2004) and H.W.
Bush (1924-2018), from 1981 to 1991, militarized and criminalized the anti-drug approach. The
drug enforcement agency's budget to fight criminality and drug use went from $220 billion in
1981 to $875 billion by 1991 (DEA, 2020). Furthermore, the 1986 Anti-Drug Abuse Act which
carried mandatory minimum sentences was much harsher for the distribution of crack cocaine
which was associated with Blacks than powder cocaine which was associated with whites
(Sterling, 2014). State and local spending on prisons and jails has increased at triple the rate of
funding for public education in the last three decades, since 1990, spending on postsecondary
education has been largely flat while spending on correctional institutions has increased 89
percent (U.S. Department of Education, 2016). It may be true that our current legal system is not
explicitly racist, but it is solapado, showing that justice is not blind. In the US, Black youth are
more than five times as likely to be detained or committed compared to white youth, and in at
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least six states, BIPOC youth are at least 10 times as likely to be held in placement as white
youth (Nellis, 2017).
Perhaps one of the most egregious examples of solapado in recent times comes in the
form of voter suppression during the 2020 elections. During the global COVID-19 pandemic, the
Trump reelection campaign and the Republican National Committee have spent over $20 million
on voting-related lawsuits in 2020 in more than a dozen states, including the battlegrounds of
Colorado, Minnesota, Michigan, Wisconsin, Pennsylvania, and Florida (Kroll, 2020). President
Trump attempted to suppress voters using several methods, including the intimidation of voters
(Villa, 2020), spreading misinformation about voter fraud (Ortega & Bronstein, 2020), and
perhaps most importantly, by using his political and executive power to limit funding for the
United States Postal Service in order to make it more difficult to deliver mail-in ballots (Levine,
2020). All of these moves are supposed to address voter fraud which even by the conservative
report from the Heritage Foundation only happens in extremely rare cases, since out of 250
million votes casted by mail over the past 20 years, less than 1,300 cases (0.00006%) were
fraudulent (Samalis-Aldrich & von Spakovsky, 2020). Several groups filed lawsuits against Trump
and Postmaster General Louis DeJoy, alleging that the two violated voters’ rights through a
series of controversial changes at the U.S. Postal Service that have triggered widespread delays
(Durkee, 2020). While. these tactics were justified by the Trump administration as cost-saving
measures for the US Postal Service, they were in fact intended to impair the ability of racially
minoritized people to cast their votes (presumably for Joe Biden, the Democratic candidate),
which benefitted Trump and his allies (McCaskill, 2020; Cobb, 2018). Additionally, a way to
legally suppress votes has been the Tennessee law which punishes protesters, in particular Black
Lives Matter protesters, by taking away their right to vote (Robinson, 2020). Ultimately, these
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voter suppression efforts had a real impact, as nonwhite voters are seven times more likely than
white voters to wait in line for more than an hour to vote (Pettigrew, 2017).
Another current solapado effort by the Trump administration is the manipulation of the
US Census. Ideally, the census counts every person residing in the United States — citizens,
noncitizen legal residents, and unauthorized residents. Census results are particularly important
in determining the number of seats in the House of Representatives, and for population-based
federal funding formulas.
In 2017, a question about citizenship was added to the census by Trump appointee
Wilbur Ross, but in 2019, the supreme court decided that the reasons given for the additional
question were not sufficient (Liptak, 2019). In response, President Trump wrote on Twitter that
he had “asked the lawyers if they can delay the census, no matter how long, until the United
States Supreme Court is given additional information from which it can make a final and decisive
decision on this very critical matter” (Donald J. Trump, 2019). The concern was that the
citizenship question would stoke fear among unauthorized immigrants and their family
members, scaring off millions of mostly Latinx residents from responding, resulting in
undercounts in states where those residents are concentrated (Prokop, 2019). After the legal
defeat of the citizenship question, the Trump administration found a “work-around” to
undermine the accuracy of the 2020 census: the count was ended earlier than planned, during
the COVID-19 pandemic, a move that likely resulted in undercounting BIPOC and others in hardto-reach communities (Wolf, 2020).
The results of descarado and solapado atrocities remain with us today in the persistence
of societal inequities. Although slavery has been outlawed and direct colonization by European
states is no longer politically viable, there are deep-seated remnants of these oppressive
systems in ways that ensure the continued oppression of BIPOC. Today, the descendants of
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slaves, non-white immigrants, and indigenous peoples, are still faced with countless limitations
of the freedom to choose the life they lead. Empirically, if the legal end of slavery truly
concluded the systematic oppression of BIPOC then there ought to be equitable representation
in all areas of society. The America of today cannot exist without the history of
appropriation of lands and the enslavement of racially minoritized peoples. For instance,
the Black labor force played a fundamental part in the physical building of America; a
labor force that was enslaved due to a system that saw nonwhites as inferior, less than
equal and deemed less than fully human.
Racism and American politics: “This is a Country for White Men.”
Racism and politics in the US have had a synergistic relationship that has often
sought ever-shifting validation. White supremacist, President Andrew Johnson, stated in
1866, "This is a country for white men, and by God, as long as I am president, it shall be
a government for white men” (as quoted in Trefousse, 1997, p.236). Therefore, it is no
surprise that he undermined many of the Reconstruction-era mandates meant to help
the freed slaves claim their humanity. Some people claim that the indigenous genocide,
enslavement of black people, and erroneous scientific racism are subjects of the past and
therefore a closed chapter of our country’s history. The election of President Barak Obama was
seen by some as evidence that the United States had finally shed its racist past and had entered
a post-racial stage. Sadly, however, the election of Donald Trump and the shocking events and
policies that ensued, interpreted by some commentators as a backlash against the election of a
Black President, relentlessly ratified white supremacy with brutal and ongoing consequences
(Petrella & Hasan Loggins, 2017).
At least twelve U.S. Presidents enslaved black men, women, and children at some point
in their lives (White House Historical Association, 2020) and many more presidents normalized
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“white supremacy” with their words and actions (Petrella & Hasan Loggins, 2017). From the very
beginning of our democracy, the first president, George Washington, kept Black slaves and
rotated them between Philadelphia (the capital at that time) and his plantation in Virginia every
six months, to ensure that these black people could not sue for freedom after more than six
months in the state as was the law in Pennsylvania. Further cementing this legacy, on the 31st of
May 1779, Washington wrote a descriptive letter to Major General John Sullivan asking him to
devastate Native Americans:
The expedition you are appointed to command is to be directed against the hostile
tribes of the six nations of Indians, with their associates and adherents. The immediate
objects are the total destruction and devastation of their settlements and the capture of
as many prisoners of every age and sex as possible. It will be essential to ruin their crops
now in the ground and prevent their planting more (p. 716).
Similarly, many other presidents have voiced racists views including Andrew Jackson,
Thomas Jefferson, Abraham Lincoln, James Garfield, Andrew Johnson, Ulysses S. Grant,
Rutherford B. Hayes, Grover Cleveland, Herbert Hoover, and Calvin Coolidge (Petrella & Hasan
Loggins, 2017). Sadly, other presidents have voiced their approval of white supremacists, such as
the case with Woodrow Wilson who described the KKK as “great” and “veritable,” (Petrella &
Hasan Loggins, 2017) and Donald Trump who, after the white nationalist gathering in
Charlottesville in 2017 said of the neo-Nazis and the protestors that there were “very fine
people on both sides” (Coaston, 2019).
Trump’s presidency produced, given the direction that many in the country thought it
was taking, shocking examples of racially-motivated political attacks. These include Muslim
immigration bans, the canceling of international student visas, the gutting of the voting rights
act, the separation of children from their parents at the border, the backing of the
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Charlottesville supporters, the push for a wall on the border with Mexico18 (see Arce 2019), and
the description of COVID-19 as the “kung flu” (Lee, 2020). Trump’s re-election campaign
consistently repeated racist and ugly specter of black and brown people invading the suburbs
and threatening white women (Glanton, 2020).
Ultimately, Trump’s presidency was an extraordinarily odious time of overt racism and
political conservatism not seen since the early - mid-twentieth century. The fires of racism,
antisemitism, and intolerance were relentlessly stoked by a President whose indifference to the
truth, as it is generally understood, was unparalleled. Instead of transparency and tolerance, he
surrounded himself with sycophants and enablers who were prepared to reflect his white
supremacist world view, while he skillfully manipulated social media as a resonating chamber
for his conspiracy-based ideas. In so doing, he exposed and reenergized deep veins of ignorance,
racism and intolerance, dormant since the 1930s, that lie within with social fabric of United
States. A full accounting of this President’s activities, and legacy, however, is not within the
scope of this document.
Reflecting the polarity of American society, many initiatives have been undertaken to
improve the lives of marginalized people, and in so doing, all of us. For example, the 1964
ambitious series of policy initiatives, legislation and programs spearheaded by President Lyndon
B. Johnson, termed The Great Society, were designed to end poverty, reduce crime, abolish
inequality and improve the environment. As a part of the Great Society, Johnson expanded the
federal government's roles in education and health care as poverty reduction strategies. As a
result of these policies, the percentage of Americans living below the poverty line declined from

18 Trump characterized Mexicans hoping to immigrate into the United States as “drug dealers, criminals,
and rapists,” relentlessly playing to deep-seated white cultural fears of the “theft” of “their” America by
BIPOC.
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22.2 percent to 12.6 percent (Califano Jr., 2015). Additionally, as study by Fernald et al. (2008)
showed that by supplementing poor families' incomes there was an improvement in their
children's cognitive and language skills within 18 months. The conclusion can be drawn that
socio-cultural context has direct and almost immediate effects on cultural and academic
performance.
Despite all the limitations and needs for improvement, I regularly remind my students
that we arguably live in the greatest country in the world, during the best time in history. A time
when information is readily available, and people’s voices can be quickly amplified via social
media. A country that allowed an immigrant child to learn science and eventually teach others
to use science as a tool for liberation. The injustices of the past and present need to be
considered and this information needs to be taught, and there is no better place to do so than in
the science classroom because it is there that we attempt to value evidence and data rather
than personal prejudices.
Inequities in modern education
Race-based inequities show up in all aspect of life. For example, white job applicants
with a criminal record were more likely than Black applicants without a criminal record to be
called back for a job interview (Pager, 2003) and criminal defendants who kill white victims are
more likely to receive the death penalty than those who kill Black victims (Baldus, 1990). But
most pertinent here are the inequities in education which in turn impact all living experiences
for BIPOC. These systemic inequities are present in all aspects of education from preschool to
college (see section 1.3). Carnevale and Strohl (2013) reported that many college-qualified
BIPOC students do not get college degrees due to limited higher education opportunities,
reinforcing the legacy of white privilege. They reported that 82% of new white enrollments have
gone to the 468 most selective colleges, but 72% of new Latinx enrollment and 68% of new
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Black enrollment have gone to two-year open-access schools. The separate higher educational
tracks have consequential impact for these students. Reardon et al., (2012) describe that
between 1982 and 2004, the achievement gaps between black and white students narrowed in
high schools but increased in college enrollments. They concluded that the growing racial
enrollment gap is driven by changes in college admission, rather than the relative academic
preparation of students. Perhaps the most significant factor contributing to the racial
stratification of higher education admissions is the weight of the standardized tests used for
college admissions: SAT/ACT. Historically, these test scores were once thought of as aptitude
tests, that is, proxies for the probability of success in college and after (itself, presumed to be a
proxy for intellectual capacity), but in reality, these tests have always correlated more highly
with demographics than with academic performance (Soares, 2007). In fact, over the last
decade, race has become a higher predictor of SAT/ACT test scores than parent education or
family income (Soares, 2020).
The SAT was created for the College Board as an intelligence test in 1926 by Carl
Brigham of Princeton University. Originally there was a eugenic and racist intention behind the
SAT, which aimed to exclude Jews and BIPOC from Ivy League Universities (Soares, 2020). This
racist agenda was realized by biased test-question selection algorithms that systemically
discriminate against BIPOC. Thus, experimental questions on which BIPOC (although the
acronym had not yet been invented) outperform whites were removed before administration of
test questions because such shifts in scores would disrupt the expected normal distribution (bell
curve) of SAT scores. (Soares, 2020). In contrast to scores on standardized tests, BIPOC perform
significantly better on curriculum-based achievement tests. Further undermining the
significance of the SAT, regardless of the quality or type of school attended, high-school gradepoint average (GPA) is the best predictor of freshman grades and long-term college outcomes
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such as cumulative GPA and four-year graduation (Atkinson & Geiser, 2009). The self-serving
myth perpetuated by the testing industry and those who benefit from the use of test scores in
college admissions, has been that SAT/ACT scores predict college performance better than highschool grades. Therefore, SAT/ACT scores and race, which shows Blacks and Latinx youths at the
bottom, are used for university admissions and perpetuate racial disparities.
Of particular relevance to this study are inequalities in science education. Data from the
National Science Foundation (NSF, 2018) indicate that there are persistent trends of
underrepresented BIPOC in the science and engineering workforce. In the latest NSF report,
Latinx accounted for 6% of employment in science and engineering occupations, while they
comprise 15 % of the U.S. population age 21 and older. Similarly, African Americans accounted
for 5% of science and engineering employment, less than half of their share of the U.S.
population age 21 and older (12%). According to a recent Pew Research Center study (Funk &
Parker, 2018), more than half of Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM)
workers believe that limited access to quality education is a major reason why Blacks and Latinx
are underrepresented in STEM jobs. In contrast to underrepresentation in STEM fields, the
National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP, 2019) reports that African
Americans and Hispanics make up approximately 32% of the US population, but they comprised
56% of all incarcerated people. These imbalances are reflective of systematic forces which limit
access to power, higher economic, and social attainment. Such forces surely include access to
quality education.
Conclusion
During our conversation about the hate murdering of Latinx, my son asked a very simple
question: Why do people hate others based on their physical appearance? It would be nice to be
able to lay this at the feet of thoughtless racism. But the truth is more incredible: it is thoughtful
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racism; a feeling so strong, so overpowering, so deeply held, and so resistant to information to
the contrary, that the logic of scientific reasoning can actually be bent to serve it (see next
section). People are fearful of that which is unfamiliar to them; which doesn’t look like them.
And yet…
And yet, our family is fortunate to have access to people who care enough about us to
teach us and support our growth. Ron Killswarrior is more than just a friend to me. He is my
oldest son’s godfather, and a voice of wisdom in my life. During some very difficult moments, I
have counted on Ron’s insights and perspective. Ron also happens to be the first person who
taught me about the injustices that were perpetrated to his people, the Lakota Sioux. When Ron
took me to visit the site of Wounded Knee in the Pine Ridge Indian Reservation, he taught me
about history, suffering, injustice, and resiliency. As we stood in the hundred-degree summer,
his eyes conveyed pain and I felt a cold chill down my spine as he described the murdering of his
ancestors. It was embarrassing to me that as a high school and college graduate in the United
States, I was completely ignorant of the systemic atrocities that were committed to Native
Americans.
Ron continues to be part of our lives and my children love seeing him and hearing from
him. My friendship with Ron has allowed my sons to learn about this part of history which is not
taught in schools. My conversation with my youngest, Nicolas, had turned to the race-based
hatred carried by some people towards others, he knew that violent and murderous acts are not
new in the United States. Although different in time and space, the oppressive intent was the
same – racism is both the process and the result of how whites have positioned themselves in
the position of power. Is there a tool to counteract this violent oppression? What if that tool
showed that there is no biological basis for race? What if that tool had been used in the past as
another way of oppressing BIPOC? In the same way that a hammer can be a weapon and a
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building tool – as we will see in a subsequent section, biology education through the lenses of
evolutionary theory can become a tool for building a better way of thinking about our shared
humanity.
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1.5 The scientific basis for American racism
When I first saw his face, I felt apprehension about his appearance. He had the
epicanthic fold shape typical of many Asians. I quickly scanned my head to find where this
"Chinito" had gotten his looks. "Who in the extended family has those features?" The nurse
broke my concentration when she said something like: "he looks a little 'Downsie', I am calling
the doctor." At that moment it hit me like the weight of the world - my first-born child had an
extra chromosome in his cells, trisomy 21. My wife let a single tear roll down her cheeks and
told the nurse, "say whatever you have to say, it will not make a difference! He is my son and I
love him the same." I was still in shock and I had to find a way out of the room and told my wife
that I had to move the car (the only reasonable excuse I could come up with at the time). I ran
out of the hospital and got into my car. I pulled into an almost empty parking lot and began to
cry desperately. This could not be happening! He was supposed to be everything I am, but
better - the upgrade. In this boy all my hopes and dreams lived - he was going to be the stronger
wrestler, the better musician, the greater scientist, maybe even the US president.
In the middle of this confusion, I kept thinking that this was not supposed to be my
personal story. I sat desperate in my car and I began to shout at God or the Universe or
whatever the hell made me feel like I was being punished. Enraged, I remember asking if I had
not gone through enough shit in my life that now I had to deal with the immense challenges his
condition would bring. How could this happen to me? This anger and sadness ruptured the
capillaries on my face and I wanted to wake up from this moment of pain by punching my way
out of the windows of my car. I remember feeling completely lost and then out of nowhere and
for no logical reason, I heard the words used by my aunt in prayer, "give me the strength to say
yes, whenever you call me, to do whatever you call me to do." Those words touched me gently
like a passing spring shower and in a single moment of transformation, I realized that I had been
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preparing for this. This was my calling, to raise this child. I understood that I was not being
punished and instead I was about to embark on a new and wonderous journey that included a
human with differences I did not predict.
Once I had composed myself, I closed my car door and marched upstairs to see our son
– a perfect little boy, with Down syndrome. I asked my wife to let me hold him and without
thinking about it, I looked into his eyes and made him the promises of always keeping him safe
and to dedicate my life to raising him with all the opportunities possible. On that moment he
became my young prophet, my “little Buddha.” Sixteen years later, those who know Isaac, know
that he is a bright and loving young man. He loves music and basketball. But more importantly,
he has shaped the way I see the world, and the way his younger brother interacts with others –
regardless of physical/mental differences. My son Isaac is a loved member of our family, and I
would not want to change that. But there are others who claiming to want the betterment of
humanity, would have excluded him from life.
Historically, people have attempted to dictate who has the right to procreate and to be
born. Someone like my son would have been excluded from society because of his genetic
differences – robbing the world of everything he brings and the lessons he teaches. As we will
see in this chapter, science has played an active role in empowering those looking for reasons to
limit those deemed less. At times, when science does not provide validation for hatred, people
carry out poorly-executed science to fit their preconceptions. But either way, science is always
invoked.
Sagan (1997) highlights the close relationship between science and the social and
political development of the nascent U.S.
The American revolutionaries were creatures of the European Enlightenment which
provides an essential background for understanding the origins and purpose of the
United States. “Science and its philosophical corollaries,” wrote the American historian
Clinton Rossiter “were perhaps the most important intellectual force shaping the
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destiny of eighteenth-century America. . . .Free inquiry, free exchange of information,
optimism, self-criticism, pragmatism, objectivity - all these ingredients of the coming
republic were already active in the republic of science that flourished in the eighteenth
century.” (p. 410).
While science has authority in our society, and those who know and use science have a
particular set of powerful tools at their disposal, science has never been carried out in a political
vacuum, nor has it ever been freed from political and personal prejudices; indeed, since the very
inception of racism described in the previous chapters, practitioners have sought to root their
political and social agendas in a robust scientific foundation.
Historical milieu
As we have seen, by the time of the legal emancipation of slavery (1865), racism
was well-established in the US, and race was accepted as scientifically supported. At
that time and subsequently, the idea of biological races presupposed that people from
different groups differ in meaningful ways, most notably in intelligence (Saini, 2019). It
was convenient that these differences could be ascertained by outward appearance and
these differences dictate where, in a presumed hierarchy of humanity, different races
occupy different rungs (Wilkerson, 2020). Race-based discrimination was further
supported by an interpretation of the Christian theology that described some people as
not coming from god, but rather as children of the devil19, as was the case for Jews and
other non-Christians (Fredrickson, 2002). However, since conversion to Christianity20
was an option, a new way of justifying the oppression was required and science was the

19 English Standard Version Bible, 2009. 1 John 3:10, “By this it is evident who are the children of God,
and who are the children of the devil: whoever does not practice righteousness is not of God, or is the one
who does not love his brother.”
20 John 1:12-13, “But to all who did receive him, who believed in his name, he gave the right to become
children of God, who were born, not of blood nor of the will of the flesh nor of the will of man, but of
God.”
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perfect candidate. And in the latter half of the 19 th century and the first half of the 20 th,
“science” always was the ultimate and incontrovertible authority in support of racist
beliefs.
A key component of racism has been, since its inception- and long before the
science existed that could be marshalled to support it – the idea that Black people (and
by extension all nonwhites) are inferior to whites, justifying their enslavement and
bestial treatment. Later, science came to provide the intellectual authority for racism,
beginning with defining the concept of race. Eventually the theory of evolution would play a role
in supporting the idea that human races were biologically inherent and that these followed a
hierarchy with whites in the top position.

Science and racism – science gone wrong
As we have seen, the birth of modern science, not coincidentally, coincided with
the birth of racism, and whites embraced scientific approaches to explain the physical
differences between peoples. During the Enlightenment (~17th and 18th centuries), the
empirical evidence used for dividing human groups proposed that the outward physical
characteristics of an individual reflected other unseen traits, like aptitude, potential,
place in the social hierarchy, and even worth (see Saini, 2019).
Contributors to scientific racism and the birth of the eugenics movement
Swedish natural scientist Carolus Linnæus (1707-1778) is remembered for his
hierarchical, binomial classification system of living organisms using empirical
(observable) data; a system that became the basis for modern classification of living
organisms (Fara, 2003). Linnæus’ deep connections to Christianity and affinity to the
oligarchic rule of Europe at the time, also meant that his system was at least partly
based on the ideas in the Bible where humans were the pinnacle of the organismal
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hierarchy and all other species served the human cause (Howard, 1982). In the first
edition of his Systema Naturae (1735) he observed four varieties of humans based on
biogeography and color, thus recognizing four varieties of Homo sapiens: europeanus,
asiaticus, americanus, and africanus, which were said to be white, yellow, red, and
black, respectively. With time, however, Linnaeus’ system came to be laden with his
personal prejudices, so that by the definitive 1758 tenth edition (Gordh & Beardsley,
1999), without any additional scientific evidence, Linnæus attributed personality
characteristics to each: Europeans were depicted as white, gentle, and inventive; Asians,
as sallow, avaricious, and easily distracted; Native Americans were reddish, stubborn,
and easily angered; while Africans, as black, relaxed, childlike, and negligent
(Charmantier, 2016).
Once these varieties, or “races” were defined, they became the basis of
hierarchies which supported the politics of the time (Hällgren & Weiner, 2006). Linnæus’
classification, developed in the mid-1700’s with a non-evolutionary mindset and utterly
unsupported racist stereotypes, became from the outset a powerful underpinning for
racist generalizations. He pioneered defining the concept of race as applied to humans
and his classification was used by many Europeans to validate the conquering and
subjugation of members of the "lower" races, including the enforcement of slavery.
Unambiguous echoes of the racist overtones of the Linnæan classification, which
provided the intellectual framework for the subjugation of nonwhite races for two
centuries, are still audible today.
Along with the widespread use of Linnaeus’ classification, western scientists
attempted to investigate the race hierarchy scientifically. American craniologist Samuel
Morton (1799-1851) collected and measured hundreds of human skulls to infer the brain
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size of the racial groups; inferring that brain size was a proxy for intellect. Morton’s
conclusions, happily concordant with his expectations, were that whites had the largest
skull size and therefore, the highest intelligence and Africans had the smallest skull size
and lowest intelligence. These results were naturally used to maintain racial division and
slavery of blacks in the United States (Mitchell, 2018). Gould (1996) demonstrated that
Morton’s methods were not statistically meaningful (see Gould, 1996), and Mitchell
(2018) more recently argued that Morton’s work was inaccurate because it lacked bodysize data, since statistically, bigger humans have bigger skulls – regardless of race. In the
end, however, it has been known for many years that brain (or its proxy, skull size)-tobody size ratios only correlate with intelligence at only the coarsest level, far coarser
than distinguishing “races” within species.
Slave owner, American surgeon, and anthropologist Josiah Clark Nott (18041873) used his scientific reputation to defend slavery (Smith, 2014). Nott believed in the
multiple geographic and phylogenetic origins of races, a now largely discredited
viewpoint, although in Knott’s time, very little was understood about human origins.
Addressing the Southern Rights Association of Mobile in 1850, he channeled the
Linnæan scala naturæ by identifying Blacks as "the lowest point in the scale of human
beings (Nott 1851, p. 330)." Secure in that world view, he concluded that if Black and
White races mixed, it would lead to extinction through degeneration.
Swiss-born American biologist and geologist Louis Agassiz (1807-1873), among
the most famous scientists of his generation, lent his considerable prestige to the notion
that separate races originated in different places and possessed distinct characters and
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intellectual abilities21 (Saini, 2019). Along with Agassiz and Nott, British Egyptologist
George Gliddon (1809-1857) published the book Types of Mankind (1854). It sold three
and a half thousand copies in the first four months and ran to ten printings over 17
years. The book claimed to provide scientific “proof” of the inferiority of Black people,
an argument conveniently timed in its appeal to Southerners (Smith, 2014). Gliddon’s
argument was that God had created Blacks separately and inferiorly. The book provided
pictorial testimony in which black skulls where likened to those of chimpanzees and
gorillas, as well as supposed ancient writings that showed Blacks as slaves and servants
since antiquity.
Although Charles Darwin’s (1809 – 1882) ideas ultimately would be contorted to explain
racial differences and the oppression of nonwhites, in his book The Descent of Man, (1889),
Darwin swam against the tide of popular and scientific thought by presciently espoused racial
unity by proposing that all humans share a common ancestor,
Now when naturalists observe a close agreement in numerous small details of habits,
tastes, and dispositions between two or more domestic races, or between nearly-allied
natural forms, they use this fact as an argument that they are descended from a
common progenitor who was thus endowed; and consequently that all should be
classed under the same species. The same argument may be applied with much force to
the races of man. As it is improbable that the numerous and unimportant points of
resemblance between the several races of man in bodily structure and mental faculties
(I do not here refer to similar customs) should all have been independently acquired,
they must have been inherited from progenitors who had these same characters (p.
179)

Yet, neither Darwin’s stature nor his views impeded the acceleration of the scientific
race behemoth. Instead, ironically, Darwin’s theory of evolution by natural selection

21 This was an early expression of the multi-regional hypothesis of human origins. In this early
incarnation, the theory had pernicious racial overtones, which remain stumbling blocks for modern
scientists who still promulgate a less-overtly racist version of the multi-regional hypothesis (Saini, 2019)
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(1859) became a vehicle for some of the most virulent and pernicious racism in history
(Fuentes, 2021).

Eugenics
If science could describe the natural world and validate social hierarchies, could
science not be used to make a better world? In the late nineteenth century, British
Biologist Sir Francis Galton (1822-1911), a, proposed to apply his cousin Charles
Darwin’s ideas of evolution by natural selection to humans, much as had been carried
out with domesticated animals for centuries by breeders. He termed this proposal
“eugenics22”. Galton (1883) defined eugenics as
The science of improving stock, which is by no means confined to questions of
judicious mating, but which, especially in the case of man, takes cognizance of all
influences that tend in however remote a degree to give to the more suitable
races or strains of blood a better chance of prevailing speedily over the less
suitable than they otherwise would have had. (p. 17).

Studying the ancestry of 605 nobleman who lived between 1453 and 1853, he
determined that one in six were related to another member of the same group. He
concluded that the ingredients for nobility (to his mind a proxy for genetic superiority)
must be heritable. However, he ignored the environmental factors that must have
certainly played a role in their development since these men were the products of
wealth and elite social connections (Saini, 2019). His thus pseudoscientific conclusions
led him to attempt to perfect the human race, by eliminating deficient examples of their
“genes” from the human genetic pool.

22 The word derives from the Greek root, “eu- (meaning “true” or “good” and gen- (meaning
“origin;” a reference to genes).
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“Race” self-improvement through artificial selection; the idea was catchy, and
developed a significant following. For example, American naturalist David Starr Jordan
(1851-1931), first, a young president of Indiana University; later the founding president
of Stanford University, was an early proponent of eugenics and, naturally, the “racial”
superiority of whites. He stated, "To say that one race is superior to another is merely to
confirm the common observation of every intelligent citizen" (as quoted in Burns, 1953,
p. 63). Jordan became an articulate and relentless proponent of eugenics (Miller, 2020).
Jordan went on to become a founding member of the Human Betterment Foundation,
devoted to the promotion of legislation that would allow for compulsory forced
sterilization (Johnsson, 2016).
Additional racist views were declared and supported by prominent American
eugenicists such as the psychologists Henry Herbert Goddard (1866-1957) and Lewis
Terman (1877-1956), and prominent academic Rufus Bernhard von KleinSmid (18751964). These people were among many who deemed that “inferior races,” were a drain
on the economic, political and moral health of American life (Markel, 2018). American
eugenicists created a “blond and blue-eyed” Nordic ideal and anyone who did not
resemble this model including all nonwhites and immigrants (some of whom would be
considered “white” at other times in other places), were targets for elimination from the
population (Black, 2012). Eugenics offered Americans scientific justification for cleansing
the body politic of undesirables.
Unsurprisingly, the eugenics movement found its way into Germany. The famous
German zoologist Ernst Haeckel (1834-1919) recognized 9 hierarchically arranged
species of human beings naturally; the German or Nordic species was at the top
(Richards, 2008). He too became an ardent supporter of eugenics by noting that "politics
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is applied biology" (Black, 2012). His views were adopted by the National Socialists
(Gasman, 1971) and, in the name of retaining the purity of the “Aryan race” ultimately
included the mass sterilizations and murders of the Holocaust. The adoption of eugenics
by the Nazis was enviously viewed by the superintendent of the Western State Hospital
in Richmond, Virginia, Joseph S. DeJarnette (1866 - 1957), who stated that the German
sterilization law that had come into effect on 1 January of 1934 was a demonstration
that, “The Germans are beating us at our own game” (as quoted in Kevles, 1995, p. 116).
Eugenics had a genetics-based view, grounded in biological determinism. The
idea was that people had to become who their genes said they were; that environmental
influences were ultimately trumped by genetic make-up. This perception of biological
determinism, where genes were the totality of the individual, was largely led by
American educator, eugenicist, and sociologist Harry Hamilton Laughlin (1880 - 1943). As
the Superintendent of the Eugenics Record Office at the Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory
in New York, Laughlin directed field workers to register and document those who were
deemed feebleminded. Feeblemindedness, however, was a truly subjective quantity, and
people were listed as such based on a wide variety of fluctuating reasons (Black, 2012).
The goal of purifying America’s population developed into an alliance between
biological racism and elitist power. Because the eugenic visions were well-funded by
wealthy donors such as Andrew Carnegie and John D. Rockefeller, their reach was
massive and politically impactful (Black, 2012). Harry Laughlin provided extensive
statistical testimony to the United States Congress in support of the Johnson-Reed
Immigration Act of 1924, when he proposed that there was excessive insanity among
immigrants from southern and eastern Europe. For the purpose of limiting people
already within the US, Laughlin wrote the Model Eugenical Sterilization Law, a model act
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for compulsory sterilization which would be used in many states. Subjects for eugenic
sterilization included “feeble-minded,” the equally nebulous “insane,” criminals,
epileptics, alcoholics, blind persons, deaf persons, deformed persons, and indigent
persons. Not unexpectedly, nonwhites, along with white immigrants from the wrong
places (eastern Europe), were disproportionately identified within these categories,
serving racist intents. For instance, Price, et al., (2020) report that after analyzing the
evidence, North Carolina’s eugenic sterilization program was racially biased and
targeted black Americans with the intent to “breed (them) out.”
In the United States the eugenics program included several large-scale
interventions which combined the encouragement for higher rates of reproduction for
racial groups deemed eugenically superior, namely, White Anglo-Saxon Protestants, with
strict racial and immigration quotas, as well as the forced sterilization of citizens with
undesirable traits (Markel, 2018). Twenty-seven states enacted mandatory sterilization
laws, along with marriage prohibition laws to stop race mixing. Even the U.S. Supreme
Court legitimized eugenics in the Buck v. Bell decision from 1927 (Black, 2012).
Conservatively, an estimated 60,000 Americans were coercively sterilized. Although
eugenics wore the mantle of respectable science, its true nature was simply racism,
ethnic fear, and academic elitism (Black, 2012).
Other ways in which science was racist
Aside from the very visible face of the eugenics program in the USA, there have
been many other instances where science has been utilized to validate racist behavior.
For example, James Marion Sims (1813–1883) a famous American surgeon of the 19th
century, perfected the method for repairing vesicovaginal fistulas (Lynch, 2020).
Shockingly, it has been reported that Sims conducted experimental surgery on at least
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10 enslaved women without anesthesia, an act he did not perform to any white women
(Gamble, 1997). Since these women were property, there was no consent for the
surgeries, and Sims’s decision to not use anesthesia was based on the belief that Black
people were intrinsically different and did not experience pain like white people did
(Axelsen, 1985). Additionally, Sims was convinced that the skulls of Black people grew
too quickly around their brain, making them less intelligent than white people (Holland,
2017).
Perhaps the most infamous and best documented racist science was conducted
by US Surgeon General Thomas Parran (1892-1968) who oversaw the 1932 Tuskegee
biomedical experiment in which researchers purposefully refused black patients the
antibiotics that would cure them, in order to track the effects of syphilis and document
the degradation of the patients’ internal organs and eventual deaths. In 1946 he also
approved unethical experiments in Guatemala, where female sex workers, prison
inmates, mental patients and soldiers were unknowingly infected with syphilis or
gonorrhea (Reverby, 2011).
Cornelius P. Rhoads Packard (1898 -1959) was another high-profile American
physician involved in racist and unethical human experimentation. In a private letter
from November 1931, Packard expressed the hatred he had for the people who
inhabited the island where he was working,
Porto [sic] Ricans, are beyond doubt the dirtiest, laziest, most degenerate and
thievish race of men ever inhabiting this sphere. What the island needs is not
public health work but a tidal wave or something to totally exterminate the
population. I have done my best to further the process of extermination by
killing off 8 ([by injection with cancer cells], as quoted in Lederer, 2002, p.720).
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Rhoads would later say that the letter was a joke. Moreover, after an
investigation from the Rockefeller Institute which sponsored him, he was found not
guilty of any medical wrongdoing. Regardless, the letter, however, suggests a deep well
of racism.
Recently attention has been given to Henrietta Lacks (1920-1951). Lacks was a
black woman whose cells were taken and without her knowledge were used to form the
HeLa cell line, which has been used extensively in medical research (Skloot, 2010).
Months before her untimely death at 31 years old, doctors at the Johns Hopkins Hospital
in Baltimore, one of only a few places that provided medical care to Black people at the
time, took samples of her cervical cancerous cells while diagnosing and treating her
disease. Without Lacks’ knowledge or consent, sample tissues were given to a
researcher, Dr. George Otto Gey (1899-1970). In the laboratory, her cells had an
extraordinary capacity to survive and reproduce and came to be known as “immortal.”
Gey and his team shared the cells widely with other scientists, and these cells became a
staple of cellular biological research. In many ways, the use of HeLa cells supports much
of modern medicine since these have been involved in vital breakthroughs in many
fields, including in vitro fertilization, cancer, immunology and infectious disease. In fact,
a recent application of HeLa cells has been in the research for vaccines against COVID-19
(Nature, 2020). The story of Henrietta Lacks illustrates the entrenched racial inequities
in the US research and health-care systems. Although billions of dollars have been
generated thanks to her cells, none of the biotechnology or other companies that
profited from her cells provided any compensation to her family. Physicians and
scientists continually failed to ask her family for consent as they divulged her medical
records, and even published her cells’ genome online (Nature, 2020). We have no
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examples of this kind of story for white people. But similar to Lacks’ story, DNA samples
that had been donated by the Havasupai Tribe for genetic research on type-2 diabetes in
1989 were in fact being used without permission in nondiabetes-related genetic studies
by researchers at Arizona State University. In 2004, the Tribe filed and won a lawsuit
against the Arizona Board of Regents and Arizona State University (Garrison, 2013).
Racial Stereotypes
Racial stereotypes, many of them grotesque, characterize racist thinking. Despite their
absurdity, as well as a glaring absence of evidence for their support, they persist. For example,
the threadbare racist canard depicting black people as more sexually aggressive than whites was
revived as recently as the early 21st century. In a now retracted paper, Rushton and Templer
(2012) suggested that darker pigmented humans have higher amounts of aggression and sexual
activity than lighter pigmented individuals. Similar beliefs about the physiological differences
between groups of humans is also held by medical professionals. Hoffman et al., (2016) found
that the majority of the white medical students and residents that participated in their study
reported believing that there are real racial differences in skin thickness and pain reception
between blacks and whites. These beliefs in turn, played a deleterious role in treatment
recommendations. For example, Black medical patients receive more amputations that white
patients (Stapleton et al, 2018), a statistic that might derive its horror from more than just a
misunderstanding of pain reception.
Modern ideas of intelligence and race
Racist ideology and behavior encompassed many scientific fields including
psychology. Arthur Jensen (1923-2012) a professor of educational psychology at the
University of California, Berkeley, was a major proponent of biological determinism and
proposed that genetics were fundamental in behavioral traits, such as intelligence and
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personality. In a published article (Jensen, 1969) he concluded, among other things, that
Head Start programs designed to boost Black IQ scores were a failure, and that this was
likely never to be remedied, because, according to him, 80% of the variance in IQ in the
population studied was the result of genetic factors. For his work, Jensen received $1.1
million from the Pioneer Fund, an organization frequently described as racist and white
supremacist in nature (Saini, 2019). Gould (1996) offers lucid criticism of Jensen’s work
specifically by pointing out two major flawed points, the reification of intelligence as a
single, measurable entity; and misunderstanding that evolution happens as unilinear
progress, with a single scale (a scala naturae) ascending from primitive to advanced
representing the best way of ordering variation.
The racist baton carried by Jensen was picked up by Richard J. Herrnstein and
Charles Murray in their highly publicized book, The Bell Curve (1994). In the book, the
authors report on racial differences in IQ score, with Black people in the U.S. scoring
lower on average than white people. For the authors, race is a meaningful indicator of
intelligence. The book proposes that the US should stop trying to improve the material
living standards of poor people because doing so encourages poor, low-IQ women to
have more children. Gould (1996) provides again scathing criticism for The Bell Curve, by
pointing out four unsupported and false assumptions made by the authors: (a)
intelligence is reducible to a single number; (b) it is capable of rank ordering; (c) it is
primarily genetically based, and (d) as such it is essentially immutable.
Alvin Poussaint (1934- ), a professor of psychiatry at Harvard, further critiqued
Herrnstein and Murray’s conclusions by noting that racially based groups they identified
are culturally and socially biased. Poussaint argued that hundreds of years of legal
slavery, when Blacks were not allowed to learn to read and write, followed by a long
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history of racial segregation, when people were separate and not equal, have rendered
whites and Blacks not comparable by the same indices. For Poussaint, the only way to
show that genes determined intelligence, was to find a group of whites who went
through 250 years of slavery and 100 years of segregation (Spencer, 1995).
Because racism seems to tap deeper feelings than the intellect, when racist
science is logically dismantled, it finds ways of surviving. Murray mentored Jason
Richwine (1982 - ) whose Harvard doctoral dissertation (2009) argued that Latinx
immigrants have lower IQs than what he called “native whites,” and that, in an echo of
the impurity arguments of the late 1800s, their migration to the US is lowering the
collective IQ of Americans. Richwine concluded, “No one knows whether Hispanics will
ever reach IQ parity with whites, but the prediction that new Hispanic immigrants will
have low-IQ children and grandchildren is difficult to argue against” (p. 66). Upon close
inspection, however, Richwine’s dissertation lacked analytical rigor, included specious
use of data, and used gross generalization rather than disciplined scholarship. For
example, in selecting the group “Hispanics,” Richwine does not account for the
enormous variation within the population which includes descendants of indigenous
peoples, enslaved Africans, and European immigrants.
Regardless of the academic flaws of this work, Richwine was hired by the
conservative thinktank the Heritage Foundation where he produced a controversial
report that criticized the potential cost of immigration reform. Recently, he has been
associated with the Center for Immigration Studies, a group that informed President
Trump’s views on immigration (Reston, 2017). Towards the end of Trump’s presidency,
Richwine was appointed as deputy undersecretary of commerce for standards and
technology, a position for which he lacks apparent qualifications (Mervis, 2020).
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Finally, New York University professor of Politics and Public Policy, Lawrence
Mead (2020), writing for the journal Society, claimed that because most poor people in
America are Blacks and Latinx, and thus did not come from Europe, American poverty is due to
non-European origins. The article was subsequently retracted, but it clearly tapped a deep vein
of antagonism, rather than the Enlightenment rationality upon which America was founded.
Current events and trends
Presently the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic is felt across society, but the
most significant negative effects are felt by BIPOC. Racial disparities show up in a variety
of measurable outcomes including rate of infection, mortality rate and negative
economic impact – all which disproportionally impact racially minoritized people (Wood,
2020; Morning Edition, 2020). The data show that BIPOC bear the heaviest burden of
COVID-19 at every stage, from risk of exposure, to access to testing, to severity of the
illness and ultimately, to death. These differences are not due to biological or racial
differences, but rather to systemic social disparities (Wood, 2020).
Other ways in which scientific racism shows up in our present time includes the
collection of DNA from immigrants at the Mexican border, but not of Europeans coming
via airplanes. Under the pretext of targeting criminals, DNA is collected from all
immigrants in detention at the Mexican border, including children. Knowing the history
of xenophobia and racism in the U.S., the DNA information can be seen as a precursor to
deploying surveillance technology to vulnerable communities in the United States and
ultimately be used as a tool for full-scale surveillance (Kennedy, 2020; Hackman, 2020).
In fact, the data show that immigrants commit fewer crimes than native-born Americans
(Light & Miller 2018); yet with the history of misuse of biological data, it is not surprising
that some people are worried about the potential misuse of this nascent DNA library.
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Echoes of the eugenics movement can be heard today. A whistleblower complaint filed
on September 14, 2020, alleges that immigrants held in custody at a private detention facility in
Georgia contracted by U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) feared for their lives
due to negligent COVID-19 practices by facility staff. The allegations horribly included reports of
unwanted hysterectomies performed on detained women (Treisman, 2020).
Even when medical negligence or misconduct is not directly present, the current
general treatment of immigrants, the highly charged public discourse, and oppressive
policies have detrimental impact on the lives of immigrant communities. The current
immigration prosecution generates fear in immigrant communities across the country,
including US-born children and legal immigrants. A report from the Migration Policy
Institute (Capps et al., 2020) concluded that the majority of students from immigrant
families surveyed feared that someone close to them would be arrested and deported
and more than half reported symptoms of mental-health conditions such as anxiety,
post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), or depression at levels high enough to warrant
treatment. Childhood trauma, or adverse childhood experiences (ACEs) are associated
with higher rates of heart disease, stroke, cancer, and diabetes in middle-aged patients
(Felitti et al, 2019). Moreover, there is an undeniable relationship between childhood
trauma and the onset of learning and behavioral issues (Burke et al., 2011). These are
the kind of data neglected and ignored by the racist people who use biological
determinism to argue for racial differences (see earlier section of this text). Science has
not been an innocent bystander; its prestige and intellectual power have been used,
again and again, to attempt to provide the ultimate support for racism. Science has been
at best, insensitive, and at worst, complicit in maintaining the white center of power. As
we will see in later parts of this work, science education, as a democratic endeavor,
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must play a pivotal role in empowering a new generation to fight against racism and the
ideologies which have for so long limited the success of some groups of Americans.
This litany of the misuse of science in maintaining unsupportable racial policies
would not be complete without a brief reflection on the final two weeks of President
Trump’s Presidency. On January 6, 2021 a right-wing, overtly white supremacist mob,
agitated by months of lies about the Presidential election having been “stolen” from
Trump, and inflamed at a rally by the President himself, his son (Donald Jr.), and his
personal lawyer (Rudy Guiliani), physically attacked the United States Capitol building in
Washington, D.C., while Congress was certifying the election of the President-elect,
Joseph Biden, Jr., in an effort to stop the certification process. The entire episode
appeared to be driven by of a kind of mass hysteria, not that different from the huge
rallies that mobilized the German populace on behalf of the National Socialists. The
insurrection was in itself hideous enough, but particularly noteworthy in the context of
this work was a underlying, ubiquitous, white supremacist theme: (1) Confederate battle
flags were common, the owner of at least one of which was seen replacing the United
States flag within the Capitol; (2) signs implying the six million Jews killed in the
Holocaust were not enough; (3) a noticeable lack of protection for the Capitol,
particularly when compared to the police and National Guard presence during antiracism rallies held several months earlier; and (4) outspoken statements of white
supremacy, for those who somehow missed the underlying white supremacist tenor of
the crowd. A nearly ubiquitous absence of masks in the crowd (not to mention among
Republican congresspersons within the Capitol) showed its utter disdain for the most
basic preventative epidemiology. Our history of white supremacy, and the specious,
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irrational fears, anger, resentment, and hate that it represents, are alive and well in the
United States today.

Conclusion
My son Isaac has been a blessing for me and my family. In many ways, his unique
genetic combination makes him truly special. At the beginning, the response from people was
the usual “I’m sorry,” to which I would normally respond, “I said he has Down syndrome, I didn’t
say he was dying. He will have challenges, but our family is ready to help each other through
them.”
Before his birth, I was fully appreciative of the benefits of academic advances and the
rewards of intellectual development – perhaps to my own demise, as I had eliminated many
people from my life because I did not consider them “smart.” But with his birth, a new paradigm
was required – after all, how could I love this child with cognitive disabilities who would struggle
with many aspects of life, if the things I valued the most were intellectual capacity and academic
advancements? A new viewpoint was required, a perspective that would enlarge my
understanding of humanity and the very meaning of life. In genetics courses I had certainly read
about trisomy 21, but I never suspected that this 6-pound wonder would change my world so
quickly. It was his birth that began changing my heart about my own future and turned my ideas
about the purpose of my life. After some struggle with these new perspectives, I decided to earn
a high school teaching certificate where I could use my passion and knowledge of science into a
rewarding experience for others. Even after it was complete, I was hesitant to leave my job at an
Ivy League university and take a significant pay cut in order to try something where I would be a
rookie. This paradigm shift that was triggered by my son, came along with unimaginable events,
my high school alma mater (the poorest school in RI) was in disarray – all teachers were fired
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and the conflagration was constant. Once I walked into room 132 where I once sat as a science
student, hesitation mostly vanished – I was home, and this time I was armed with knowledge
about science, the world, and myself. Since that day I have been translating the concepts in the
books into lessons that engage and excite my students. With limited resources but an
overzealous attitude I began to incorporate all my background and expertise as well as inviting
experts into the classes. For me and for my students, science is the ticket out of more than
monetary poverty – it provides the evidence to question unjust social constructs.
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1.6 Why introduce social justice in a biology class?
It was the middle of April 2011 and I had prepared my speech for those two students.
We stood waiting for the results to be called and they had already called the third and second
place winners. These two students had worked so much, they stayed after school so many days
and even received helped from two medical students to train for the Anatomy & Physiology
event of the Science Olympiad. I think the students still had hope, but I thought that third place
was probably the best they could do. After all, this was the first year that the school had a team
and in theory, these students from the most impoverished school in the state could not
compete with all those private school students who had long been working towards this
competition. The announcer made a dramatic pause before he screamed “CENTRAL FALLS HIGH
SCHOOL” - the winners of the event. The whole place erupted. There was a standing ovation!
My students and I hugged, and tears flowed from each of our faces. The impossible just
happened – two immigrant students from the poorest school in the state had beaten every
other competitor to become the gold medal winners.
I remember a teacher telling me when I first started the team, that I was wasting my
time, “they don’t even come for regular science class, you think they are going to come after
school for more science?” But because of that win, I was able to leverage the district to allow
me to teach Advanced Placement (AP) biology. The following academic year, 2011-2012, I
started the AP biology class with 23 students. I thought that was too many for an AP class with
an extensive laboratory requirement, so I decided to describe the seriousness of the
commitment expected by students if they were going to succeed. I recall saying something like
what my college biology professor, Dr. Lloyd Matsumoto, had said the first day of my
introductory biology class, “if you are not willing to eat, sleep, think, and dream biology, then
this is probably not the class for you.” I felt strange and uncomfortable saying it, but given the
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extremely limited materials and resources, I was aiming to only have the 15 most committed
students stay. To my surprise, the next day five additional students joined the class. Instead of
dropping out, when Central Falls students heard about this challenge, they invited others. That
first year of AP biology we had to make do with what we had, and we needed to address deep
gaps in knowledge in all of us. I do not think it is an understatement to say that I learned more
than the students, including the realization that studying and understanding science was
changing all of us in unexpected ways.
I pondered about the AP bio class and how it challenged and rewarded all of us. What
was it about that rigorous class that was empowering students? How could a class about science
become a tool for my and my students’ liberation?
Given what we have seen of society and the problems that arise from systemic
oppression, it is essential to find ways to counteract and remediate the damages that plague it.
The empowerment of BIPOC as a collective group is essential because the problems and issues
that we face as a society and world can only benefit from diverse thinking and solutions.
There is ample empirical evidence of the kind of society and environment produced by
the domination of racist and elitist approaches. We have been left with a short-sighted legacy of
environmental devastation, poverty, and disenfranchisement, which only favor a select few. It is
obvious that there is a need for us to find better ways to empower the next generation, so that
it, at least, has a chance to develop long-term, sustainable, and equitable solutions to societal
and environmental problems.
As we have seen, members of society with power have long justified the differences in
living conditions and outcomes between different races based on non-existent, intrinsic
biological differences. This then removed them of all responsibility to repair that which is
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inequitable. But does the science really lead to this conclusion, or has the science been badly
misunderstood?
Science is not Divorced from Society.
The idea that science functions outside of societal context is more a caricature than a
characterization. Of course, some scientists wear white lab coats (and many do not), and speak
in the evidently incomprehensible jargon of their fields (and many do not), but all are human
beings engaged in an essentially human activity: a quest to understand their world. To carry out
their science they must engage with their world: their students, colleagues, competitors,
funding agencies, friends, neighbors, publishers, and the media, to name a few. And it is clear
that with such social engagement come influences on their work (e.g., Cadbury, 2000a, b;
Fastovsky; 2009, Rieppel, 2019). Science always comes with a built-in relationship to social
climate.
Science education and social justice
Given the significance of science in society, science education can play a vital role in
societally empowering people. Lewontin (1991) explicitly highlighted the role of science and
science education in the formation of societal relationships:
Science … has a function in the formation of consciousness about the political and social
world. Science in that sense is part of the general process of education, and the assertions
of scientists are the basis for a great deal of the enterprise of forming consciousness.
Education in general, and scientific education in particular is meant not only to make us
competent to manipulate the world but also to form our social attitudes.” (p. 103-104).

Freire (1970) concurs, and states that the goal of education is for students to become
agents for social justice, challenging inequities and the political status quo (see also Giroux,
2004). Morales-Doyle (2015) prescribes a theoretical framework in which students apply the
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logic of scientific thinking to identify the unfairness of social structures. It makes logical sense
that we need to provide context around every single idea we learn because through this,
students gain real understanding, and thus power, in society.
Science can also be used to liberate society from sociologically as well as scientifically
unsupported ideas. Hodson (2009) eloquently articulated the necessity for the scientific literacy,
of our multicultural public in the following passage:
In short, why does it matter what image of science is presented and assimilated [in
schools]? It matters insofar as it influences career choice, and so may have long-term
consequences for individuals. It matters if the curriculum image of science is such that it
dissuades creative, non-conformist and politically conscious individuals from choosing to
pursue science at an advanced level. It matters if the image of science is such that it
dissuades women, members of visual minority groups and students from lower
socioeconomic status homes from emerging science-related careers or seeking access to
higher education in science and engineering because they do not see themselves
included and represented in the science curriculum. It matters if our politicians, public
servants and industrialists are so ignorant of scientific and technological issues that their
decision-making is ill-informed and uncritical…Failing to provide every student with an
adequate understanding of the nature of science runs counter to the demand for an
educative citizenry capable of responsible and active participation in a democratic
society (p. 142-143).

Thankfully, a well-constructed science curriculum not only dismisses erroneous ideas
using scientific evidence, but it also enables liberation and empowerment, because it turns out
that the same tools needed for good science are also those needed to explore and change
unjust social constructs. Such tools include asking questions, planning and carrying out
investigations, analyzing and interpreting data, engaging in argument from evidence, and
obtaining, evaluating, and communicating information (National Research Council, 2012)
High School Biology education and social justice
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Scientific theories are superseded when new evidence and ideas demonstrate that the
previous explanations are inadequate, incomplete, or wrong (see Kuhn, 1970). Such is the case
for phrenology, spontaneous generation, evolution by the inheritance of acquired characters,
triple-stranded DNA, and countless other less notorious abandoned scientific hypotheses.
However, the hypothesis that races reflect innate, immutable biological differences has been
strongly resistant to change. Its persistence surely reflects and a deep-seated, irrational
emotional response to “the other.” As well as its utility in maintaining political power structures
rather than any scientific merit. Understanding what race actually is, therefore, provides an
entré to understanding the social world as well as its natural counterpart. (Graves & Goodman,
2021).
Biology is one of the core science courses taught in virtually all US high schools. For most
of these students, in the midst of animal dissections, food webs, the stages of mitosis, and
indeed, a prescriptive curriculum like that of AP biology, there may appear to be little room for
an exposition of social justice. Yet, perhaps the most important opportunity for students to
connect social justice with a history of oppression based on skin pigmentation patterns, comes
in biology classes during units in which evolutionary theory is explored. Evolutionary theory is
the scientific explanation of the origin of species, and for the unity and the diversity of life on
Earth (Kamporakis, 2014). Learned properly, evolutionary biology has the potential to teach
students about meaningful biotic connections, and to help them apply their insights beyond
biology. In its absence, biology is a jumble of disaggregated facts that resist memorization, let
alone understanding; in its presence, it is a cohesive intellectual construct (Dobzhansky, 1973). It
is furthermore the appropriate and the ideal tool with which to trace the origin and
diversification of species (including humans) on Earth, and the appropriate as well as ideal place
for introducing the appearance of “races” as localized responses to ephemeral environmental
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conditions, rather than genetically-based, deep-seated differences among biologically dissimilar
groups of hominins, preferably derived from different ancestors.
The importance of the topic of evolution in a biology curriculum is highlighted in the
“Life Science strands” of the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS, 2013) since it makes up
one of the five “topics” (National Research Council, 2012) and for the AP bio curriculum it is one
out of the four “Big Ideas” (College Board, 2019). Therefore, there can be no doubt that
evolution must be presented and assessed as part of biology class.
Unlike some other fields, including those that use scientific inquiry, evolutionary biology
has direct topical bearing on social justice. Perhaps the most important and underutilized
application of biological content concepts, and one not fully developed by relevant literature, is
the use of evolutionary theory to provide context for social justice. Here is where the sociohistorical idea that “the white race,” generally, and “males of the white race,” in particular, has
repeatedly resorted to biology to assert superiority, leaving non-whites (and non-males)
naturally designated for oppression. It will come as no surprise that students of all races show
great interest in the exploration of social justice within this content area (see Chapter 2).
Finally, there are important developmental reasons for teaching social justice to high
school students. The physical changes in gray matter, white matter, and neurotransmitters from
late childhood to early adulthood are dramatic and have implications for understanding
emergent modalities of sophisticated thinking. The changes are both progressive (building up)
and regressive (reducing and fine tuning) and are sensitive to maturational and environmental
influences (Jetha, & Segalowitz, 2012). The temporal lobes which are associated with language,
emotion, and memory, have a peak of cortex development around 16.7 years for males and 16.2
years for females - high school age (Jetha, & Segalowitz, 2012). The thickening of this lobe is
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linked with emotional understanding, which involves the awareness of self and others and
activates frontal and parietal/temporal regions (Dahl, 2004).
During adolescence, skills increase in complexity as young people gain more
independence from their parents and spend more time with peers by taking on new social roles
and responsibilities (Vera-Estay, et. al, 2015). Adolescents have amplified opportunities for
autonomous decision-making, including decisions about complex moral issues that may have
lifelong individual and societal consequences (Adams & Berzonsky, 2006). Some moral conflicts
in social contexts warrant conscious evaluation, particularly when dilemmas are complex, the
consequences are serious or competing values and interests are at play. This is a crucial
component in the moral decision-making process which requires the thinking mechanism
through which moral judgements about right and wrong are attained.
Chiasson et al. (2017) demonstrated that there is a linear increase in moral reasoning
from childhood to late adolescence with significant development culminating between the ages
of 15 to 17. Additionally, evidence from social neuroscience research shows that brain changes
occurring during adolescence are associated with the development of social cognition and
executive functioning and the improvement of moral reasoning skills (Blakemore, 2008;
Blakemore & Choudhury, 2006; Casey; Paus, 2005). From a theoretical point of view,
adolescence is a critical phase for the development of abstract thinking skills, leading to a fuller
integration of moral principles and values that are incorporated into the self-concept (Hardy &
Carlo, 2011). Therefore, it is not until this developmental milestone that adolescents acquire the
increasingly stable and mature organization of the identity system (Fischer & Lamborn, 1989)
required to comprehend both the comprehensive use for science and the impetus for social
justice, called for in this dissertation.
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In short, evolutionary biology and social justice work well together in high-school
curricula because:
(a) Evolutionary theory has an explicit biological relationship to social justice because not only
do the facts of evolution strongly argue for the key tenets of social justice, but because its
historical and in some circles, current misinterpretation, that is, that the “facts” of evolution
argue for societal inequities, form a potent and dramatic moral counterpoint;
(b) Given a long history in which “race-based” science was carried out to make a predetermined
political or social point (i.e., the hypothesis under study was not actually being tested with an
eye towards its falsification), teachers have a unique and powerful opportunity to teach the
difference between specious and misleading science, and precise and rigorous science;
(c) Historically, every instance of white supremacy asserted since the 1400s has always
ultimately relied upon a diverse palette of biological explanations to justify a social hierarchy;
(d) High school is the first – and perhaps the most important – time when students are at an
appropriate developmental stage to become aware of, to question, and to ultimately absorb
concepts of social right and wrong (Blakemore, 2008; Blakemore, 2012; Paus, 2013; Koenis, et
al., 2018); as well as evolutionary theory (Kampourakis 2013); and
(e) The apparent discordance between the logic of scientific thought and the belief systems
engenders a certain independence of thought in students and can contribute to their intellectual
maturation and independence, as they grapple with ideas that may diverge from what their
intimates still believe.
The teaching of evolutionary theory leading to social justice works at the high school
level both in terms of science education and personal empowerment. No other science can
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make that claim, so it is evolutionary theory that is best suited to unite biology, to empower by
science education, and to underpin social justice. If we are to ask what is to be done to stop the
vicious insidious endless cycle of domination, subjugation, oppression and racism – our answer,
then, is to empower the next generation by teaching it these topics during high school.
Therefore, this text is advocating for and documenting the relationships – scientific, social, and
historical – between evolutionary biology and social justice.

How should we teach evolutionary theory?
Evolutionary theory shows us that human genetic variation is real but it is absolutely not
the same as the commonly held idea of race (Graves & Goodman, 2021), therefore it serves as a
direct means of dismantling racist ideas. For teaching evolutionary theory, Pobiner et al., (2019)
suggest that the pedagogical approaches with the most promise are the ones that utilize
strategies aiming at conceptual change and attend to the relevance of understanding evolution.
Pobiner et al., (2019) define three major categories of cognitive biases to learning about natural
selection: essentialism23, intentionality24, and teleology25. These authors report evidence for
the impact of using a constructivist, guided-inquiry pedagogical approach using human evolution
case studies to teach AP Biology high school students about natural selection in order to
overcome the aforementioned common cognitive biases and misconceptions. The

23 Essentialism is the belief that individuals and groups have an essential nature that allows them to be
placed into categories with sharp, immutable boundaries.
24 Intentionality assumes that events are caused by an intentional agent and are purposeful, goaldirected, or progressive, including the idea that evolution is progressing toward an ideal.
25 Teleology assumes that the characteristics organisms are explained by their ultimate purpose.
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constructivist-learning approach, which elicits student ideas and then gives multiple
opportunities to build scientific explanations consistent with what is known about the subject,
resulted in student gains in understanding evolution. Additional data also showed that at least in
some contexts, explicitly drawing on students’ cultural concerns through a discussion of nonscientific views can help students to gain a more correct and focused understanding of
evolutionary science (Bertka et al., 2019). Moreover, Pobiner et al. (2018) showed that using
examples of evolution in humans, created a more relevant and interesting experience to
students, by comparison to examples of evolution in more distantly related organisms (which
they may have never encountered).
In a multiple case study project that sought to explore ways in which AP Biology
teachers incorporate social justice into an already-packed curriculum that is dictated by the
College Board, several key themes arose (Upegui, et al., in review). The data from that study
suggest there are multiple ways to incorporate social justice in the AP biology classroom. For
example, storytelling is a consistent and powerful tool, particularly with types of stories that
allow students to visualize either injustices done or unscientific conclusions reached by racists.
Additionally, the targeted and explicit teaching of how science works, an endeavor that values
transparent data over assertion, and a pedagogical connection between social justice and
science in the biology curriculum, enable students to use science as a way to challenge limiting
social constructs and build social justice in their lives. Herein lies the power of targeted
narratives, since we know that disassociated facts do not generally change the minds of people.
Therefore, we need stories that explain science as a process and subsequently enable students
to explore social injustices. Benefits from this approach include the recognition of science as an
essential analytical tool to participate in the creation a more equitable society, rather than a
suite of experimental results procedures to be memorized and regurgitated.
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The halbschwert (half-sword) of science education
Half-sword is the technique of gripping the central part of the sword blade with the “off
hand” (non-dominant hand which does not usually hold the sword) in order to execute more
forceful thrusts usually against armored opponents. Half-sword is particularly useful in
situations where the regular use of the sword is not enough; for example, when the opponent
steps in too close and the sword cannot be used with full force. In that case the half sword acts
more like a spear, giving increased control of power in the thrust and accuracy with the blow
(Tobler, 2001). The halbschwert becomes a useful analogy because evolutionary biology
education focused on social justice is using the “sword” in a new way. Usually, the sword is
swung in a prescribed manner, but when the blade of the sword is grasped, a new way of attack
opens up, resulting in innovative combat. Similarly, science education, when “grabbed by the
blade,” can result in attacking erroneous social constructs that for too long have benefitted from
misguided, if not malevolent science.
Conclusion
From that first AP bio class, in April of 2012, David Hernandez and Bintou Camara
competed in the Anatomy event of the Science Olympiad. They came in second place and while
waiting for the results, Bintou said something that stuck out to me, “now they know that we are
for REAL. We ain’t playing!” She was right, playing is not what we were doing, we were doing
science. But this science was empowering students in ways I had not predicted. David was the
first student in the history of our school that was accepted into the Program in Liberal Medical
Education at Brown University. David will be finishing medical school soon and Bintou is already
a labor and delivery nurse.
Edwin Africano was also in that first AP bio class, but he was not interested in further
study of anatomy. That year he scored a 5 on the AP exam and told me that he was interested in
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engineering. He was the first student in our school to graduate from the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology. The following year, Jean Paul Valencia came to me after class and discussed his
plans. He said, “we already have Brown and MIT, I want to go to Harvard!” I noticed some
hesitation in his voice, so I asked him about it. He confided, “I don’t know if I can get into
Harvard.” So, I asked him the regular question posed in our science classroom, “what evidence
do you have to support that statement?” He looked around for an answer that would satisfy me,
and came up with, “Our school is over 100 years old, and no one from our school has ever
gotten to Harvard.” I followed up, “but we know that lack of evidence is not the same thing as
evidence that negates or supports a hypothesis.”
On his own, Jean Paul offered this connection, “Mr. Upegui you know how in class you
told us that genes are written in stone, but their reading is flexible, like plastic? And you told us
that tomato plants that have the same genes can have different phenotypes if the conditions
are different? So that even if the plants are genetically the same, but you change access to
sunlight, water, soil nutrients and air quality, then you can’t expect the same quality or quantity
of fruit, right? So, I think that the students here have similar genetic make-up and potential to
other students from wealthier communities, but the conditions have turned against us.” There it
was, we weren’t playing with this science thing– but instead were empowering students. I had
not heard it out loud before Jean Paul said it to me. Jean Paul graduated from Harvard in 2017.
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Chapter 2
How have experienced teachers successfully integrated social justice into their biology
classes?

Introduction
In Chapter 1, I demonstrated the need for, and power of, introducing social justice in
high-school evolutionary biology classes. In this Chapter, I address the mechanics of how this is
done. How should we merge these superficially disparate ideas in a way that has meaning and
significance for our students? Here, therefore, I report research that I carried out, that attempts
to address this challenge. The driving force behind the research reported here is an answer to
the research question, “How have experienced teachers successfully integrated social justice
into their biology classes?”
Theoretical framework
There is a growing set of academic literature which addresses methods for reaching
historically disenfranchised students. Brazilian educator and philosopher Paulo Freire used the
term conscientização (often translated as conscientization) to describe the process by which
individuals are empowered to consider themselves capable of transforming their reality by
addressing, and aiming to eliminate, oppression (Freire, 1970). According to Freire (1970), for
individuals to gain conscientização, they must understand the historical and political
circumstances that created the present inequitable social conditions. Although historically
education has not been focused on such examinations (Freire & Macedo, 1987; Giroux, 2004),
the very process of understanding the evolution of historical inequities becomes a vehicle for
empowerment (Morales-Doyle, 2017).
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According to Dimick (2012) teachers who integrate social justice into their classes utilize
curricula that are both academically rigorous and include counterhegemonic and empowering
content and pedagogies. Similarly, Seiler and Gonsalves (2010) describe liberating science
pedagogies as aiming to improve individual students’ lives and opportunities, and the wider
social reality. Such is the case with the concepts of “situated learning” (Sadler, 2009), and
“Culturally Responsive Teaching” (Ladson-Billings, 1994; Hammond, 2015). Additionally, Gay
(2002) makes a case that to improve the academic success of ethnically diverse students,
culturally responsive teaching that emphasizes the students’ cultural and experiential filters
must be utilized. Specifically, with science education, several authors have suggested engaging
students in challenging social inequalities by using science teaching and learning that prioritizes
social transformation (Calabrese-Barton, 2003; Rodriguez, 1998; Morales-Doyle, 2017). When
students are provided opportunities to engage in learning that aims to rectify social injustices,
students become empowered (Dimick, 2012). Additionally, Dimick (2012) describes three
dimensions of student empowerment: social, political, and academic, all which are necessary for
students to be challenged academically while also preparing them for the responsibilities of
citizenship and the creation of a more just society.
My own experiences, as well as those of other educators (see Morales-Doyle, 2017;
Calabrese Barton, 2003; Dimick, 2016); suggest that the introduction of issues relating to social
justice into a science course result in student empowerment and greater academic success. The
blend of scientific concepts and social issues of direct relevance to student lives develops in
them an intellectual traction that simply is not achieved by the exclusive presentation of
biological concepts. Morales-Doyle (2015) offers the concept of “transformative intellectuals”
which describes the type of students needed in a just society—those students that can
demonstrate complex thinking about science and social justice issues writ large.
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Social justice in science curricula
Work by several researchers has demonstrated that science education can be a
powerful tool to dismantle unjust social constructs. For example, Donovan et al. (2019) argue
that a proper understanding of the meaning of genetic variation has significant consequences
for racial prejudice. Disturbingly, in that study, students that were taught biology with racist
undertones became less interested in socializing across racial lines and “less supportive of
policies that reduce racial inequality in education” (p. 379), than those who were not. Donovan
et al. (2015) showed that students that have racist beliefs reinforced by biology curricula
exhibited less support for educational policies that reduce racial inequalities since these must be
immutably ﬁxed by genes. Poor science instruction leads to racial animus in the students who
receive it.
Similarly, work done by several other researchers demonstrates the importance of
including students' values, identities and interests in the science classroom in order to engage
them in learning the material content and empowering them to become participants in scientific
endeavors (see Dimick, 2016; Aikenhead, 2011; Basu & Calabrese Barton, 2010; Emdin, 2011;
Olitsky & Milne, 2012; Reiss, 2003). Freire (1970) goes a step further, explicitly stating that the
goal of all education (including science education) is for students to become agents for social
justice, challenging oppressive inequities and the political status quo (see also Giroux, 2004).
Building on these ideas, Morales-Doyle (2015) offers a “Justice-Centered Science Pedagogy”
theoretical framework in which students apply the logic of scientific thinking to identify the
unfairness of social structures.
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Methods
Overview
To address the research question, I selected the “embedded, exploratory multiple-case
study” of Yin (2018, p. 96). Using this design, I compared and contrasted three cases (veteran
high-school teachers Martha, myself, and Lynn26)—strengthening the trustworthiness of the
findings. The combination of data from the three case studies generated greater analytic power
than would otherwise independently arise from single independent cases. For one of the cases
(“myself”), I used an autoethnographic approach (Ellis et al., 2011; Starr, 2010) to explore these
topics in my own setting.
The complete corpus of data for this research project includes two semi-constructed
interviews with each participant, field notes taken by me during the interviews and the data
analysis process, and pedagogical artifacts provided by each teacher. These collected data thus
added breadth and depth to a database —generating an embedded unit of analysis by
systematically including data from several sources. Through constant comparative analysis and
cross-case synthesis techniques, data were continuously coded and added to an electronic
database in the form of a spreadsheet matrix. Moreover, during the data collection and analysis
processes, data were continually analyzed considering emerging categories.
I began with a content analysis of the semi-constructed interview transcripts to identify
the major ideas including the curricular units and activities that were most salient for teachers
as they reflected on social justice in their classes. In this analysis, codes were the smallest point
of meaning assigned to an excerpt of text, while categories were formed when similar codes
were merged to get broader sense of the data (Braun & Clarke, 2013). Lastly, themes were the

26 Pseudonyms were chosen to protect participants’ identities. These pseudonyms honor pioneer female
biologists: “Martha” for Dr. Martha Chase, “Lynn” for Dr. Lynn Margulis.
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broader concepts with high degree of generality which constituted the main categories and
organized a group of repeating ideas in order to answer the research question (Vaismoradi et
al., 2013). Using the constant comparative analytic technique as an iterative process, I aimed to
ensure that the complexity of the data was represented in the analysis by developing and
reflecting on the codes, categories, and eventually, themes that were generated.
The initial content analysis narrowed the focus to two main categories: delivery and
content. The second phase was an analysis of the transcripts to explore congruencies and
incongruencies that emerged from the initial content analysis among the participants. In the
third phase I coded all interview transcripts using inductive codes developed from directly
examining the data. I did this by finding meaningful segments of text in the transcripts and
assigning codes to signify categories. Additionally, some a priori codes were developed from
theoretical propositions of both critical pedagogy and culturally relevant pedagogy. The iterative
comparative coding process involved new as well as collapsed codes, based on re-review of the
data. After the interview transcripts, classroom artifacts were analyzed using codes from the
interview transcript analysis and relevant learning standards from the AP Biology curriculum
(College Board, 2019). Finally, an autoethnographic approach, a multivocal analysis, and field
notes were incorporated into the study to provide further context and situate the data. The final
phase of analysis consisted of pattern-matching and triangulating within and across the data
subsets; all of these separate sources of data were designed to maximize data reliability and
trustworthiness within the context of this study.

Research Design: Case Studies
Yin (2018) stated, “the [research] question can provide an important clue regarding the
appropriate research method to be used” (p. 10-11). The research question here was the driving
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reason for the selection of the methods. Consequently, answering it required an in-depth
analysis of a distinct type of instructor, namely, the AP biology teacher who incorporates social
justice in their classes. For a case study, “a ‘how’ or ‘why’ question is asked about a
contemporary set of events, over which the investigator has little or no control” (Yin, 2018, p.
13). This project focused on investigating a contemporary phenomenon, without manipulating
any variables, which made the case study design more appropriate than other research designs.
Moreover, the primary research question sought to explore and investigate the experiences of
AP biology teachers and learn how they incorporate social justice in their classes. Lastly, since
AP bio teachers cannot be extracted from their respective contexts, the case study design
enabled me to emphasize the importance of the context of each participant (Yin, 2018).
Merriam (2009) characterizes the case study as an “in-depth analysis of a bounded
system” (p. 38). Merriam (2009) postulates three key features of a case study; it is (1)
particularistic (focuses on a particular person, phenomenon, event, organization, etc.), (2)
descriptive (rich, thick description of the system under investigation), and (3) heuristic, that is to
say that it “illuminate(s) the readers’ understanding of the phenomenon under study” (p. 44).
Stake (2006) suggests that in order to understand complex phenomena, such as those explored
in this study, it is useful to look carefully at a single situation from the vantage point of different
experiences.
Analytic conclusions independently arising from two cases are more powerful than
those coming from a single case alone (Yin, 2018). Multiple case studies are aimed to describe
the phenomenon in its real-world context and are exploratory by nature. Hence, I used a
multiple site case study that involved collecting and analyzing data from several cases to provide
greater analytical capability, and which emphasizes the importance of context in determining
social realities (Yin, 2018). The multiple cases of AP biology teachers working in different schools
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allowed comparisons between the experiences of teachers under different contexts.
Furthermore, I was able to conduct a cross-case analysis to provide a synthesis of the shared
experiences of the participating teachers (Merriam, 2009; Yin, 2018). Finally, this is an
embedded case study in which I identified distinct subunits within a case, which were analyzed
separately (Stake, 2006; Yin, 2018).

Role of Researcher and Positionality Statement
In qualitative research, researchers must consider their roles as the primary instrument
of data collection and analysis (Stake, 2006). As one of the case studies, there are several ways
in which I was emic (internal), to the population I investigated. As described in Banks (1998), I
am an “indigenous-insider” (p. 8) because I share many of the same experiences as the
population of AP biology teachers. However, given my personal history as a Latinx who grew up
in the inner city, and in other crucial ways, I am etic (external), to the research population and
therefore also an “indigenous-outsider” (Banks, 1998, p. 8). Thus, within the current study I was
both emic and etic to the research population and this reality forced me to select research
methods that best answered the research question while still retaining confidence in the data
collected. The methods used in this embedded, exploratory multiple-case study will be
discussed in detail in subsequent sections.
In the social sciences, the term positionality describes an individual’s world view and the
position they adopt about their research and its social and political context (Holmes, 2020).
According to Holmes (2020), a good strong positionality statement includes a description of the
researcher’s lenses, the researcher’s position about the participants in the project, the researchproject context, and an explanation as to how these may have influenced the research process.
In this light, I provide the following positionality statement,
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As a Latinx immigrant, being brought as a child to the United States offered me
a broad range of opportunities not likely available to me in my native country. Given the
long history of colonization, economic oppression, and my immediate family’s situation,
Colombia would not have been a place where I could have attended college. It was in
the United States where I found opportunities to learn English, and perhaps more
importantly, Science. I have gained from the opportunities afforded to me and I feel
grateful that such prospects existed. However, as I grew older, I noticed patterns that
seemed to reinforce the idea that I was less worthy (even less human) than others. My
experiences in Central Falls, the poorest school district in RI, were not truly comparable
to most students that I sat next to in college classes. In this light, both my “race” and my
socio-economic background played a role in how I was perceived and treated.
When I became a high school science teacher at my alma mater, I aimed to bring to my
students, experiences like the ones that encouraged and prepared me to dream bigger.
It was early in my career as a teacher that I noticed how some students were
extrapolating and utilizing the learning that was taking place in the science classroom to
the rest of their lives. This research project was borne out of the curiosity about why
this was a functional approach for my students and to explore if other teachers were
also successfully implementing strategies that helped to empower historically oppressed
students.
For this research project I gathered data from two other science teachers who included
social justice activities and lessons in their science classroom. These two teachers were
different from me in some key ways, but perhaps most saliently in that they are both
white Americans. This fact increased my appreciation for what they do in their
classrooms to help their racially-minoritized students, because they conveyed a sense of
appreciating social injustice as a greater issue impacting all people, and not just those
who have been historically oppressed.
During the data collection and analysis components of this research project, I often
found myself considering how the data reflected my own journey by comparing my
experiences with the one of the students in the teachers’ classrooms. Much of this
exploration and exposition is demonstrated in the vignettes of Chapter 1, as well as the
autoethnographic story.
To mitigate some of my personal biases as I collected, analyzed, and interpreted the
data, I systematically followed several steps to ensure trustworthiness of the data and
conclusions. For example, I wrote field notes (described below) and often reflected
about the research activities. Additionally, critical friends (former cohort-mates and
graduates of this doctoral program) were used as peer-reviewers during the data
analyses, and I used member-checking procedures by sharing a draft of my writing of
the cases with the participants, who provided feedback before finalizing the text.
Research Context and Participants
Of particular interest for this project are AP biology teachers, because such teachers are
prescribed a rigid curriculum provided by the College Board—a curriculum that, unsurprisingly,
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does not include social justice objectives or activities. Given the inflexible curriculum of an AP
biology class, teachers who include social justice in their classes present an interesting counterexample to how AP biology is conventionally taught.
Sampling Procedures
The research sample was a “purposeful sample” (Saldaña & Omasta, 2018) with
“participants [who] were deliberately selected because they are most likely to provide insight
into the phenomenon being investigated due to their position, experience, and/or identity
markers” (p. 96). A preliminary online screener was used to check for eligibility of potential
participants, targeting biology teachers who teach AP and non-AP bio classes and “feel like your
teaching incorporates social justice.” Targeted participants were solicited via personal email
invitation and online communities including the “National AP Biology Teachers” Facebook closed
group (with over 9,000 members), and The College Board’s AP Teacher Community group. Over
two dozen teachers responded to the initial posting, but most expressed interest in the research
outcomes, rather than participation. Eleven teachers voiced interest in participating, but only
three were included in this project due to its required time commitments (several hours of
interviews) and/or eligibility (explained below).
I chose three teachers, including myself, who maximized the breadth of the sample with
regard to race and the socio-economic conditions of their schools and students. An additional
selection criterion was the teachers’ abilities to communicate how they engage with social
justice in their biology classrooms. Subsequently, two interviews for each teacher were
scheduled, conducted, and recorded. The interviews explored not only the details of the
teaching strategies used, but also documented how these teachers engaged and interacted with
the larger learning communities where they teach biology. Even with a small sample size the
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goal was to include individuals and school settings encompassing a variety of characteristics and
gather data that allowed for the construction of a database of ideas.
I limited the study to three participants to facilitate my goal of conducting in-depth
analyses of each individual teacher’s experience (Merriam, 2009; Yin, 2018). Using what Glaser
and Strauss (1967) described as maximum variation sampling, I attempted to find a variety of
cases within the population of AP biology teachers who self-identified as incorporating social
justice in their classes. I sought to find teachers who were different from me in important
characteristics (e.g., educational level, race/ethnicity, school location and demographics of
students in their classes). The composition of the pool of participants presents some strengths
and limitations with respect to this study. Among the teachers, there was variation in race,
ethnicity, socioeconomic status, educational background, gender, and teaching setting; among
the student populations there were variable demographics. Even with the diversity of
interviewees, there was overlap in the results, suggesting at least partial data saturation. Thus,
this small pool of participants may not be representative of all AP biology teachers who include
social justice in their classes; however, it likely captures many of the key pedagogical approaches
used by such teachers.
Informed Consent and Confidentiality
It is essential to protect the rights and confidentiality of all study participants.
Participation by the teachers was voluntary and they had the right to withdraw participation at
any time. All participants had a right to review their data and study findings. As mentioned
earlier, pseudonyms were used for the teachers to protect their identity. Teacher participants
completed consent forms prior to data collection (see IRB Exempt Consent Form in the
Appendix). The forms were approved and stamped by the university’s Institutional Review Board
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(IRB; see Signed Exempt IRB Approval Letter in the Appendix). All data were stored on a
password-protected computer.
Participants (Within Case Analysis)
Martha’s Case
“Martha” is an experienced teacher who has been teaching AP biology for 10 years at
her current high school. She described herself as a white female who has a doctorate in
education. Martha reports serving students from underrepresented populations in an urban
school located in a major city of the United States. The last available reported Census data for
the city (2018) show around one-quarter of the population is under the age of 18; an equal
percentage lives below the poverty level. Martha’s high school is a coeducational college
preparatory school, where the student body is selected on the basis of a rigorous entrance
examination [High School Placement Test and Naglieri Non-Verbal Test] as well as superior
academic achievement. It is the only public “test-to-enroll” school in its city.
The school where Martha teaches has an almost nonexistent population of students
classified as “English Language Learners'' (ELL; < 0.5 % of students), while other high schools in
the district have > 50% of students defined as ELL. However, these numbers do not capture any
formerly-classified ELL student that, due to language gains, no longer receives ELL support. In
2019, approximately three-quarters of students from this school were classified as recipients of
free/reduced lunch and reported serving over 1,000 students.
Martha was eager to participate, as she felt that this is an important topic, and she
stated that she is passionate about social justice in her AP classes. She said,
Students need to know about how science works and that there is that intersection
[between it and social conditions]. Science can be done in a way that hurts people or
can be used improperly in a way that oppresses people. And I think it's a tragedy that it's
[social justice] not specifically part of the AP curriculum. My goal for students is for
them to gain a heightened level of scientific literacy… [understanding] what science is
and how it works. But also, how it's been used for the positive and for negative. Science
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exists in a context and if we don't have the context the science lacks meaning… It's
important to talk about things and leave my class more ‘woke’. It's also important to talk
about it in a science context and what I mean by that, in terms of scientific research, we
have done horrible things to marginalize populations through science.

More than once Martha described ways in which she stands up for herself and her students.
As we spoke it became clear that she felt that her school is currently suffering from
systemic oppression and not enough is being done by the administration nor the district to
address the inequities. Martha asked to modify the way that I originally described the student
population— this is due to the fact that she felt that the reported numbers do not tell the real
story about English Language Learners.
Martha demonstrated an unusual understanding of pedagogical approaches. Her
knowledge of education and science set her apart from most other teachers that I have
encountered. In the past, she has taught at the college level, but says she left because she
preferred to work in a setting where students were willing to explore the social injustices that
she sees all around. Martha also brought up the importance of evolutionary biology as a way to
engage the students. She stated,
Around evolution and the Linnaeus piece, there was a place to talk about it [racism] in
class and so to me it makes sense, and it makes sense in this climate because this
current political climate is dangerous to our students of color and it is equally dangerous
to our white students. The debate whether humans were actually different species and
then what that means in a larger context because people start to be able to have those
conversations and so the science is interwoven. We talked about evolution in the
environment and that's when we do the race thing, contrasting social and biological
concepts of race. Students show great interest in the exploration of social justice with
evolution, they always want to talk about climate change and they truthfully love
evolution. They really and truly love evolution… addressing issues of racism, addressing
issues related to poverty, and addressing issues related to gender is something we can
do because those are conversations that are happening.

Similarly, not only did Martha state the significance of evolutionary theory during the
interviews, but she also highlighted the connectivity between the ideas of evolution and social
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justice in the syllabus where she provides these guiding questions for the unit focused on
evolutionary theory:
A. Where have you been exposed to inaccurate representations of evolution? What
impacts do you think that these inaccurate representations of evolution have on an
individual's understanding of evolutionary theory?
B. How has evolutionary theory been misused to oppress groups of people based on
race, gender, and other factors? How can understanding evolutionary theory help to
mitigate oppression?
C. How did human skin color evolve? What evolutionary pressures impact skin color?

Autoethnographic Case
As the author of this dissertation, and the second case in this study, I have taught AP
biology for the last nine years at my alma mater. During the 2019-2020 school year, I was one of
only seven BIPOC teachers in this school [out of 70 teachers] which serves mostly racially
minoritized students. As a graduate of the school and a Latinx person, I have many direct and
visible connections to the students. My high school is in an urban setting in a small and densely
populated city in the USA. The last available reported Census data for the city (2018) shows
approximately 20,000 residents with over one quarter of persons under the age of 18. The
number of persons in poverty is reported around 33%.
The high school where I teach is the only traditional public high school in this city. This
high school has the highest percentage of Latinx in the state and serves the most low-income
community in the state. Reportedly, 100% of its students are classified free/reduced lunch
recipients. In 2019, the school reported serving over 800 students. Interestingly, the school has
a colorful history which includes being taken over by the State’s Department of Education in
1991 (Espinosa, 1991). This ongoing oversight comprises the longest state take-over in the
history of the United States (Morel, 2019). Moreover, the school made headlines around the
country when in 2010 all its teachers were fired (Greenhouse & Dillon, 2010). As a person who
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experienced the devastating effects of the political and structural history of the school, both as a
student and as a teacher, I have some insights about the direct experiences of my students.
Even before the formalities ensued in this research project, I was already aware that I
have strong feelings about the usage of science education as a tool for empowerment. During
the interviews I said,
People historically have considered science to be exclusively about the experimentation
and observation of the natural world and in that sense, they don’t see it as political;
they don’t see the necessity of introducing social justice into the curriculum. And I think
that’s a mistake. I think it’s an opportunity that we’re given and critical thinking and
other transportable skills that are learned while learning biology can be applied to a
variety of situations including social justice. There are places in the curriculum, and I
think that part of our job is to find out where we can talk about injustice and how we
are preparing the students in front of us to change that. I have a couple of assignments
that specifically target students’ ideas about social justice. And one of them is about
migration and I use some of the rhetoric that Trump and his administration have put
forth about immigrants and the way that he has expressed his dislike of immigrants;
particularly of brown and black immigrants… students consider migration of other
animals besides humans, for them to understand and appreciate the fact that migration
is a natural biological phenomenon. Then they look into migratory patterns of early
humans… then consider what migration into the United States looked like, some of it
forced through slavery and some of it through the appropriation of territories. I want
them to understand that these things are not random and that they were in fact, the
result of a system that’s been created and that oppresses some over others. Education
is about empowerment and students need to appreciate what’s happening to them and
how it happens to them.

Additionally, student sample work provided strong evidence that my ideas about social
justice and science were being grasped by the students. This quote from a Black student (nonimmigrant) for the migration project assignment is indicative of the type of emergent
understanding that is derived from looking at social constructs via the lenses of science,
Humans have always migrated, that’s how we’ve developed as the species we are today.
To say that immigration is bad, is to say that our nature as a species is bad. Even so
there is still a huge debate that continues to accelerate, and probably will continue to
do so as long as we have people from different backgrounds in our country. But that in
itself is what makes America great and the human species great. The fact is that we
need to have discussions about topics such as immigration so that the world can be a
better place.
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To explore my personal journey as an immigrant, student, and subsequently teacher at
my alma mater, I have written the following autoethnographic story.
We tell stories because we are human. We use stories to explore our world, make sense
of our own ideas, and ultimately to share our lived experiences with others. They are
signals of our shared humanity. And when I told stories of my students, the most
common response from listeners was that I was passionate, and these stories ought to
be told to others. This is in part why I am telling my personal stories as an AP biology
teacher at my alma mater - an autoethnography. This process enables me to tell my
personal experiences, systematically analyze them, and critically examine the sociohistorical places where I find myself embedded. My story personally and professionally
then becomes the launching pad for my doctoral dissertation.
I grew up and attended high school in the smallest city in Rhode Island. My mother and
I, like many other Colombian immigrants arrived in Central Falls in the 1980s. The
tentacles of racist and greedy capitalism were entrenched in Colombia as my mother
could not make ends meet, and in the US, I would have an opportunity to receive an
education and eventually earn a college degree. However, this severe change meant a
new language, a new culture, a new way of looking at my skin – because in a single day I
went from being what I had considered lightly pigmented to becoming a person of color.
In the US, racism in skin coloration includes anyone who is nonwhite, non-European,
non-dominant. Without knowing it I was evaluated by a caste system that favors some
over others based on unearned characteristics. Suddenly, I was treated as a spic, an uneducable, most likely criminal, lazy, and a non-belonging nonwhite. Generally, my
education in the public-school system ensured that I was trained to be managed, rather
than to manage others. But at that same time, I was fortunate to find a few people
willing to disrupt the system and highlight my humanity. I was lucky to have found
people who believed that my education contributed to a better society.
While I attended high school in the early 1990s, migrants from other Latin American
areas joined us and Latinx students quickly grew to represent over 40 percent of the
student population. Our school had one of the lowest graduation rates, among the
highest dropout rates, and among the lowest performance in math and reading
proficiency in the state. In 1991 our school district was taken over by the state’s
Department of Education – these things have not changed.
After the mayor went to jail for corruption, in 2012, James Diossa, the first Latinx mayor
was elected and unlike previous mayors, Diossa made the school district a central part
of his campaign. This brought great hope to the city and re-energized the battered
residents. For the first time ever, there were palpable connections between the Latinx
residents of the city, the city administrators, and the schools. But the conditions at the
high school have not changed.
In February of 2010, the district administration and the Board of Trustees voted to fire
seventy-four teachers and nineteen staff members at the high school. Everyone was
fired, regardless of their individual performance as educators and this was traumatic for
all involved, including the students who publicly witnessed their teachers being called
one-by-one and told they were no longer employed. President Obama and his Secretary
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of Education touted the firings as progress for underperforming schools, but things did
not change.
As of today, Central Falls High School has large class sizes, no music education, a
decrepit building, and understaffing. I am uniquely positioned to describe the history of
Central Falls High School over the last four decades. I started as a freshman in the fall of
1989, and subsequently, I graduated at sixteen in the spring of 1993. I then came back
to coach the wrestling team in the early 2000s, and I have been teaching at the school
since the fall of 2010. This means that I have personally witnessed the impact of the
shifting demographics (and the way that faculty and staff adjusted – or not), the state’s
takeover of the schools, and the results of the firing of all teachers at the high school.
My experience in the 90s as a student
In the late 80s and early 90s as the last names of the residents of the city increasingly
included “z’s”, double “l’s”, and double “r’s” – Latinx arrived in new waves. Not all
faculty and staff adjusted well to these changes. I clearly remember a guidance
counselor telling me not to “waste time at a four-year college” – if I wanted to try
college, I should go to a two-year school, since I would end up in a factory like my
mother. His words left me stunned, and I did not know how to respond. After all, I was
supposed to be the answer to my mother’s prayers and hopes. I was young enough that
the American dream could be real for me. Instead of responding by telling him to coma
mierda (go eat shit), I walked out quietly realizing that he was wrong on two accounts;
a) the textile factories that employed people like my mother were leaving the area
shortly before I graduated; and b) my plan was not to “try” college, I was planning on
succeeding. After I completed my master’s degree, I went back to the school to show
that counselor my accomplishments, but by then, he had thankfully already retired.
On the other hand, there were a group of dedicated and empowering teachers that
counteracted the negativity and dismissiveness of that counselor and others like him.
And it was this group of people that I wanted to emulate when I became a teacher at my
alma mater. For me, the nineties were a strange mix of insurmountable challenges and
successes. I would go on to graduate ranked number five in my class, earned All-state
honors for wrestling and even received the “Good Citizen Award” from the Daughters of
the American Revolution. Overall, I felt pretty successful – using wrestling as my litmus
test, I went from losing all matches but one my freshmen year, to winning all matches
but one my senior year. It was then surprising to some that I was hesitant about college.
When people asked me where I was applying to college, there were excuses and silence
because I was powerless. Hanging over my head like a sword of Damocles, I could not
bring myself to tell them that I was an “illegal alien.” I was brought to the US as a child,
fleeing the wave of violence sweeping through Colombia at the time of the war between
the cartels and the US government. Somethings don’t change.
My mother knew that in the US there were opportunities of a better life. Our “visitor”
visa ran out and we waited for my uncle’s residency petition to come to fruition. The
plan was for me to become a legal resident before I graduated high school so I could
attend college – but it did not happen. A teacher in the school had taken an interest in
my academic development. Mr. Yates had convinced me to attend several summer
programs over the years and to do additional reading. He rightfully reminded me that
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when I left high school, I would be competing against people who had many more
opportunities than I did, so I had to compensate. He also convinced me to apply to those
colleges I could afford paying for without any financial aid – which I was not eligible to
receive, even though my mother worked many years and paid taxes without ever
receiving money from the government. I applied to public and private colleges and was
accepted to all of them, including an ivy league, but in the end, I could only afford the
least expensive state college. A month before graduation a classmate and I were
interviewed by the Providence Journal, the final quote of the article read, “…in the land
of opportunity, attended the worst-financed school in Rhode Island, but they're headed
for college.” Yes, the two of us were lucky and we were headed for college, but troubled
waters were ahead.
That first year in college was more than difficult. I was significantly behind my peers,
particularly in writing. The first day of my Honors Writing class, a male student stayed
behind and corralled me to tell me that his “mother has to work so I can come to
college, you Spics get everything handed to you! You fucking leeches!” But he did not
know that I was paying for school out of my own pocket. Eventually I found out that
sleeping in my car because I was homeless was a humbling experience. Things can
quickly change.
While in college I began to appreciate a socio-historical perspective which enabled me
to connect the seemingly disparate academic fields of history, science, and sociology. It
was during this time that I initially understood that my current place in society was
inextricably tied to the history of the world and my personal history. Importantly, these
connections were happening because of the science classes I was taking – a conduit of
power.
My experience in the early 2000s as a coach
I went on to graduate from college and earn honors for my research in biology.
Immediately, I began my graduate work on the neuroendocrinology of anophtalmic
mice and learned from several key professors including Dr. Duncan White, Dr. Lloyd
Matsumoto, and Dr. Edythe Anthony. Concurrently, Dr. Thomas Lasater became my
professional mentor and through our work, I ended up as the data manager for a public
health center at Brown University. As part of my new-found success, I began coaching
wrestling in Central Falls. At first, I coached elementary and middle schoolers, and
eventually I moved up with the wrestlers to the high school. It was then that I first heard
of the campaign against the use of the “Warriors” mascot [with the use of Native
American iconography] for Central Falls High School. Since I was a student, I had heard
of the Warrior family and now a white teacher was on a path to take down this
“offensive” mascot. Out of all the social injustices that the high school had and has, this
teacher aimed at the low-hanging fruit. It seemed ridiculous to me that a white man was
going to “correct” BIPOC (black, Indigenous and people of color) students because white
people had used Native American imagery to oppress them. In trying to “do good” this
man was robbing us of one of our commonalities – a sense of belonging in a country
that often reminded us that we did not belong. I spoke with this teacher about my
concerns, but his mind was set on the removal of this mascot. Instead of giving up on
keeping the Warrior mascot, I asked my friend who is an Oglala Lakota to help me by
asking the President of the Council for their permission in continuing using this image of
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a Native American Warrior. After sending a photograph of the wrestling team and
explaining the situation, I received a letter that asked, “which of these students does not
carry Native blood? Which one does not know about oppression from a system that
sees them as enemies?” At that time, I felt that the support of the Oglala Lakota Council
was a powerful reason to hold on to the mascot and the name.
Serendipitously, during my time coaching I met a Cheyenne Dog Soldier from Montana,
who was a Brown University at the time. He spoke to the wrestlers about being a
Warrior and the story of his dream and the ceremony it took for him to become a
Warrior. After he spoke, the students asked him questions. One of the wrestlers asked,
"what is the favorite weapon of the Warriors?" He began to answer by saying that in the
past the favorite weapon was a short club because there was little honor in killing a man
from a distance. Then he explained that now the most significant weapon is education.
In other words, he described to the wrestlers that the time for violence is over [as it did
not work], and now education is the only way forward – how else would CF Warriors
take their rightful place in society? Then, without any fanfare, or input from the
students, in the summer of 2020 in the middle of quarantining from the COVID-19
pandemic, the iconography of Native Americans was removed. Some things can change.
My experience immediately after all teachers were fired in 2010
I became a teacher in Central Falls High School shortly after all the teachers were
publicly and humiliatingly fired from the school. In fact, my job became available
because one of the teachers that had been fired did not want to come back to that toxic
environment. By the time I began in August of 2010, there was a real sense of doom in
every corridor. New teachers felt lost, returning teachers felt angry, and administrators
were authoritarian. This was certainly a strange time to become a teacher in Central
Falls High School, but it was also the right time for me. Before the school year began, I
attended a cookout in the small patch of grass outside of the school. It was there that a
reporter from the Providence Journal became enamored with the idea of an employee
from Brown University “returning home” to teach at his alma mater. In her reporting
she quoted me, “My real purpose is to be the mirror that these people in my life have
been for me. To show students the greatness that already exists in them. I can't make
anybody great. But I can show them that with hard work and some good decisions,
dreams come true.” Perhaps in typical new-teacher fashion, I was full of optimism and
naïve about the challenges that were ahead. That first year as a teacher I was
passionate, determined, and cheery, all which led to being dismissed by the union
president and accosted by a teacher who said I was undermining their argument. Their
argument was that the working conditions were oppressive – and they were, but I was
not going to let that affect my teaching philosophy. We were all looking for some
change.
Like many new teachers I struggled to keep up with the demands of teaching, but unlike
most new teachers, I had a huge advantage as a CF graduate, a Latinx, and an
immigrant. These characteristics did not go unnoticed by the students and that year I
solidified my role by starting a team and training the state champions in the anatomy
event of the Science Olympiads. The following year I began teaching AP biology to 28
students. From that first class there are now chemical engineers, neonatal nurses,
physicians, marine biologists, social workers, architects, etc. It was during that first AP
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bio class when I began to see and value the connection between social justice and
science, especially evolutionary theory. Maybe somethings really change.
What I learned in my biology classes in college was revelatory – all humans belong to a
single species. Those phenotypical differences like skin color, were minor compared to
the huge overlap in genetic similarities between humans. I began to realize that the
socio-economic differences that were clearly displayed when I compared Central Falls
students to students from other schools were NOT based on biology, these were based
on social structures that ensured that some people received unearned privileges. It was
through evolutionary theory that my students began to see the realities of their lives
through the eyes of biology. For example, when students learn about animal migratory
patterns, this naturally leads to conversations about human migration and their
personal stories as immigrants. Similarly, when we discuss how evolutionary theory
accounts for the diversity and unity of life, students begin to appreciate how all humans
form a single species and yet are related to all other species on earth. I teach AP biology
with similar determination and enthusiasm as when I first began, but now I have a
greater appreciation for the content I teach and greater flexibility with the way I teach
it. This current work is an exploration of the connections between my position as a
teacher, immigrant, Latinx, and Central Falls Warrior. It may seem like not all things
change, but based on my experiences, the approach and focus of teachers can impact
what students learn and ultimately can result in systemic change. This work, then, will
explore how teachers can promote positive social change within the context of biology
classes.
In this thesis I detail some of the most egregious examples of social injustices and how
science has played a role in the oppression of some groups of people. Then I will explain
why teaching science, and in particular life science through the lenses of evolutionary
theory, can be a way to systematically counteract the historical, institutional, and
oppressive injustices that are promoted and perpetuated by social structures, including
the education system. I provide examples of ways in which structural racist systems
have been used to oppress populations by making it challenging for people of color to
fully participate in society and in the economy. It is no coincidence that even today
there is controversy whether teaching evolution should be required in the science
classroom – it is a dangerously powerful tool that can show students that the injustices
perpetrated to some groups are not based in biology. Historically, people with power
have tried to maintain power by removing and limiting freedom of thought and action. I
posit that teachers can counteract the injustices of the past by using their institutional
and academic roles to empower students - this is systemic empowerment!
Lynn’s Case
Lynn self-describes as a “White lady of non-Hispanic origin,” and holds a doctorate in
the biological sciences from a prestigious university. She has taught biology for the last ten years
and reported being assigned female at birth and self-identifies as genderqueer, using
she/her/hers pronouns. Lynn teaches at a high school located in a small suburban area,
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described by her as a “University town.” The last available reported Census data (2018) showed
around 85,000 residents with around 10% of persons under the age of 18.
Lynn’s high school is a highly rated public high school, with the largest high school
student body in the school district. The school’s website describes high levels of SAT and AP
success for their students, since they outperform schools similar in size both in scores and in the
number of students taking the SAT and AP courses. Lynn reported teaching a high percentage of
people who identify as female, a high percentage of trans/nonbinary students in AP Bio, as well
as many “Questbridge” students [a program that works with “the nation’s most exceptional,
low-income youth with leading colleges and opportunities… to increase the percentage of
talented low-income students attending] (Questbridge 2020). In 2019, the percent of students
from Lynn’s school classified as free/reduced lunch recipients is around 25%. The school
reported serving over 1,500 students.
Lynn’s name and contact information were provided to me by an administrator of the
Facebook “closed” National AP Biology Teachers group. Lynn was excited about participating in
this research project as she felt that there were things we could learn from each other. The
interviews I conducted with this teacher were inspiring. She was not only tremendously flexible
with her thinking, but she was also thoughtful and compassionate. Her teaching involves
students interacting, interviewing, and exchanging information with members of their
family/community, interactions for which she created favorable conditions. She firmly believes
that biological sciences require field, as well as the classroom study. Additionally, she values
biology as a subject matter because many of the topics have implications for our modern
society. For example, during one of the interviews, she stated,
I want my students to walk away with what I consider to be a set of basic biology ideas
for citizenship. I want them to think that you can do the same type of thinking that
scientists do. During our unit about genomics, a lesson series about genomics that is
centered around race and whether people of different races are different—have
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different genes, this kid felt included. In an assignment they wrote letters to authors and
so many of the letters were about social topics and that might not just be my class, it
might be the social discourse right now, about who matters… In bio the question comes
down to how do we know? What do we know about the world? And how do we know
it? And that's a science question!

Lynn also discussed the importance of using evolutionary theory as a conduit for
covering social justice themes, as well as storytelling. For example, she said,
Evolution is used to cover social justice standards; they already know they're going to
learn about evolution… phenotypes and genotypes changing over time… I included a
teaching tolerance standard about the teaching tolerance anti-bias framework and
included one question [relating evolution/racism]. So why teach social justice to my bio
students? Because they need those stories. They need stories of people righting wrongs.
They need stories of people making mistakes as success. They need stories of altering
their worldview about who counts and what we think we know about different groups.

Lynn’s ideas connecting social justice and science were reiterated in written form and
provided to her students. For example, here is an excerpt from the “AP Bio contract” that she
gives out to her students,
Together, we’ll explore what it means to work as scientists: asking questions, collecting
and analyzing data, making and revising explanations and models, practicing critical
thinking, and participating in the ongoing conversation that is science. Finally, being a
scientist involves working in ways that are respectful, responsible, and reflective.

In conclusion, the participants in this study represented different personal histories,
school settings and demographics, including approaches to include social justice in their science
classrooms. Because of the purposeful sampling, one clear and consistent characteristic is that
all participants valued social justice and have found ways to introduce it in their classrooms. A
summary of key demographic data for the three cases is provided in Table 1. Compared to the
demographic data of the school as a whole, in their AP biology classes, Martha’s school had an
overrepresentation of white students and an underrepresentation of Black students; my own
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schools had an overrepresentation of Latinx students; and Lynn’s school had an
overrepresentation of Asian students and an underrepresentation of Black and Latinx students.

Data collection sources and procedures
Yin (2018) offers three principles to which a researcher should adhere when collecting
data for a case study. These are, 1) use multiple sources of evidence to allow the investigator to
reach a broader range of historical and behavior issues (triangulation of data); 2) create a case
study database; which is both formal and presentable, to increase the reliability of the case
study; and 3) maintain a chain of evidence, which will also increase the reliability of findings.
I followed Yin’s prescription for this project by, 1) collecting data from multiple sources
from three participants; 2) creating and maintaining an electronic database; and 3) creating a
detailed set of the links showing how the study’s findings came from the collected data and in
turn from the guidelines in the case study protocol and from the original research question (see
Data analysis section below). Here, I provide a detailed description of how I addressed each of
these points:
1. Multiple Sources of Data
Semi-constructed Interviews. Since I sought to understand the experiences and perceptions of
AP bio teachers, which could not be easily observed; a dialogue with participants provided the
greatest insight into their perceptions and ideas. According to Merriam (2009), interviews are
the best method to use when conducting intensive studies about a few selected individuals.
Patton (2015) adds,
We cannot observe how people have organized the world and the meanings they
attach to what goes on in the world. We have to ask people questions about those
things. The purpose of interviewing, then, is to allow us to enter into the other
person’s perspective. Qualitative interviewing begins with the assumption that the
perspective of others is meaningful and knowable and can be made explicit. We
interview to find out what is in and on someone else’s mind to gather their stories
(p. 426).
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The semi-constructed design allowed the interview questions to serve as a guide rather
than a script, as questions emerged based on participants’ responses to interview questions
(Merriam, 2009; see Table 2 for interview questions). All interviews were video/audio recorded
and subsequently transcribed and checked for accuracy. The interviews of participating teachers
were conducted by me, while the autoethnographic interviews were conducted by my nephew,
a doctoral candidate in sociology at Brown University. This enabled a type of member-checking
(Forber-Pratt, 2015), in which we could ensure that the information was legitimate, reliable, and
trustworthy by asking (a) Does it make sense? (b) Does it make sense to someone who knows
me? (c) Does it make sense to someone in my family (d) Does it make sense to an academic?
The rationale for conducting multiple interviews stemmed from a desire to provide
participating teachers time to reflect on their answers from the first interview and find
pedagogical materials which they shared and explored in the second interview. In preparing for
the interviews, I conducted a pilot interview with a teacher who would not qualify to participate
in the study. After that pilot interview, the text in some questions was modified for fluidity, and
the sequence of some questions was slightly modified to increase the flow of the conversation.
Interview questions generated responses about a wide range of topics including
feelings and thoughts about teaching AP biology, the need for social justice, shortcomings of the
current AP biology curriculum, and places/units where social justice ideas are introduced within
the teachers’ current curriculum. Table 2 lists the questions asked of each participant during
interviews 1 and 2.

Autoethnography. The autoethnography enabled me as a researcher to provide further insights
and deepen analysis of the data by allowing me to include personal experiences as part of the
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research (see below). Aside from being treated as one of the other participants and completing
two interviews and providing pedagogical-relevant materials, I was able to describe and
systematically analyze my own experiences as these related to my research project. The
autoethnography served as a way to document my personal experiences as a Latinx, a lowincome student and subsequently a science teacher at my alma mater; that is, a school in which
the shared experiences of most students match my own. I used my personal history to
complement the data from the other two cases and glean a deeper understanding of social
context of the participants. For example, my answers highlight the historical and social context
in which Latinx students feel included (or not) in the larger society. To maximize the utility of the
data and the trustworthiness of my interpretations, it was vital to understand the social context
in which the data were collected and the intersections between the science and social justice
themes. Some of my personal stories can be found throughout Chapter 1, as well as a
temporally linear account of the autoethnographic story (above) in which I describe my case.

Pedagogical Documents. Merriam (1992) proposes that a variety of written, visual, and physical
material can shed light on motivations and experiences since these materials result from human
activity recorded over time. Hence, at the conclusion of the first interview, I requested
pedagogical materials from each participating teacher. These materials included artifacts such as
syllabi, lesson plans, instructional resources, and student work products (see Supplement),
which, among other things, helped track the timing/placement of the introduction of social
justice within the biological sciences curriculum (see Patton 2015). According to Merriam’s
(1992) definition most of the materials analyzed here are primary documents and were part of
the triangulation processes. Some secondary documents were also used (e.g., Teaching
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Tolerance Standards from the Southern Poverty Law Center 2020) to explore the themes that
were established.

Field notes. During the interviewing, the gathering of pedagogical materials, the
autoethnographic story writing, and the iterative analysis, I wrote field notes. These notes in
turn, helped me to document the process and subsequently make sense of the data. These
notes give meaning and aid in understanding the phenomena which I studied (Patton, 2015).

2. Case Study Database/Data Management
The second of Yin’s (2018) prescriptions is the creation and maintenance of a case study
database. A data management plan is necessary to keep data organized so that they can be
easily accessed during both the analysis and writing process (Merriam, 2009; Yin, 2018). To
organize the data, I identified each datum by the case from which it was collected, using the
pseudonyms to identify each case. All data were then entered into an electronic case study
database containing a detailed case study inventory. Every time a new piece of data was
collected, it was added to both the database and the inventory. A folder (“NOTES”) was also
created to hold cross-case field notes or memos. Within each individual case folder, subfolders
differentiating each type of data were created and labeled, e.g., “interview 1,” “interview 2,”
“documents,” and “field notes.” The database is electronic and saved to my firewall- and
password-protected personal computer. The case-study database assisted me in creating a
narrative while simultaneously organizing data for data analysis. Additionally, I created a
categorical data matrix where salient information was tabulated, and data could be juxtaposed
from the different interviews to identify shared categories within the color-coded matrix.
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3. Chain of Evidence
The last of Yin’s (2018) principles, the “chain of evidence,” is meant to increase the
construct validity of the information in a case study. The chain of evidence supports the
conclusions by allowing the reader to trace the steps from findings back to initial research
question, or from the question to the findings. To elucidate how I constructed and maintained a
chain of evidence in the “Justification and rationale for interpretations” section (see text below),
I have diagrammed how all components of the study connect and enable the findings to emerge
from the data (Figure 1). For specific examples that trace raw data into themes, see Table 4.
As part of the chain of evidence, all three participants completed two separate
interviews and answered the same questions in the same order. Video conferencing was utilized
and subsequently, audio was transcribed. The semi-structured format enabled participants’
responses to direct the flow of the interview (see Saldaña & Omasta, 2018). For each
participant, the two interviews were separated by about one week to provide time to reflect on
the ideas covered in the interviews as well as to enable teachers to find and prepare the
pedagogical materials which were discussed in the second interview. The chain of evidence was
furthered strengthened with the pedagogical documents which were compared for
confirmatory/contradictory information to illuminate the cases. The content analysis utilized
here was the constant-comparative form of document analysis (Bogdan & Biklen, 1998) where I
searched for themes that recur in a variety of documents and comparing these with the general
themes generated from the interviews. Table 3 lists the materials shared by each teacher.
Data Analysis Approaches
The general analytic strategy used was inductive (after Yin, 2018). I created a categorical
matrix that allowed me to juxtapose the data from the different interviews and identify shared
themes within the matrix. To increase trustworthiness of the data, each of the interviews was
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revisited and new labels were created for shared viewpoints not considered significant
previously. This iterative effort enabled the verification of the meaningfulness and accuracy of
the categories used. To expound the information gathered using semi-constructed interviews in
this exploratory project, a multivocal three-column narrative style was used (see Table 5).
Merriam (2009) states, “data analysis is the process of making sense of the data” (p.
175). In this study, this involved consolidating, sorting, and interpreting what the teachers said
in interviews, the documents they provided, and the field notes that I took. As recommended by
Merriam (2009), data collection and analysis were a simultaneous process. Merriam asserts that
all qualitative data analysis is primarily inductive and comparative and draws heavily from the
constant comparative method of data analysis first proposed by Glaser and Strauss (1967). This
constant comparative method allowed me to construct and revise categories by continuously
comparing patterns and themes emerging out of the data, both within each case and between
cases, which ultimately led to a deeper understanding of the experiences of these teachers.
The initial step of data analysis was to break down the data into smaller units/segments
so that each unit could be compared to similar units (Merriam, 2009). I then brought back
together these small units to illuminate the answer to the research question. For example, a
single interview was divided into various sections such as content for (AP biology), social justice,
and connections between social justice and biology. These units of data were then compared to
similar data segments in the subsequent interviews and the pedagogical documents supplied by
the interviewees. The units of data were categorized as themes (see Figure 1. Merriam defines
categories as “conceptual elements that ‘cover’ or span many individual examples of the
category” (p. 181). Hence, a category is not the data itself, but an abstract construct derived
from the data capturing a recurring pattern that permeates the data.
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Coding. Marshall and Rossman (2006) describe categories as “buckets into which segments of
text are placed” (p. 159). Throughout the research process, some of the original categories
merged into a broader category or split to create new categories (see Figure 1). Creating
categories was an inductive process because I began with data, divided it into segments,
grouped similar segments together, and named the cluster. However, as subsequent analysis
took place, the process became more deductive since I had to determine the best fit of new
data into the tentative categories.
The names of categories were derived from one of three places: the researcher, the
participants, or prior literature (Merriam, 2009). While Merriam warns that “borrowed
classifications” from prior literature may hinder the generation of new categories, they served
as a guide for naming categories in the current study. For example, Morales-Doyle’s (2015; p.
31) category of “transformative intellectuals” served to identify a concept in which students
utilized scientific skills within the larger context of their communities. During one of the
interviews Martha said, “I started that year really thinking about how can we take what we're
doing and prepare our students to be advocates for themselves and their community.” This
quote aligns directly with the applicability of the analytical skills gained in the science classroom
that Morales-Doyle described. Similarly, in my own case, a student response to one of our
assignments described how “the fact is that we need to have discussions about topics such as
immigration so that the world can be a better place,” again aligning to the concept of
transformative intellectuals. Finally, additional categories, however, such as “how science
works” and “storytelling as a tool” emerged from the coding of data throughout the study. Lynn
described how in her classroom she can, “build this idea that science is about values like
curiosity and making the world better. And innovation and mistake-making…” In the same vein,
in the autoethnographic case I stated, “I want my students to understand how biology works -
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how science works… to understand that science is democratic by nature. That science is not
dead, that the content of science is still growing and that they can participate.” In these
instances, the ways in which science works was highlighted.
Categories created during data analysis met the five criteria prescribed by Merriam
(2009): 1. responsive to the research questions through alignment of categories with the
research purpose, 2. as sensitive to the data as possible by illuminating the nature of the data
included, 3. exhaustive enough to encompass all relevant data, 4. mutually exclusive in that a
relevant unit of data could be placed in only one category, and 5. conceptually congruent in that
all categories were at the same conceptual level (p. 185-186). For example, to ensure the
categories were exhaustive enough, all of the data (interviews, teaching artifacts, student
artifacts, and field notes) were coded. The emergent categories were based on key words and
ideas mentioned by teachers several times and validated by the pedagogical materials and
sample student work. This kind of information helps the reader verify the exhaustive criteria.
Similarly, the categories needed to be mutually exclusive and at times longer quotes were
separated when they conveyed ideas that fit into different categories. Lastly, conceptual
congruency ensured that categories were at the same level as other categories, and eventually
these categories gave rise the emergent themes.
While the coding process was instrumental in identifying the relevant themes across
participant data, its value is limited in efforts to understanding the sense-making work of the
teachers in my study. Consequently, I expand my analysis (as described in the following section)
through the multivocal approach, the constant comparative analysis, and the within- and crosscase syntheses. The interview data, along with the pedagogical documents gave rise to the
themes identified in the iterative coding process, but the greater goal was to also provide
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deeper insight into the lived experiences, emotions, and teacher-actions involved in including
social justice in the biology classrooms, on both the individual and collective levels.

Multivocal approach
Data from the interviews were analyzed using an iterative multivocal analysis process.
Multivocality contests singular meanings, realities, identities, spaces, and interpretations; and
instead offers a rich illumination of experience (Buzzanell, 2017). According to Mizzi (2010),
multivocality reflects the fact that there is no single and temporally-fixed voice that a researcher
possesses; therefore, it unfixes identity in a way that exposes the fluid nature of identity as it
moves through particular contexts, and deconstructs competing tensions within
autoethnographers as they connect the personal selves to the social context.
By juxtaposing responses and describing experiences in the three columns, with myself
in the center position, I found myself within culturally mediated territory among AP biology
teachers that differed from me in significant ways, including sex, gender, educational level,
socioeconomic status, and personal history. Importantly, a significant distinction is the fact that
these two other teachers worked in schools that were highly regarded because of their highperformance on standardized tests and were better funded compared to my own school. For
example, one consistent difference in voice was the confidence that was exhibited by the
participants I interviewed, suggesting their greater cultural capital and power compared to
mine. For example, Martha said,
My administration loves me, and I am allowed [to do what I want to do]. My
administration is very, very, proud of the scores that we get on AP exams. My score
profile looks very different from the other teachers. Now to be fair… I have a PhD from
[prestigious university] in [hard science]. So, from the moment I walked in the door that
credential meant that people thought I knew more science.

Similarly, Lynn said,
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I'm also the only person in my department with a doctorate and so there's this idea…
that [I] belong in the AP because that's my academic world.
To situate my experiences as an AP biology teacher in relation to the voices of the other
two teachers, I used introspection to explore these multiple interactions of perspectives. I took
advantage of my personal history and current situation to provide additional context.
Researching and writing about social justice in my AP biology class from a distance would have
been misleading since I could not proceed with epistemological neutrality or moral innocence—
this research topic had direct implications for who I was as a high school student and who I am
now as a high school teacher.
In the analysis process, my goal became to use the three-person account (multivocal) to
describe the "the complex, paradoxical, and mysterious qualities of subjectivity" (Ellis &
Flaherty, 1992, p. 5). I think that, had I not used this approach, valuable perspectives of the
other teachers’ accounts might be missing from my interpretation. Using the multivocal
approach enabled me to situate the perspective of the other teachers through the telling of my
own story. I mentally placed myself inside their classrooms as a student who at times was
oppressed because of my socio-economic status and the race I was assigned in this country and I
wrote notes about how their responses would have impacted me as a high school student. I
subsequently examined how their responses and attempts to increase social justice relate to my
own experience. Multivocal analysis became a critical tool for further exploration of my
autoethnography, and several of the notes that were written during the analysis became the
basis for personal stories used in Chapter 1.
Constant Comparative Analysis
During data collection and analysis, I engaged in “open coding;” that is, I was open to
any possible answer, pattern, or theme that may have emerged in the data. Assigning open
codes led to the construction of categories allowing me to group comments and interview
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responses that seemed to fit together— a process describe by Merriam (2009) as “analytical
coding.” As more data were collected, coding became increasingly analytical. I developed a
categorical data matrix to document, color code, and tabulate the data (see Figure 2). In
addition, I wrote field notes, or case memos, that indicated emerging patterns and themes, and
identified areas to pursue in the second interviews. Furthermore, I wrote a cross-case memo,
which allowed me to reflect upon patterns or themes emerging across cases. Constant
comparative analysis both within and across cases strengthened the internal validity and
reliability of the claims and assisted in the final data analysis (Merriam, 2009; Yin, 2018).
Adhering to the requirements for categories outlined by Merriam (2009), a large
number of categories emerged in the beginning, but were later combined with similar
categories or made into new categories as more data were collected. During the analysis phase,
I constantly compared new data to prior findings to reevaluate and revise patterns and themes.
Iterative comparative analysis allowed me to organize and refine emerging categories
throughout the research study and assisted me in the final data analysis. As Merriam (2009)
contends, “without ongoing analysis, the data can be unfocused, repetitious, and overwhelming
in the sheer volume of material that needs to be processed”; on the other hand, “data that has
(sic) been analyzed while collected is (sic) both parsimonious and illuminating” (p. 171).
Within- and Cross-Case Synthesis
Following Yin’s (2018) suggestion, I planned on using a predetermined analytical
strategy before case study data were analyzed. Yin describes four general analytic strategies
that can be used in any combination: a) relying on theoretical propositions, b) developing a case
description, c) using both qualitative and quantitative data, and d) examining rival explanations.
I opted for the case description strategy, in which contextual factors were noted in each case
description as they were inextricably related to the experiences of each teacher. Additionally, I
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examined rival explanations throughout the analysis process by continuously comparing data
against categories that emerged. My goal was to craft the story of each case by treating the
evidence fairly, producing analytic conclusions, and ruling out alternative interpretations.
Yin (2018) indicates that there are five analytic techniques typically utilized in case study
research: a) pattern matching, b) explanation building, c) timeseries analysis, d) logic models,
and e) cross-case synthesis. Because an exploratory multiple-case study was conducted, I chose
to use the cross-case synthesis analytical technique. Using the cross-case synthesis technique, I
treated each case as a separate study, and then findings were aggregated across the separate
cases (Yin, 2018). I analyzed each unique case to determine the answers to the research
question. Thus, I explored each teacher’s individual experience with social justice in their AP
biology classes. Moreover, I used the individual field notes and the running code list to assist me
in further sorting individual data into categories by the codes that emerged throughout the
constant comparative analysis process.
After each case was individually analyzed, I conducted a cross-case synthesis in order to
determine if there were common themes, or explanations, to answer the research question. I
used the individual case analyses to compare the categories, or answers to research questions,
within and across each case. As Yin (2018) suggests, I used visual markers to assist me in both
sorting data and drawing cross-case conclusions, in this case, a color-coding system that allowed
me to visually separate the categories I created within the analysis matrix (Figure 2). Through
cross-case analysis, I aimed to provide a synthesis of the teachers’ experiences while introducing
social justice in their classes. While this synthesis is by no means generalizable to all AP biology
teachers, this multiple-case study provides and in-depth description of both the unique
experiences of selected teachers and similarities between their experiences. The research
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question was answered for each teacher individually and synthesized across cases; and
ultimately became the guide to a prescriptive curricular module (Chapter 3).

Trustworthiness
The trustworthiness of a research study is self-evidently essential to its value. According
to Lincoln and Guba (1985), trustworthiness involves establishing: a) credibility, confidence in
the 'truth' of the findings; b) transferability, showing that the findings have applicability in other
contexts; c) dependability, showing that the findings are consistent and could be repeated; and
d) confirmability, a degree of neutrality or the extent to which the findings of a study are shaped
by the respondents and not researcher bias, motivation, or interest. To address these four
criteria, I systematically followed the ensuing steps:
1. to increase credibility I conducted pilot interviews which included two separate sessions
with a teacher who was interested in social justice but who would not qualify for this
study because he did not teach AP biology. This procedure allowed me to test the
interview questions and protocol. During the pilot interviews, feedback was provided to
ensure better wording and flow of the questions;
2. to increase transferability, I conducted all interviews utilizing the same sequence and
format;
3. to establish dependability, all teachers were asked the same questions from the same
interview protocol; And Lastly,
4. to establish confirmability, I used reflexivity and provided a positionality statement to
attend systematically to the context of knowledge construction at every step of the
research process. Also, the careful analysis of the diverse data collected in the course of
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this study allowed me to triangulate the data and explore the convergence of these
multiple data sources to cross validate the data.
To further establish the trustworthiness of the results, I utilized peer-review procedures
where two professional colleagues, not involved in the study reviewed the documents and
provided feedback on my interpretation of the qualitative data. These critical colleagues
reviewed my coding analyses, to ensure that I was interpreting and applying my coding guide to
the data consistently. One of these people is a recent graduate of the URI doctoral program in
education, and the other is from another university, has two master’s degrees and is familiar
with my classroom. I provided these colleagues with several pages of the interview transcripts
and pedagogical materials, one from each participant, (or ~15% of the total data collected).
After an initial discussion about the codes, the two reviewers read through the transcripts and
pedagogical documents to verify my coding decisions. Once the coding was verified, the colorcoded spreadsheet helped to visually represent the categories that emerged from the data.
Additionally, I included member-checking procedures where in which the participants
read drafts of my conclusions. I sent all participants a document that summarized the major
themes identified in my analysis, accompanied by supporting statements upon which I based my
analytical interpretations on. Participants were asked to review the document and provide
feedback on any interpretations that they felt were inaccurate or incomplete. (Fraenkel et al.,
2012; Creswell, 2014). Participants provided feedback and concluded that my reporting and
interpretations were honest, accurate, and reflective of their thinking.
Aside from the procedures described above, Burke-Johnson and Christensen (2016) list
several additional strategies that I utilized to ensure the validity of this qualitative research
project. I used reflexivity measures during the data collection, analyses, and writing phases of
this project, and I ruled out alternative explanations by making sure that I completely examined
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the evidence for competing explanations rather than assuming that my first interpretation was
the best explanation. For example, I commonly considered how race and ethnicity played a role
in the educational approaches and interactions in all the teachers’ classes, and how the different
student populations would interpret the lessons and activities listed by the teachers.

Findings
Martha’s Case
For Martha, social justice was introduced throughout the academic year, even if at times
it was not completely apparent to students that social justice topics were being covered. During
the first interview she stated,
So, it [social justice] comes in different points and sometimes it's very explicit where I'll
say, “Okay, we are going to talk about this woman, a really good example of that
[injustice]! Or we're talking about nature... the biology of skin color. It talks about how
we get dark skinned people. What's the biological [reason] and then from there we can
go into how we use this biological trait to discriminate. And then sometimes it's less
obvious, where I'll ask, “Well, what is the consequence of this to broader society?

In the second interview, Martha went directly to the idea that science can be
oppressive, an idea which may be unfamiliar and unexpected to her students:
Science has been used, as have many other fields, as a tool of oppression. And so, I think
as an AP teacher it is important to call attention to that. It is important to call out how
Linnaeus argued that we are different races of humans, that we're actually different
species. It's important to talk about things. It's also important to talk about it in a
science context and what I mean by that, in terms of scientific research, we have done
horrible things to marginalize populations through science.

In the pedagogical materials that were provided by Martha there were several instances
where she asked students to be critical of information. For instance, in the directions provided
for one of the assignments, there were several indicators that students were expected to be
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thoughtful and ensure that their work reflected their personal views as well as evidence
provided by current scientific understanding. Instructions included statements such as,
Check your biases. Do your own beliefs affect whether you agree with certain
information?”, “Check with an expert. Consult a librarian or a fact-checking website such
as snopes.com, factcheck.org, or politifact.com. Be careful! Some of the fact-checking
web pages are biased, as well.

Similarly, during the second interview, Martha explained how students are guided to
think about science as a doubled-edge sword,
We're talking about positionality and social justice, in that bubble we talk about a
concept called intersectionality, you know the intersection of somebody who's AfricanAmerican and also being female. We're not siloed as human beings, and we are not
siloed in science either. There is no such thing as pure science, [since] there are external
factors that influence how science is done who does it and then what is done with it.
Storytelling was part of Martha’s approach and she used it as a way to convey the
complexities of social justice by asking students to consider the consequences of our collective
actions. For example, below she asks students to reflect on what may seem as an obviously
helpful scientific advance such as prenatal chromosome scanning, and the effects if we curtail
the lives of children who can potentially have Down Syndrome. She stated,
We talked about eugenics. And when we're talking about chromosomal mutations and
abnormalities, we talk about how we can test for this and what the results of it are and
then I open that for a discussion for students to talk about their stories. Then we look at
it and even in a different context. I'm at a [condition removed for participant’s
protection] carrier and I'll tell them that, “hey, I'm a sex carrier [X-chromosome]”. And I
know that if my husband had been Jewish, we would have been tested before having
kids for that reason and if we were both positive, we have an option and it's IVF with
embryo selection. And so, what are the consequences of that? And I've had students
who have siblings with Down syndrome, and we talked about the consequences of
genetic testing and what it means to not have those people and what it means in that
our society views certain lives as less valuable and so we talk about those things. We
talk about gene therapy and the potential that comes from that and then also what
does it mean when we're able to do these things, but only certain people can afford
them.
Martha also spoke about the opportunities to use the 45th President’s administration as
a catalyst to propel issues of social justice in her classroom. She stated,
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For two days [after the 2016 election], I didn't teach and then, I really thought about it,
you know? We were in shock and also in terror. I rethought what I was going to say.
Okay, how can I best prepare my students for the realities of this world and make them
better advocates for themselves and their community and do that in the context of a
science class… So, I started that year really thinking about how can we take what we're
doing and prepare our students using science to be advocates for themselves and their
community…
Finally, de-identified student work provided an additional indicator that Martha not only
discussed, planned, and created activities that embedded social justice ideas, but that in fact,
these ideas had demonstrative impact on student exploration and understanding about social
justice. For example, this quote is from a student of Martha’s addressing social-determinates of
health outcomes and the disproportion burden on economically-disadvantaged people,
Public policy should include this [social injustice and social determinants of health] while
also taking into account health costs and the distinct economic situations… Countries that do
not have well-developed healthcare systems will find it difficult to defend against an increased
number of diseases.
Case Summary. Martha was an expert teacher who had mastery over the biology
content and saw the importance of addressing social injustices in her classes. Martha was highly
respected in her school and district, and highly regarded by her students. She is a white woman
teaching in a school of mostly BIPOC students. Martha described the need for teachers to be
comfortable in their own positionality and to know about their student community. Through her
classes, she aimed to give students analytical skills that can help them best address social
inequities that impact their lives. Moreover, she emphasized providing context for the science
concepts she covered in class, so that students could connect their learning to the larger world.
As part of her teaching, she used stories to highlight the clear relationship between science and
society.
Martha saw science as always being connected to society and as such she mentioned
several times injustices that have been perpetrated on some people by the misuse of science as
a tool of oppression. Some of the stories she used convey morally fraught situations that allow
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her students to critically analyze the usage of science and present the real moral complexity that
these subjects elicit. In her classroom, Martha told stories of biological racism including the
history of Linnaeus. Although she did not specify any social justice standards, she often told the
students that the greater purpose of learning science in her classroom was to critically analyze
science and the natural world, and evidence of this is found in all the classroom materials she
shared. Lastly, Martha valued teaching students to understand issues such as poverty, racism,
and gender within the larger context of society and biology.

Autoethnographic case
Based on my experiences as a student and teacher at my alma mater, I aimed to
empower my students via the power that comes from knowing science as a way to explore our
world. Social justice ideas were entrenched constituents of my classes. I aimed to give my
students more than biology content, ranging from self-esteem to the tools to analyze societal
issues and develop a world view that includes the expectation the social justice will be a part of
their lives. During one of the interviews I stated,
The AP designation exemplifies for my students that the work that we do is important
and valued and significant. And so in that sense, teaching AP Bio allows me as a teacher,
the students as participants, and the school, to say that we are holding students
accountable to a higher degree than if we were not teaching AP bio… I teach AP bio
because it does something for my students, it does something for my school, for my
class; it does something for me. But also, because I think teaching AP bio provides
additional opportunities for students to see their value, their worth. That's really the
ultimate thing, it’s I can do it and I think that does a lot for both me as an individual and
for the community where I teach.

The pedagogical materials I analyzed from my class included the syllabi where I list the
social justice objectives that we review collectively at the beginning of the academic year. These
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objectives were based on the “Principles of practicing social justice work in science” by
Thompson, et al. (2014), and modified to best suit our classroom,
Main Social Justice Objectives:
1. Develop awareness of current and historical injustices perpetrated by science and
scientists.
2. Use science as a tool to improve the human condition and create more just
communities.
3. Speak out in defense of sound science and against scientific abuses/unreasoned
attacks on science.
4. Challenge the work of scientists that abused power and discriminate against people.
5. Involve students in the design and implementation of solutions.

Finally, student work and notes revealed that students understood the importance of
learning about the natural world and the socially constructed world, by exploring concepts of
social justice in our class. For example, here are several evaluation quotes from students,
Because of you I have more respect for science...Not only did I learn about science in
your class, but also learned about life and my place in this world. After sitting in your
classroom, I became more confident, because I understood more. - LM
You changed my views on life… you helped me see the wrong in the world and also the
possibility for success in making the world better. - JS
I thought science was my worst subject, I hated it. But you opened my eyes to the
different topics and ideas that don’t always surround what we’re usually taught… AP bio
opened my eyes to potential I never thought I had and why I should not let limitations
placed on me, impact my life. - SA
“Thank you for challenging me with AP biology. I never thought that I would learn and
reflect on my own life as part of a larger life.” MH
I didn’t only learn about evolution, organelles, muscles; but I was also taught to believe
in myself. – JJ
Case Summary. My race/ethnicity and personal history make me an outlier in my school,
one of only a handful of BIPOC teachers in a school that serves mostly BIPOC students. My
academic and professional developments were cultivated and established through the learning
of science as a method for exploring the natural world. It was when my students began
verbalizing how their view of the world changed after learning biology that I started to see the
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powerful potential of science as a tool of liberation. I started the AP biology class, and I feel that
the results legitimized the rigorous work that the students in my classes produced. I firmly
believe that in a way I am building my community and its future. Therefore, I am not just an
outraged observer of the inequities around me, I am a fully-fledged member of the community
directly taking matters into my own hands to fix the problem. In many ways, I am a cheerleader
and an advocate for changes to my community.

I have found many places within the rigid (and in some ways, sterile) AP biology
curriculum where social justice can be introduced, but none is more fruitful nor powerful than
through the lens of evolutionary biology, with which students can develop a more biologically
sophisticated sense of the meaning of the word “species,” and appreciate that the miniscule
biological differences between the so called ‘races’ neither validate nor support racism. I
address social justice issues throughout the academic year, and I have developed several lessons
that specifically target looking at social constructs through the lenses of biology. I believe that
teaching is a political act and therefore it is important to teach students about the injustices
committed using science. Hence, I want students to learn how science works both theoretically,
and how it has worked historically.

Lynn’s Case
Lynn was excited to participate and made time for her participation even in the midst of
a busy schedule. Lynn’s work was not only recognized within her school, but the
recommendation to include her in this research project, shows that her work is nationally
known and respected. Lynn regarded social justice an essential component of her classes and
during an interview she stated,
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I think that when we leave that question to the social studies teachers, we are vastly
limiting students’ world view of what counts as fair. So, I think that anybody who
interfaces with a kid at a high school has an obligation to take an anti-biased status
stance rather and to back up that stance with the discipline-specific ways of knowing
and content knowledge that are in all of the disciplines. And so in AP Bio…we have the
power to defeat genetic essentialism and the binary of sex and gender And we have
inspirational stories about how we can work to reduce climate change, how we can
work to reduce CO2 emissions, how we can work to fix problems that humans have
made in the environment. Like we have the story of resilience and of power so that feels
important.

For Lynn, science is seen as a tool of student empowerment. She said,
The link between the science thinking you have people do and the data you can help
them see! It doesn't even need to be that strong or direct link… We are using John
Darko and other people’s computer models to change things just like scientists do when
they are working on computer modeling… And it turns out that you [students] can do
the same things. You can do the same type of thinking even if school has been
challenging. Even if your English is still under development, you can still do it…
Decolonization and Liberation. The ability to do it in the actual lessons and not just in
the ‘how’ of the lesson but in the ‘facts’ of the lesson.

Lynn was comfortable discussing the rhetoric of hate and also described how as a result
of the last Federal administration, the climate in her school changed significantly and it served
as impetus for discussions. She stated,
The casual racism has increased dramatically at my high school [since the 2016
elections], from certain faculty members and friends, staff members and from students
to students. The use of the soft or hard “N word” in the hallways is outrageous now. It
was not before [the 2016 election]. Students do not realize that wearing campaign
memorabilia from a recent campaign, you know the red hats, the red shirts with the
slogan on it, that they are dangerous to people. One of my beloved students comes
from a “shithole” country - that unceasing rhetoric of hate matters a lot more than the
grown-ups think it does for young people. This had to be addressed.

Lynn described the importance of using the biology classroom as a place where
concepts of race can be deconstructed and addressed in order to improve social justice. During
the first interview she said,
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We will talk later about the biology of race and ethnicity... It's the way that we can learn
together how to build the kind of world inside the room that we want for the outside of
the room.
I want people [students] to have some idea in their heads about the biology definition of
race. The number of genes that are different between different races are miniscule and
we have lots of stories about phenotypic and cultural outcomes based on environment
and not on genes. So, I think that's the other really important idea for me.
Lynn several times brought up the notion that biology is a powerful way to improve the
world. During the second interview she intertwines storytelling with the power of science,
It was about the Dust Bowl. I asked them to read or listen to [climatologist] Deke [Arndt]
talking about his grandma. Deke gave a plenary at an NABT meeting. He's a
meteorologist, a climate scientist and he talks about his grandma surviving the Dust
Bowl and he tells this really horrific story about surviving the Dust Bowl and she and her
sister made it. She did it and then he says if you were looking at this chart with no days
on dates on it, and you had to pick the dustbowl. He would pick that drought, but it
turns out that Dust Bowl was this smaller drought and the difference was by the time
the 1950s came around we had science and technology and policies in place to support
people. So, I had students think about that as the beginning of our ecology unit and I
have their recordings and so I asked folks [students] if they would give me the
opportunity to share, obviously we did.
You can tell the type of story which can be about biology! Into issues that are touching
people, now kids are going to listen. Like immigration, you know this year in AP Bio
three of my students, to the best of my knowledge, are or their parents are,
undocumented immigrants. And there might be more, I don't know. I just know for
those three or four, all of them, climate and natural disasters were a huge reason of why
they migrated. So, this is important for students to work on this assignment… They need
stories of altering their worldview; about who counts and what we think we know about
different groups… the justice piece of what I do includes racism and ideas about
biological sex and gender— ideas about inequality.
The pedagogical materials provided by Lynn indicated the importance of utilization of
scientific tools. For example, in her syllabus she included topics such as “Being a ‘doer’ of
biology” and “Synthesizing big understandings in biology” - all that closely aligned with the social
justice ideas that Lynn mentioned during the interviews, when she stated,
How can we use science to inform today's problems? What are the ways that we can
work on solving climate change? All those problems have answers in biology… these
practices of science like argumentation or communication or data analysis. All of those
things we think of in science classrooms as science practices and it turns out that they
are the identical tools that people have to develop individually and collectively to work
against oppression and to dismantle oppressive systems.
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Finally, Lynn’s students signed an “AP Biology contract.” This contract has signature lines
for both the student and their parent/guardian and contains several lines that validate evidence
first gathered during the interviews where social justice ideas were brought up and exposed. For
example, the document states,

Together, we’ll explore what it means to work as scientists: asking questions, collecting
and analyzing data, making and revising explanations and models, practicing critical
thinking, and participating in the ongoing conversation that is science. Finally, being a
scientist involves working in ways that are respectful, responsible, and reflective.
Apply knowledge to new experiences using deductive reasoning, critical analysis, and
problem solving. Consider how aspects of identity, diversity, justice, and action can
impact scientific discovery and public policy informed by science.
Case Summary. Lynn was uniquely positioned in her school due to her doctoral degree
from a prestigious university, her reputation as a master teacher, and the scores her students
have achieved in AP exams. As a white woman, who self-identified as genderqueer, she saw
social justice as an issue that goes beyond racism. She was vocal about her liberal political
stance and her dislike of those who weaponized science and national pride to oppress those
people who are different. In her classroom, Lynn told stories about her personal life as it related
to the content covered in class, as well as introduced stories about social injustices and scientific
successes.
Lynn spoke directly about the utilization of the tools of science (e.g., those listed in the
NGSS and the College Board’s AP Biology Curriculum) as tools for liberation. She firmly believed
that there is a basic set of biological knowledge skills that are necessary for people who live in
our modern society. Lynn felt that it was important to validate “native” knowledge as part of the
scientific endeavors. In other words, Lynn believed that science was not the exclusive work of
those few individuals who are self-described “scientists,” but instead it was also the work of the
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people around the world (and in history) that kept humanity alive by exploring and manipulating
the natural world. For Lynn biology had to extend into the larger society in order to provide
solutions to our current problems. According to Lynn, “Biology can save the world!”
Cross-Case Analysis, Congruencies
Looking across the cases, all teachers spoke of the opportunities biology classes offer
that are uniquely connected to social justice, in this study, an advanced biology class such as AP
biology (see Table 5). When asked about the major goals of the AP bio class, all teachers voiced
their reliance on explicitly teaching students “how science works.” Another congruent theme
was the idea of students being “learners” of more than just content material. For example,
Martha used the term “woke,” meaning that students became aware of social inequalities and
they are more prepared to address those because of the biology class.
Participants mentioned that some of the “aha” moments in their classes include the
expansion of the content covered in the classes to their personal lives and/or greater society.
For example, Lynn stated, “After discussing race and racism, I got several emails from parents
and caregivers who said ‘we talked about your class at the dinner table today, thank you’,” and
in one of my interviews I stated, “When a student can then verbalize why Hitler was wrong and
say “ah, so Hitler's idea of a homogeneous race of people is a dumb biological idea.” Here, the
teachers see students using science as a tool of exploration and empowerment (see Aikenhead,
2011).
Teachers made connections between the importance of teaching about past injustices
and ways in which segments of society have benefited from oppressing others, including
through the misuse of science. For example, Lynn had students consider how the intersection
between environment and social justice leads to racially charged situations such as the social
setting for the Flint (Michigan) lead and water pollution. Similarly, I reported the impact of a
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lesson (sensu Seiler & Gonsalves, 2010) that addressed migration and showed that individually
and collectively students, themselves immigrants or first-generation Americans, came to see
their own movements as related to social imperatives ultimately interpretable as, at least in
part, biologically driven. Additionally, all teachers mentioned climate change and the greater
impact on some communities as an avenue to discuss social injustices and science topics.
A consistent theme addressed by all three teachers was the social influences on science
and the selective application or abuse of science to benefit specific groups of people. So, for
example all three teachers brought up specific examples of abuses committed by the use of
science. Such is the situation with the Tuskegee syphilis study (introduced by Martha and me),
the Puerto Rico cancer research by Cornelius P. Rhoads (introduced by me), Henrietta Lacks and
HeLa cells (introduced by all teachers), and the 45th President’s administration’s denial of
climate change data (introduced by all teachers). In fact, a clear commonality for all three
teachers was the immediacy of the Trump presidency, which has highlighted many issues
pertinent to this study and which participants described as an impetus for addressing social
justice in the biology classes.
All three teachers shared their enthusiasm for exploring social justice throughout the
year, including after the AP exam and all agreed that there is greater flexibility in terms of time,
standards/objectives, and testing with non-AP science classes. However, there are some
important opportunities that AP bio classes uniquely offer, including the maturity and
commitment of the students, and the ability to focus on certain aspects of biology; namely,
genetics, ecology, and evolution.
To this point, Martha said,
My regular bio curriculum has more social justice in it because I have more time. I have
greater flexibility… I wrote the curriculum for my district. But they're younger students.
They require more support.
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Similarly, I said,
There's more flexibility in anatomy class where the standards/objectives are not
necessarily prescribed even in the NGSS. But in AP I get to cover more of this kind of
material [social justice].
And Lynn said,
The other class does not have high stakes testing, I get some flexibility about what
happens in that class. The book ‘A Wrinkle in Time’, there is a section about a sonnet.
About how you have to follow the rules, but you can say whatever you want inside of it.
And if you're really good at writing sonnets, you can bend the rules a little bit. That’s
what I have to do with AP bio.

Lastly, all teachers strongly advocated the use of stories. Stories presented in the
classrooms by teachers in this study include topics of injustices and although at first glance may
seem disjointed, there is a common thread in that these all provided points of references that
were useful to students. Stories included Henrietta Lacks (1920-1951), whose cancer cells, used
without her consent, though the source of perhaps the single most important cell lines in
medical research (the HeLa cell line), received no compensation; Lynn Margulis (1938-2011), the
originator of the then radical endosymbiotic theory for the origin of eukaryotic cells, who had to
fight to be published; Rosalind Franklin (1920-1958), whose contribution to the discovery of the
structure of DNA arguably should have earned her a spot in the shared Nobel Prize for
Physiology or Medicine in 1962; National Climate Data Center scientist Deke Arndt (1972- ), who
tells the story of his extended family having survived the Dust Bowl in the 1930s and its
relationship to his own interest in climate science; and Carl Linnaeus (1707-1778), whose stillused scientific classification system reflected and reinforced his and his contemporaries’
shocking (by modern standards) racist views. For example, all teachers brought up the story of
Henrietta Lacks.

Martha said,
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And so, some of them are more directly intertwined like the HeLa [Henrietta Lacks] story
[which] is one about justice. It's an issue about who counts and who we value.

Similarly, I stated,
And if you are talking about cells, you may not think about …Henrietta Lacks and the fact
that her body was used for science and people made millions of dollars from cells that
they took from her without any consent. And so, there are places and I think that part of
our job is to explore those places to find out where can we talk about injustice and how
are we preparing the students in front of us to change that [social injustice] because
that really is the most important aspect of all this.

Finally, to this point Lynn said,
I love teaching about Henrietta Lacks as a focal point for cell division that feels really
powerful… So, I'm really enjoying that piece because it introduces some of the ideas
[that we] will talk about later.

To further illuminate how the themes emerged from the data, I am providing this short
description that illustrates how the category “storytelling” materialized. The theme of
storytelling was derived from the fact that at multiple times the participating teachers
mentioned this technique either directly by name, by explaining the process, or by actual
storytelling. Teachers expressed they utility of the storytelling technique several times, as is the
case in this quote from Martha,
And so, science doesn't exist in this purely pristine little bottle that I can isolate as
this system… You want to talk about any concept in science? Well, it's going to
connect somewhere outside. And I'm going to tell a story.

In the same vein, I explained,

I think there are certain places in the curriculum where it's much easier, but it
doesn't mean that you can't put it in other places. As I mentioned earlier, when you
are covering DNA, the structure of DNA, you may not think about telling the
history—but it makes sense to tell that story of Dr. Rosalind Franklin and DNA.
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Lastly, Lynn brought up storytelling as she stated,

So, that's the really interesting thing about having this conversation in science as
opposed to conversations in social studies. In social studies the conversation often
comes down to whose story matters, right? Who lives, who dies, who tells her story
right! … Here, we can hear these really personal stories about individuals and
science, right?

The reoccurring listing of storytelling gave rise to the category “storytelling” (see Table
5). Once this theme was identified, additional data were found to fit into this category. For
example, one of the assignments I described included a component of storytelling done by the
teacher and subsequently by the students,

[T]he migration lesson where students worked in small groups to explore
topics/stories related to migration, a. Animal migration, b. Early human migration, c.
migration patterns into the United States… At the end, students shared stories
about how the assignment impacted them.

Cross-Case Analysis, Incongruencies
There were differences among the cases in many aspects including demographics of the
school settings. For example, I teach in a community with a population per square mile of over
16,000/mi2, compared with less than 3,500/mi2 for Martha and under 10,000/mi2 for Lynn.
Moreover, the teachers’ concerns about incorporating social justice in their biology classrooms
revealed of intrinsic differences. As a teacher of color, I responded to the potential offense that
the few white students (~10%), and the bulk of teachers (~90% white) in my school might feel.
On the other hand, the other two teachers, both white females with doctorates, did not express
the same type of hesitation about offending white people; although Martha mentioned
reluctance towards her building administrators, but not related to race. Moreover, Lynn also
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reiterated that because of her academic credentials and her success with the class, she feels less
susceptible to challenge.
Although many of the lessons described in the cases had objectives that connect
historical context and emphasized how scientific reasoning can challenge erroneous social
constructs as student develop a critical cultural lens, responses diverged dramatically when
asked if the biological learning objectives were distinct from those of social justice. For fear of
being misunderstood, Martha does not write down social justice objectives but verbally tells
students that they will be covering social justice topics. My approach is more formalized, in that
a series of literature-based social justice standards (Thompson et al., 2014), are initially read to
the class, and embedded throughout the year. Lastly, Lynn uses a published set of objectives,
the Social Justice Standards from the Teaching Tolerance Program (Southern Poverty Law
Center, 2020). Lynn lists these standards in her syllabus and goes over these with her students.
Another noteworthy difference between the cases, arose when considering how each
teacher views success in his/her AP bio class. In Martha’s case, the number of AP tests taken
constitute the measure of success. In my case, the success of the students is measured and
reflected by the quality of the universities to which they are admitted, as well as by achieving a
high grade in the class (student achievement is celebrated by wearing a green cord during
graduation). Success is measured by AP exam scores, as well by students’ reflections after the
completion of the class in Lynn’s case. Lynn stated, “my students have told me they define
success by their new idea of the world being a little bigger.”

Discussion (Significant Themes)
Several meaningful and significant categories arose after analyzing the case studies. Two
main theme categories were identified: (a) Delivery and (b) Content.
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Delivery (Pedagogy/culture of the classroom)
Storytelling:
Perhaps the most significant pedagogical tool brought up by all three teachers is that of
storytelling. This is not surprising since there is ample evidence from the literature that
describes the benefits of telling stories in the science classroom, whether the researchers’
struggles inspire (Lin-Siegler et al., 2017), facilitate information processing (Engel et al., 2018), or
simply engage and entertain (Reid-Smith, 2013). Storytelling is a well-known pedagogical
technique, which has been documented by researchers like Klassen (2009), Hadzigeorgiou
(2016), and Calabrese Barton (2003) who writes that “[S]tories are powerful research tools. They
provide us with a picture of real people in real situations, struggling with real problems. They
banish the indifference often generated by samples, treatments, and faceless subjects. They
invite us to speculate on what might be changed and with what effect” (p. 7). Saini (2019, p.
126) puts it succinctly: “[S]cience is not enough to forge identity. We also need stories…”
Each of the stories described in the cross-case analysis (findings) likely resonates for
students because it treats individuals who clawed their way to success despite marginalization
or, in Linnæus’ case, the blatant racist viewpoints he espoused have had long-lasting impacts
including the legal enslavement of people for over 250 years and the marginalization of people
who he promoted as less than fully human. Storytelling is more than just a way of teaching
science history, as it is intended to help students be critical of scientists and their work.
Moreover, stories can serve as avenues that tap into students’ compassion and curiosity and
potentially help them to see themselves as scientists by developing an interest in science as a
human endeavor.
Our current news stories, including the global pandemic caused by COVID-19, and the
anti-racist activism in the wake of police killings of unarmed black people, as well as those
mentioned above, serve our students as they highlight the relationships between science and
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social justice. The 45th President and his administration expressed, both verbally and by policy,
indifference to and disdain for racial minorities as well as science. Data analyzed by the
Brookings Institute demonstrate that anti-immigrant sentiment, racism, and sexism were most
strongly linked to support for Trump (Williamson & Gelfand, 2019). With so long and welldocumented a history of presidential speech and actions as dismissive of scientific expertise,
divisive, and racially charged (Graham et al., 2019), these three teachers all tapped the
destructive energy emanating from that administration to inject social justice into biology
classes. The 45th presidency conflated issues of racism and science denial, both which are
pertinent to this study and to our larger society. As a result of his science denial, the 45th
administration denied all Americans a chance at a better life; with the COVID-19 pandemic as a
case in point.
Given the historical data that show an underrepresentation of BIPOC in science, we can
infer that BIPOC students are generally not getting the science education they need to fully
participate in scientific endeavors and/or influence the policy makers which have been
profoundly unresponsive to the needs of their communities. For instance, we know that climate
change and COVID-19 disproportionately affect marginalized populations (Lakhani, 2019). Yet,
researchers, epidemiologists, virologists, and climate scientists tasked with studying these issues
and proposing policies to remediate them are profoundly unrepresentative of those populations
(500 Women Scientists Leadership, 2020). Seen in this light, science education is pivotal for the
well-being of our nation including those individuals who belong to groups that have historically
been left out of science.
As described in the findings there were some differences among the student
populations represented in the AP biology classrooms of teachers in the study. One possible
reason for the overrepresentation of Latinx students in my AP biology class may be the fact that
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I am the only Latinx science teacher in the school, and this may create a sense of comfort among
some students. Grissom et al. (2017), reported that schools with larger numbers of raciallyminoritized teachers, including Black and Latinx, have greater representation of BIPOC students
in gifted programs. Similar results representing positive academic outcomes when BIPOC
teachers are present have been reported by Egalite et al. (2015), Cherng and Halpin (2016), and
Gershenson et al. (2016). Acosta and Upegui (2015) argued that in schools with large Latinx and
Black populations, more BIPOC teachers are desirable because their experiences may allow
them to connect more readily with their students. Additionally, Gay (2002) makes a case that to
improve the academic success of ethnically diverse students, culturally responsive teaching that
emphasizes the students cultural and experiential filters must be utilized. This is certainly a
fertile area for further research and exploration.
Situated Learning
Sadler (2009) uses the expression “situated learning” to describe the fact that knowing,
and learning do not transpire independent of context. He argues that a focus on socio-scientific
issues and the development of socio-scientific discourse promote scientific literacy. It is
therefore not surprising that all three teachers emphasized group-group and student-student
interactions, and socio-scientific discussion.
Situated learning, or the applicability of material to the students, was another closely
connected theme that emerged from the case studies. As mentioned earlier, all teachers in the
case studies mentioned the importance of making science “real” to students by providing
context. This process includes the explicit teaching of historical accounts that include anecdotes
where science has been used as an oppressive tool. Rudge et al. (2014) argue that the history of
science should be an integral part of the science classroom. These researchers used a
historically-based unit to improve the appreciation and understanding of the nature of science,
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which they view as a fundamental component of science literacy. For example, when students
understand that biology does not validate racists’ views about different human groups, students
in turn can begin to ask questions about how the socially constructed concept of race has been
utilized to oppress some people.
In their own ways, the teachers in all three cases worked to ensure that students feel
that they are valued and respected, and that a way to convey this is to situate the learning in the
students’ world. Martha said,
So, I started including context and because of the population that I teach, social justice
was the best place to go, I want them to know they are being seen.
During one of the interviews I said,
I provide additional opportunities for students to see their value, their worth… the work
that we [all participants in my class] do is important and valued and significant.
Finally, Lynn said,
‘I've done a terrible job with your assignment today, but you are going to help me fix
them…’ They [students] sat down and they fixed the [problematic and oppressive]
language. This is an example of a problem that they [students] help me fix in my
classroom…[for example] I get to teach them about being assigned at birth, versus the
gender you choose.
This approach accords with Freire’s (1970) idea of critical consciousness, where rather
than the teacher, the students are at the center of the classroom. Much of the approach
described by the three teachers also resembles the “Culturally Responsive Teaching” originally
described by Ladson-Billings (1994) and more recently advocated by Hammond (2015). This
pedagogical framework recognizes the importance of including students' cultural references in
all aspects of learning, and student-centered instruction enables for learning within the context
of culture where the teacher serves as facilitator. Using this framework helps teachers to create
environments, curricula, and instructional methods that validate and reflect the diversity,
identities, and experiences of all students, which in turn has positive impacts on the students
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and raises the level of academic rigor (Hammond, 2015). Interestingly, Lynn noted that wellintentioned white teachers need to check “impulses to be white superheroes.” She said, “I am
not trying to solve everybody's problems, but I am happy that I can be a conduit for people to
bring problems that I can then help them find ways to address.”
Content (Biology)
It may seem counter-intuitive to think that there would be significant variation in
content covered among professionals who teach a highly prescribed curriculum such as the
College Board’s AP Biology curriculum. But in fact, there is latitude and selection of certain foci
which may prove to be the most beneficial for teaching social justice. All three teachers found
pedagogical vehicles to highlight content which they felt was important for social justice. Part of
the reason why such variation to the approach is based on personal history (for example Lynn
brings up issues of gender more than the other two teachers), and the fact that the inclusion of
social justice in AP biology is still in its infancy and no guidelines have been provided.
Additionally, all three teachers covered diverse and engaging topics such as human races and
skin color (HHMI, 2020), gender and sex, who does science, and the state of the environment
and the Environmental Protection Agency as a guarantor of it.
One broadly shared content area was “how science works.” As it emerged from the
data, all three teachers valued authentic science practices (see above) where students used
critical analysis and data to support their conclusions, much the same way that scientists do.
This aligns with the NGSS as well as the College Board’s AP biology curriculum. To this point,
Lynn noted,
The tools of science are the tools of liberation. When we ask students to do these
practices of science like argumentation or communication or data analysis, it turns out
that they are the identical tools that people have to develop individually and collectively
to work against oppression and to dismantle oppressive systems. It's kind of a two-forone, you're building students’ scientific literacy and capacity but you're also giving them
tools that they can directly apply to other problems or issues. Science is centered on
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data and we can provide experiences for students centered on data and as we grow
more skilled begin to include data sets that bring up these really important ideas of
injustice as well as find ways for action.
Thus, students not only gained content knowledge but more importantly, realized that
the natural world is understandable by using the tools of science (e.g., Questions and Methods,
Representing and Describing Data, and Argumentation; as described in the AP Biology CED,
2019). The data from the interviews and the pedagogical materials also showed that participants
shared the recognition that skills developed to investigate the natural world are the same skills
needed to investigate the socially constructed world, aligning with ideas from Freire (1970),
Dimick (2016), and Morales-Doyle (2017).

Evolutionary Theory
Perhaps the most important content concept, and one virtually undeveloped in the
relevant literature, is the relationship between evolutionary theory and social justice. The three
teachers placed enthusiastic emphasis on teaching “evolution, race and ethnicity,” because it
allows for the direct and explicit deconstruction of racial concepts. Since all three teachers
brought up evolution as part of their approach for covering social justice in their biology
classrooms, this begs further exploration. The importance of the topic of evolution is highlighted
in the Life Science strands of the NGSS since it makes up one of the five “topics” (National
Research Council, 2012) and for the AP bio curriculum it is one out of the four “Big Ideas”
(College Board, 2019). Therefore, it is well understood that evolution must be presented, and
assessed as part of biology class.
The results presented here then make the case that for these teachers, evolutionary
biology is the ideal vehicle for introducing concepts associated with social justice. In this vein,
Martha said,
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I want to talk about evolution. kids are inspired … kids are into the evolution thing…we
have the whole rest of the year to deal with genetics and in a social context we talk
about evolution. A social context.
I said,
In evolution, I'm going to bring the idea that white people and particularly white men
had used evolutionary theory to make themselves seem more capable, more intelligent,
sort of the culmination of evolutionary forces and in that way if you make one race or
one group of people superior then immediately, you're making others inferior.

And Lynn said,
I'm really enjoying that piece [evolutionary biology] because it introduces some of the
ideas will talk about later about the biology of race and ethnicity. About environmental
factors on phenotype…Phenotypes and genotypes changing over time. And so they've
got this idea about how the class is going to work before we start doing the hard stuff.
Evolution allows me to introduce these topics.
Within the biological sciences, evolutionary theory has a particularly important role to
play, because it has been long understood to unify the biological sciences as a cohesive scientific
discipline, and because the facts of evolution strongly refute established racist hierarchies. The
teaching of evolutionary theory leading to social justice therefore works at the high school level
both in terms of science education and personal empowerment.

Applications
Ultimately, after exploring and analyzing the data, we can see that even though there
was variation among the ways in which teachers introduced social justice in their biology
classes, all three teachers found successful ways to do so. The congruencies led to a deeper
exploration of the themes as either delivery and pedagogical approaches (the how), or material
content (the what). For example, the storytelling theme was explored and validated by research
literature that stressed the importance and history of storytelling techniques in science
classrooms, further cementing the value of this theme for this project. Lastly, incongruencies
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provided avenues to explore how the participating teachers and their context varied in
significant ways. For example, Lynn and I had explicit and formalized social justice objectives and
specify these to the students, while Martha did not. Similarly, Martha targeted specific parts of
the curriculum for the introduction of social justice, while Lynn and I used a variety of lessons
that interweaved social justice throughout the year. Lastly, other significant incongruencies and
differences may be related directly to the demographics and personal histories of the teachers,
and this interrelationship was explored via the multivocal and the autoethnographical
approaches.
Limitations
This study included a limited number of individuals, and importantly, only included
individuals who self-identified as including social justice in their AP biology classes. Follow-up
research should also include teachers who have a desire to conduct this type of work but have
found challenges to implementing their ideas.
It is important to consider the positionality of the researcher in this study. In this project
I served as the main data collection and data analysis tool, as well as one of the participants.
While I maintained awareness of my potential influence as the researcher, there are still
possible influences that my own advocacy for the power of these ideas may have played a role
during the research process. While every effort was made to maintain data neutrality, I chose
participants whose ideas largely accorded with my own, even if their settings, history, and
perspectives differed.
Conclusions
The most significant findings of this study include pedagogical approaches that focus on
storytelling (mentioned 10 times out of 86 total coded occurrences, 12%), the applicability of
the material covered in class (mentioned 12 times, 14%), culturally responsive teaching
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(mentioned 15 times, 17%; see Ladson-Billings, 1994), and situated learning (mentioned 11
times, 13%; see Sadler, 2009; and Chapter 3 of this dissertation). The significance of the themes
was drawn from the observed frequencies of these themes more often than other findings
across the whole corpus of data.
Additionally, the material content that was found to have the most significance for this
project’s findings included evolutionary theory and its relationship to the grouping of humans by
races (both historically/socially and scientifically). Lastly, in the interviews and pedagogical
materials, participants emphasized that the skills developed to investigate the natural world
overlap with the skills required to investigate the socially constructed world. These ideas are
neither explicitly stated, nor stressed by the College Board in its prescribed curriculum, a driving
force behind Chapter 3, the curricular module that I have developed as a toolkit for teachers
interested in introducing these topics in their classes.

Implications
The ideas discussed and analyzed in this research project have numerous implications
for teachers, school and district leaders, and policy makers. These implications have the
potential to impact opportunities for biology teachers to improve teaching and learning about
social justice. There are several layers for how these ideas might be taken up in schools and the
structures and policies that may challenge this process at the following levels:
a) teacher level: It is important to note that the teachers in this study can be considered
expert teachers with over a decade of experience each and proven success in the classroom;
these teachers’ content knowledge and comfort with innovative ideas may be significantly
different from more novice teachers. The findings from this study suggest that these teachers
were able to develop their repertoire and incorporate social justice in their classes at least in
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part due to their seasoned stance in the classroom. For example, expert teachers understand
the concept of students’ prior knowledge and how to use this knowledge to make instructional
decisions. Meyer (2004) reports that expert teachers hold a complex conception of prior
knowledge and make use of their students' prior knowledge in significant ways during
instruction, unlike novice teachers. Additionally, Meyer (2004) points out that novice teachers
tend to undervalue their urban students' life experiences and prior knowledge. Another way in
which expert teachers are different from novice teacher and provide additional support to
students is due to their deep knowledge of the subject matter that they teach. Chen et al. (2020)
found that the teachers’ subject matter knowledge in high school life science are associated
with student performance in their biology classes. Similarly, Fuchs et al. (2021) note that unlike
novice teachers, expert teachers can leverage students’ misconceptions as resources for
learning, by refining instructional focus, providing opportunities for reflective practice, applying
evidence-based practices, and promoting exploration of learning theories. Sadler and Sonnert
(2016) stated, “learning is as much about unlearning old ideas as it is about learning new ones,”
(p. 26) and in that sense expert teachers are more likely to be prepared to identify which old
ideas (e.g., misconceptions) must be unlearned in order to guide students through the process
of replacing ideas that already make sense to them with more unfamiliar, yet more scientifically
accurate new ideas. For example, students need to unlearn that human races are biological
categories that separate humans and dictate human capacity. Instead, students should replace
this misconception with the actual scientific fact that humans do not group in the socially
constructed ways which have been proposed by white supremacists.
Another teacher characteristic to consider when incorporating social justice in the
classroom is the mindset of teachers around these issues. In the wake of the recent and current
racially based demands for social justice, some teachers may already have the desire and
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disposition to address some of these issues in their classrooms. However, other teachers may
not be ready to address these issues. Some of the hesitation may come from the lack of
preparation in their teaching training programs (Villegas, 2007). While building on the tradition
of Freire (1970), there is a growing push around the democratic and empowering nature of
education and its ultimate goal of increasing student praxis (see McLaren, 2015; Giroux 2004).
While there are others who would rather avoid these issues for fears of “brainwashing” students
(see Rochester, 2017; Bialystok, 2014). Personally, I cannot morally or practically separate
science education from social justice.
Lastly, as the data from this study show, to be successful at incorporating social justice
in their classrooms, teachers must be closely in tune with the communities where they are
teaching. Ladson Billings (1994) and Cooper (2003) describe how teachers who understand the
communities where they teach have respect for and commitment to the community and
expressed desire to continue work in the community. Additionally, Cooper (2003), states that
successful teachers of racially-minoritized students have empathy for their students, a
developing racial consciousness (unless they’re the same race as their students – then it is
already developed) and a willingness to learn from the community.
b) school level: Although not directly addressed in this study, the literature (Graham,
2007; Tam, 2015; Thompson et al., 2004) suggests that teachers are more likely to be successful
when they are part of a larger learning community. Colleague and administrative support can
have significant impact on teachers’ creativity, agency, and success. A community of practice
can foster teachers as leaders and change agents to address challenges such as innovating
curricula, addressing the needs of diverse student populations, and committing to continual
reform efforts (Trabona et al., 2019). Supported teachers can more easily institute a culture of
reflective instruction and are more likely to remain in the classroom. Even experienced teachers
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need opportunities to reflect, set goals and assess their own effectiveness (Birkeland, 2011).
Therefore, schools need to recognize that learning to teach effectively is a never-ending process
and provide the support and professional development to increase teacher motivation, efficacy,
and retention (Bressman et al., 2018).
Schools can become places where teachers are supported and nurtured, just as the
students. In order to make this happen, schools must appreciate the impact and power of
science education as a tool for student empowerment, rather than just a simple subject matter
to be covered and tested. Reiss (2003) makes the case that situating science education within a
framework of social justice highlights and serves other components of the curriculum. Reiss
(2003) posits that for too long science education has excluded references to the wider aims of
schooling. In the same vein as Calabrese Barton (2003), Longbottom states that science
education should “contribute to the advancement of democracy, and so improve the quality of
human existence” (Longbottom, 1999, p. 4). Similarly, Rodriguez (1998) describes the potential
of science education to serve as a platform for resistance as is the case with anti-racist
education.
Currently there is a growing movement of educators who see the value of addressing
social injustices in their classrooms. Along with the wave of educators eager and ready to tackle
these issues, several resources to aid teachers in their efforts have been propping up. For
example, the data from this research project showed that published social justice standards are
being used by teachers (Teaching Tolerance Anti-Bias Framework, 2016). Additionally, other
educators are encouraging science teachers to leverage the power of science to address social
injustices (see, Reiss, 2003; Dawson, 2021). As was described in the theoretical framework
section of this chapter, science education is uniquely positioned to help students question and
understand both the natural world and the socially constructed world.
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c) policy level: Although currently there is a heightened sense of social justice due to the
recent events around race (Newman et at., 2021; Grassi & Dorman, 2020; Derreth & Wear,
2021), a review of the Next Generation Science Standards (2013) and the AP biology (2019)
learning objectives show that social justice is not explicit in those science standards. The NGSS
attempts to include approaches for promoting equity in science education. For instance, it
acknowledges the importance of building on students’ cultures and recommends the connection
between the science curriculum, student discourses, identity, and interests. As with the College
Board’s AP biology curriculum, the NGSS aims to create experiences where students are
engaged in scientific practices and skills. However, the NGSS does not prioritize issues of equity
nor takes a political stance against standardized testing policies that undermine the sorts of
meaningful science learning opportunities advocated by the NGSS (Morales-Doyle, 2015).
Science curriculum efforts have failed to properly promote social justice. Therefore, if we are to
have large-scale implementation of the type of activities that enable teachers to incorporate
social justice in their classrooms, then these national policy and curricular publishers must take
into account the best ways to approach and disseminate this type of work. For example, people
like Donovan (2020) have already proposed that social justice be embedded into biology classes.
Similarly, it is noteworthy that Chapter 3 of this dissertation is currently under review by the
College Board as a potential module for AP biology students to undertake social justice
exploration within their AP bio classes.
Nationally available resources such as Facing History and Ourselves (2021) push
educators and students to explore and understand the causes of racism, religious intolerance,
and prejudice. As a result of historical exploration of social injustices, students increase their
ability to relate history to their own lives and promote greater understanding of their roles and
responsibilities in a democracy. These types of efforts have the potential to play a critical role in
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providing teachers with ideas, lesson activities, and opportunities for reflection, regardless of
which content area educators teach.
This multiple case-study project explores ways in which biology teachers incorporate
social justice into an already-packed curriculum, such as is the case with AP bio, in which the
curriculum is guided by standards established by the College Board. As the data from the current
study suggest, there are multiple ways to incorporate social justice in the biology classroom.
Storytelling is perhaps the most consistent and powerful tool, particularly with the types of
stories that allow students to either see injustices done to which they can connect, or
unscientific conclusions reached with obviously destructive consequences. But in all cases the
stories must resonate with some aspect of students’ emotions or experiences.
In this study, I reaffirm that an optimal, but not exclusive, place for the introduction of
these ideas is within the evolution unit of study. Parallel to learning about organic evolution and
its explicit conclusions about the diversity and unity of life, students can begin to appreciate that
the historical and biological sources of external phenotypical variations cannot account for the
social injustices in our world. More broadly, the explicit teaching of robust science – an
endeavor that values transparency and integrity over prejudice and belief – as well as a natural
pedagogical connection between social justice and science in the evolutionary biology part of
the curriculum, enable students to use science as a way to liberate themselves from preexisting
social fetters and build social justice in their lives, no matter what avocation they ultimately
pursue.
The experiences shared by the participants in this multiple case study suggest that
science generally, and evolutionary biology in particular, can be the most powerful weapon in
students’ arsenals to challenge social injustice. Even in highly prescribed and academically
rigorous courses such as AP biology, there must be and indeed is room for the exploration of
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social justice. Given the science content covered in high school biology and the potential
individual and social benefits from including social justice into the biology curriculum, the
introduction of social justice there, far from being radical or discordant, is actually natural and,
in fact, imperative.
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Figures

Figure 1. Flow of analysis from raw data to themes
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Figure 2. Color-coded spreadsheet with categories
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Tables
Table 1. Noteworthy demographic data for all three cases (for the protection of participants,
numbers have been rounded):
Martha’s Case
Autoethnographic Lynn’s Case
case
Type of school
Public (test-in)
Public
Public
% White only city
% White only school

34%
25%

21%
10%

80%
85%

% White only AP bio

40%

7%

75%

% Free/Reduced lunch

~75%

~100%

~25%

Enrollment in school

>1,000

>800

>1,600

# years teaching AP

10

9

10

Race of teacher

White

Latinx

White

Table 2. List of questions from the two interviewing sessions with each participant.
Interview I
1.Q1. Why do you teach AP biology?
1.Q2. How are students selected for the AP bio class?
1.Q3. What are your thoughts, feelings or images when recalling teaching the AP bio class?
1.Q4. What are the major goals of the AP bio class?
1.Q5. How do you measure success in the AP bio class?
1.Q5a. How do others view success in the AP bio class?
1.Q6. Is the AP curriculum satisfactory for all the students?
1.Q7. How do you compensate for shortcomings in the curriculum?
Interview II
2.Q8. What is the teacher’s role in helping students understand social injustices?
2.Q9. Why is there a need for social justice?
2.Q10. How long have you explored social justice in your classes?
2.Q11. What is the impact of the current [2019-2020] political climate?
2.Q12. How do you introduce social justice topics in your AP bio classes?
2.Q13. How do you encourage students to explore social injustices?
2.Q14. Do you have social justice objectives?
2.Q15. What are your concerns about incorporating social justice in the AP bio class?
2.Q16. What are the challenges when planning/implementing social justice ideas?
2.Q17. What successes/Aha moments have you had when implementing social justice ideas?
2.Q18. What are your recommendations for teachers thinking about social justice?
2.Q19. What are your experiences with other science classes?
2.Q20. Any additional/final thoughts or ideas?
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Table 3. Inventory of pedagogical materials provided by each teacher
Martha’s case
Class materials:
AP bio class syllabus
Lessons:
Evolution
Skin pigmentation patterns
Extreme weather events
Climate conditions &
epidemiology
Disruption of migration
Effects of climate change

Student sample work:
Extreme weather events
Climate conditions &
epidemiology
Disruption of migration

Autoethnography case
Class materials:
AP bio class syllabi (w/ social
justice objectives)
AP covenant
Welcome to class
List of stories
Lessons:
Migration Lesson
Gender/sex
EPA and current
administration
Student sample work:
Migration essays
Other:
Yearbook entries
Student notes
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Lynn’s case
Class materials:
AP bio class syllabus
BHS South AP BIO Contract
AP Bio curriculum map
AP Biology Summer Assignment
Lessons:
Surviving Winter in the Dust
Bowl (Food Chains and Trophic
Levels)
October field experience:
investigating artifacts
Other:
Teaching Tolerance Social
Justice Standards

Table 4. List of Major Themes Derived After Iterative Analysis
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Themes

Major Categories

Description/Rationale

Sample Quote

Delivery

Storytelling as a
tool

Storytelling as an
activity to convey
information by both
teachers and students.
This is a humanistic
approach to the
science content, as it
may entail the
connections between
science and human
society. This theme
emerged from the data
from all teachers and
validated by the
literature.

Martha, “… a lot of times the things we were sharing, the students connected with…
This kid used something that we learned in science as something that he could apply
to his life and then flip that into philosophy or way of navigating a decision. Now I
tell the story of that student to all my current students. There is power in stories.”

Autoethnography, “…telling the history - that story of Dr. Rosalind Franklin and how
she got robbed of her credit. And if you are talking about cells, you may not think
about Dr. Lynn-Margulis or maybe even better, you're not thinking about Henrietta
Lacks and the fact that her body was used for science and people made millions of
dollars from cells that they took from her without any consent. We need these
stories.”

Lynn, “We built this big picture idea of the fact that biology can help save the world.
So that first assignment, ‘Surviving the Dust Bowl’ includes independent writing. It is
that story about Deke Arndt and the Dust Bowl, and about how this very personal
story from his family used science to prevent a greater disaster. Like 15 years later
from the original dust bowl, the second much worse drought happens and you
wouldn't know because people used science to predict and evade the damages…
something changed between the 1930s and the 1950s that helped most of a region
absorb an even bigger punch from Mother Nature with less calamity.”

Table 4 (continued)
Delivery

Situated learning
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This is a concept
described by Sadler
(2009) to illustrate the
fact that knowing, and
learning do not
transpire independent
of context. One way to
highlight this is by
using socio-scientific
issues and the
development of socioscientific discourse to
promote scientific
literacy. This theme
was brought up in
different ways. Each
teacher had a different
approach.

Martha, “So, remember back when ethanol was really popular like we're talking
about adding it to gas and ethanol only vehicles and everybody is like, ‘oh, that'll
save the world from climate change.’ And then I turned around and I said, ‘so where
does this ethanol come from?’ Comes from corn… Well, what does it take to grow
that corn? And how much are we using and then we looked at well how much CO2
does burning ethanol produced versus burning [in the lab] propane, methane,
octane…”

Autoethnography, “I believe that an AP teachers’ role is to use the experience of a
college-level course at the high school level to introduce students to critical thinking
and to analyzing both their current situation and the situation of the larger society.
The ideas need context within society in order for students to see their value.”

Lynn, “But there is some connective tissue that I've had to add back around climate
change in particular. So, the students understood how what they're learning is
directly tied together in an important way.”

Table 4 (continued)
Delivery

Knowing your
community

185

Addressing social
injustices in the science
classrooms may look
different depending on
the context of the
school. Teachers in this
project reiterated that
before this delicate and
potentially
controversial work is
done, teachers must be
keenly aware of their
communities. This
concept relates to
teacher preparation
(formal and informal),
as it is connected to
mindset of teachers
(not the material
content).

Martha, “Before you start that you need to be comfortable in your own positionality
and you need to know about your community—your student community. And you
need to have a rapport with students to be able to do that. Number one because if
you don't, you can come off either preachy or you can come off as trying to force it
on them. It needs to be organic, and I would choose to start in areas of interest and
in areas where you feel comfortable, and your students feel comfortable.”

Autoethnography, “Teacher don’t say ‘we're going to explain things in a particular
way that it excludes a whole bunch of people that have tremendous potential and
capacity.’ But, when we have this vocabulary without context, that's being used –
weaponized. I'm gonna describe the questions in a particular way. I want to describe
the content in a particular ways that don’t exclude people that don't have that depth
of knowledge or sort of that experience with that language. Otherwise of course,
we're excluding people and it's not based on capacity or intellectual acuity. We're
excluding them based on experiences, on who they are within the larger
community.”

Lynn, “I think we have to check our impulses to be white superheroes for students of
color. I am not trying to solve everybody's problems, but I am happy that I can be a
conduit for people to bring problems that I can then help them find ways to address.
Don’t ask your Black students about racism. Do some research on your own.”

Table 4 (continued)
Delivery

Transformative
intellectuals

186

The learning the
happens in the science
classroom needs to
extent outside to the
greater community.
Students are
empowered through
the science
knowledge/skills. This
concept was described
by Morales-Doyle
(2015). This theme
indicates the
importance of the
applicability of science
for students.

Martha, “my goal for them leaving AP Bio is actually a heightened level of scientific
literacy not just [knowing] what science is and how it works. But also, how it
integrates and how it's been used for the positive and for the negative… leave my
class more woke.”
“I started that year really thinking about how can we take what we're doing and
prepare our students to be advocates for themselves and their community.”
Student quotes: “Public policy should include this while also taking into account
health costs and the distinct economic situations,” “Countries that do not have welldeveloped healthcare systems will find it difficult to defend against an increased
number of diseases,”

Autoethnography, “We're selecting who become the scientists and we're saying
scientists are powerful. We're neglecting to include a very significant part of our
population. And I always say we don't just need more scientists or science, people
that are scientifically literate, we don't need more blacks and Hispanics and women
to be in the Sciences because it's politically correct - We need them because they
have a different experience, a different filter that they can look at the world and
potentially solve problems that have eluded solutions from the limited people that
are participants in the science.”
Student quotes: “The fact is that we need to have discussions about topics such as
immigration so that the world can be a better place.” “Because of you I have more
respect for science...Not only did I learn about science in your class, but also learned
about life. After sitting in your classroom, I became more confident.” “It is because

of you that I know that I am capable of things that seem almost unimaginable for
someone coming out of our school. I am going to change the world!”

Lynn, “…all of those things we think of in science classrooms as science practices and
it turns out that they are the identical tools that people have to develop individually
and collectively to work against oppression and to dismantle oppressive systems.”
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Table 4 (continued)
Content

Evolutionary
theory and race
(human grouping)

188

Human races have
been used as a way to
group people based on
external and nonbiologically meaningful
ways. The social
construct of race is not
scientifically valid. This
category emerged after
the teachers brought
this up as a direct way
to address social
injustice.

Martha, “I want to talk about evolution. kids are inspired … kids are into the
evolution thing.” “…we have the whole rest of the year to deal with genetics and in a
social context we talk about evolution. A social context!”
Questions from one the lessons provided by Martha, “Where have you been
exposed to inaccurate representations of evolution? What impacts do you think that
these inaccurate representations of evolution have on an individual's understanding
of evolutionary theory? How has evolutionary theory been misused to oppress
groups of people based on race, gender, and other factors? How can understanding
evolutionary theory help to mitigate oppression? How did human skin color evolve?
What evolutionary pressures impact skin color? How has evolutionary theory been
misused to oppress groups of people based on race, gender, and other factors? How
can understanding evolutionary theory help to mitigate oppression?

Autoethnography, “In evolution, I'm going to bring the idea that white people and
particularly white men had used evolutionary theory to make themselves seem more
capable, more intelligent, sort of the culmination of evolutionary forces and in that
way if you make one race or one group of people superior then immediately, you're
making others inferior.”

Lynn, “I'm really enjoying that piece because it introduces some of the ideas will talk
about later about the biology of race and ethnicity. About environmental factors on
phenotype.” “Phenotypes and genotypes changing over time. And so they've got this
idea about how the class is going to work before we start doing the hard stuff.
Evolution allows me to introduce these topics.”

Table 4 (continued)
Content

History of
science/scientific
racism

189

Oppression of groups
of people has been
aided by scientist who
personally benefitted
from their racist views.
Some of the history
includes slaveholders
who needed validation
for enslaving other
humans. Once slavery
ended, others continue
to perpetuate racist
ideology and conduct
unethical science. This
category arouse at
times during the
interviews and led to
the creation of an
activity in the Chapter
3 module.

Martha, “One of the things I love talking about in evolution is Linnaeus as a racist.
And the debate whether humans of different races were actually different species
and then what that's meant in a larger context because when people start to be able
to have those conversations and so the science is interwoven.”
“And so they need to know about how science works and that there is that
intersection and that science can be used. Science can be done in a way that hurts
people or can be used improperly in a way that oppresses people.”

Autoethnography, “So, some of the goals for me include things like in my class I want
my students to look at why racism exists, why sexism exists, and why they're wrong.
I want them to challenge them. I want them to in some ways deconstruct social
constructs and to reconstruct in their mind how they should be if we were to use
science as a tool of empowerment. Rather than a tool of oppression, which has been
used in that way for many years.

Lynn, “We have to talk about racism! They also need somebody! it's not enough for
them to read about it. It's not enough for many of them to seek out their own ideas
and do that independent learning. That ‘I have to do it on my own’ doesn’t work
when it comes to some of these thorny social justice issues. You need somebody that
you can be vulnerable with and you need somebody that you can ask questions of
and who's not going to BS you. Now, do I have a fairly liberal perspective about the
way the world should work? Yes, is it backed by data? Yes, right!”

Table 4 (continued)
Content

How science
works

190

Science has specified
procedures/practices.
According to the
College Board (2019)
practices such as,
Argumentation,
Representing &
Describing Data, and
Concept Explanation.
Science practices were
discussed as
fundamental to
understand the natural
world, and to help
dismantle oppressive
systems.

Martha, “…the science is interwoven. It's not just its own thing, it has meaning, and
they now can look at broader issues. Students need to learn about science as tool for
exploring the world.”

Autoethnography, “I want my students to understand how biology works - how
science works… to understand that science is democratic by nature. That science is
not dead, that the content of science is still growing and that they can participate… I
want them to learn to critically think about how the world works … differentiate
between what is natural/biology and what is human-made/ a social construct?”

Lynn, “…help them feel like their voices were heard every time, I can build this idea
that science is about values like curiosity and making the world better. And
innovation and mistake-making. Any time I can do something authentically where I
showed students that science has a value code in that people do science.” “In AP Bio
the question comes down to how do we know? What do we know about the world?
And how do we know it? And that's a science question, right?”

Table 4 (continued)
Content

45th’s
administration

191

The previous
administration’s
rhetoric and distrust of
scientific evidence
(e.g., human impact of
global climate change)
can be used as fuel for
social justice and
science. Topics that are
covered in AP biology
have relevance to the
future of humanity,
and Trump’s
presidency brought up
issues to the surface.

Martha, “The day after the election in 2016. I didn't teach I had too much emotional
support to give my students. I had kids who are terrified I had kids who were crying. I
had kids who were… I'm like going to cry about this actually (participant and
interviewer tear up) … who were so scared that their parents going to be deported.
We had to take the time to talk about this. We had to bring up [biological]
migration.”

Autoethnography, “We can approach and utilize science to examine both some of
the comments that the president and his administration have made, and some of the
lack of appreciation for science both in terms of what's happening with the human
influence on the climate change and the destruction, really the obliteration of the
EPA. We know that this administration has taken the stance that business is more
important than the environment and so these are new windows that allow students
to explore the natural world through the lenses of science and the political world.”

Lynn, “Students do not realize that wearing campaign memorabilia from a recent
campaign, you know the red the red hats the red shirts with the slogan on it, that
they are dangerous to people. One of my beloved students comes from a shithole
country - that unceasing rhetoric of hate matters a lot more than the grown-ups
think it does for young people… Here we can talk about policies through the lenses
of science.”

Table 4 (continued)
Content

Target lessons for
social justice

Within the biological
sciences, there are
specific lessons that
can be used to target
social justice ideas. This
theme emerged from
teachers’ discussions
about negotiating
between the science
content and the social
justice ideals.

Martha, “then I get to get into the ecology and climate change and climate change is
a social justice construct [issue]. They're all like ‘this is way better,’ … They'll also tell
you ‘wow, the context is helpful for me to understand why this thing is so
important.’”

Autoethnography, “One of the ways that I do that is I do have a couple of
assignments that target students’ ideas about social justice. One of them is about
migration … It's an exploration of the fact that migration is a natural biological
phenomenon.
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Lynn, “…how can we use information about trophic levels to make things better for
people? Eat lower on the food chain as much as you can and in doing so you
decrease the amount of waste and the amount of land that we have to use to grow
food for livestock. So, there's another example of how your knowledge about
ecology can kind of directly impact how things go. We explore why social justice is
needed.”

Table 5. Multivocal analysis of selected quotes.
Interview I
Q1. Why teach AP biology?
Martha
Autoethnography case
Lynn
I was assigned the class.
I was lucky enough to have the I was assigned the class, but [I]
content knowledge to teach AP keep [teaching] due to my
- But now [I continue to
Bio and I happened to be there experience as a scientist.
teach it] to help students when the district created
- Helping students build
become a more functional opportunities for those students opportunities for themselves. I
human being.
that were higher achieving.
was learning alongside the
- AP bio legitimizes the work
students. All those [social]
that you do; it’s one way to
problems have answers in biology.
validate the quality of teaching
that you're doing.
Q2. How are students selected for the AP bio class?
We have an open AP
Open policy, but some
But now [they only] have taken
policy. Okay, so there is no recruitment is done by me. I talk and passed biology and
selection - just seniors [12th to other teachers. I see them if chemistry.
graders].
they have interest, if they
- Resubmission and feedback is
participated in the after-school why AP Bio has been so successful
science club or the Science
for a wide range of students and
Olympiads.
dispositions.
Q3. What are your thoughts, feelings or images when recalling teaching the AP bio class?
Science exists in a context I spend the most time and
I love learning alongside my
and if we don't have the energy in developing this class. students. It's the way that we can
context the science lacks We have opportunities to
learn together how to build the
meaning. If it's just facts develop relationships with
kind of world inside the room that
we’re memorizing.
students and every one of our we want outside of the room.
Deal with genetics and
classes, but AP bio is particular - - The most meaningful piece for
talk about genetics and in We shared lived experience
me is being with young people as
a social context which talk that allows us to connect in a they shape their ideas about
about evolution. Get into deeper way than say, most
what's possible. I want kids to
the Ecology of climate
semester (elective) classes.
know that it is okay to make
change and ecology mistakes.
social justice.
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Table 5 (continued)
Q4. What are the major goals of the AP bio class?
It's not about the grade,
I want my students to
Model for what it looks like to
it's about the learning!
understand how biology works have humane bosses. So, I want
- My goal for them leaving - how science works. I want my to be a humane boss. I want to be
AP Bio is actually a
students to understand that
somebody who has expectations
heightened level of
science is democratic by
for students and provides them
scientific literacy, not just nature... to critically think about with a lot of support to get there.
what science is and how it how the world works and then Walk away with what I consider
works. But also, how it
more importantly, I want them to be a set of basic biology ideas
to differentiate between what for citizenship. You can do the
integrates and how it's
been used for the positive is natural / what is biology and same type of thinking that
what is human-made/ what is scientists do.
and for the negative.
a social construct.
Q5. How do you measure success in the AP bio class?
AP Bio students leave my Did they learn something
Emails back from family members
class more ‘woke’. That’s valuable about how science
telling me that a kid is talking
more important than just works? Did they learn about
about our class at home. I want
better scientists.
their place in society? And
my kids to position themselves
some is measured by what they as learners and not as
are doing with their post hs life. performers.
Are they succeeding?
Q5a. How do others view success in the AP bio class?
Number of AP exams
Students wearing the green
Administration is very, very proud
taken (not necessarily the cord at graduation, which
of the scores that we get on AP
scores)
symbolizes success (grade of B+ exams. Success is that the
or better) in the AP bio class. students’ idea of the world is a
little bigger
Q6. Is the AP curriculum satisfactory for all the students?
It definitely favors some The curriculum is very sterile. It There's too much in it
over others. In a couple of is meant for the traditional kid [prescribed curriculum] again!
places, number one is
that's taking AP Bio - by all
math level.
intents and purposes a white
middle-class kid. And it is
whitewash in a sense that it
doesn't necessarily get into the
social components of science.
Q7. How do you compensate for shortcomings in the curriculum?
I would like to see the AP We're excluding people and it's I’m flipping [some instruction via
curriculum split.
not based on capacity or
video] the classroom. It's not as
Organismal and cellular. I intellectual acuity. We're
much a shared identity as it is an
think that there's a huge excluding them based on life
openness about how your
focus on a very narrow
experiences.
identity shapes you and how
area of cellular. Okay?
others’ identity shapes them.
And there's a whole lot!
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Table 5 (continued)
Interview II
Q8. What is the teacher’s role in helping students understand social injustices?
Science has been used, as
have many other fields, as
a tool of oppression. I think
as an AP teacher it is
important to call attention
to that, to talk about it in a
science context. We have
done horrible things to
marginalized populations
through science … - science
can be done in a way that
hurts people or can be
used improperly in a way
that oppresses people.

Teaching is political, and I
think it is an indoctrination
into our society. So, I believe
all teachers really have the
responsibility and the role of
educating their students into
what parts of society need to
improve, what parts of society
are unfair and education. I
think it's a great avenue for
that. I mean that is the way
that we introduced our new
citizens into the Democratic
process

We have the power to defeat
genetic essentialism and the
binary of sex and gender; reduce
climate change, [improve] social
justice and medicine. The policy
piece of why it matters. Very
organically teach content
through these case studies that
directly speak to power and
justice and that's separate from
my identity as somebody who
wants to build anti-biased
learning environments.

Q9. Why is there a need for social justice?
There is no such thing as
We know that science has in They need stories of altering
“pure” science - there are fact been used as a tool of
their worldview; about who
external factors that
oppression for a long time and counts and what we think we
influence how science is
it's been used by a particular know about different groups. You
done, who does it, and
group of people to then
need somebody that you can be
then what is done with it! subject another particular
vulnerable with and you need
- You want to talk about
group of people to their
somebody that you can ask
any concept in science?
domineering and exploitation, questions of, and who's not going
Well, it's going to connect exploit them to use it and
to BS you. Backed by data. In AP
somewhere outside. That utilize people in a certain way Bio the question comes down to
science isn't just by itself
and to use science to benefit how do we know? What do we
that there are societal
them.
know about the world? And how
consequences to applying
do we know it? And that's a
our scientific knowledge.
science question, right?
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Table 5 (continued)
Q10. How long have you explored social justice?
I am a white woman in a
My pedagogy has always
I was teaching for about five years
school of black and brown included the idea that
then I realized that I could take
students. It became even
education is about
this stance of welcoming
more important to have
empowerment and that
students' stories in my pedagogy.
those conversations
students need to appreciate Where kids feel welcome and
because my students didn't what's happening to them and loved. Decolonization and
see how science applied to how it happens to them.
Liberation. The ability to do it in
them. Social justice was a
the actual lessons and not just in
great way to break apart
the ‘how’ of the lesson but in the
those silos and it was a
‘facts’ of the lesson.
way to connect what they
were learning with life
experiences.
Q11. What is the impact of the current political climate?
After the 2016 elections, [I
asked] how can I best
prepare my students for
the realities of this world
and make them better
advocates for themselves
and their community and
do that in the context of a
science class?
It had been around the
evolution in Linnaeus'
piece. This current political
climate is dangerous to our
students of color and
equally dangerous to our
white students.

The current political climate in
this country has lent itself to a
new emphasis, a new
approach or maybe a more
open approach to social
justice in the science
classroom. We now have a
president that has basically
and effectively declared war
on Latinx and most of my
students are Latinx. The lack of
appreciation for science both
in terms of what's happening
with climate change and the
human influence on the
climate and the destruction of
the EPA- offers new windows
for students to see how
science is political.
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[Since the 2016 election] casual
racism has increased
dramatically. I think it has
probably inspired a lot of the
people I have relied on for
mentorship [e.g., social justice
authors]. There's some risk that
happens as a result of exploring
these topics in their AP Bio
classroom. [Since] I'm the only AP
teacher I am able to prototype
and to make some mistakes, so I
can teach it differently in the first
period, and then the second
period and build on it iteratively
because I don't have to
coordinate with anyone else.

Table 5 (continued)
Q12. How do you introduce social justice topics?
It happens throughout the It's multifaceted. I think it's
They're going to learn about
year with the exception of sprinkled throughout the
evolution and not just that it is
units that I can't do
curriculum. To use the
controversial. Included is a
anything about. I don't do knowledge that I have about teaching tolerance standard,
anything with social justice injustices and bring it up at
anti-bias framework and
in the cellular energetics
different locations. I want my included one question about that
unit. We start talking about students to understand why it in every single unit. I use them as
is that they, and I, are
bell-work. I use them as check-ins.
things when we get to
I use them as discussion starters.
genetics. I rushed through considered to be inferior
all the things I hate, to get based on flawed science.
Molecules are diverse and that's
I'm talking about ecology and important, your ideas are diverse
to the things I like. We
talked about eugenics. And human impact on the
and that's important, people are
diverse and that's important.
when we're talking about environment, there's an
opportunity there to discuss HeLa [cell line], is an issue about
chromosomal mutations
why politics played a role and who counts and who we value. I
and abnormalities. Gene
therapy & HIV drugs, we're it's not science that's driving can teach them that biological sex
those policies that are being is non-binary.
able to do these things.
made.
Q13. How do you encourage students to explore social injustices?
We do evolution, we get to
ecology, and my thoughts in
ecology are really geared
toward how is the way we
are treating our
environment changing how
we live as humans and how
people that are not in the
same locations as us live?
We do a lot of discussion,
students have a voice. They
are able to see how things
like race have been used to
oppress people.
We do social justice when
we talk about chemical
reactions, Flint, Michigan,
lead poisoning.

We cover some of the history
of the discipline. Also,
assignments that target
students’ ideas about social
justice. And one of them is
about migration and I use
some of the rhetoric that
Trump and his administration
have put forth about
immigrants. I want them to
understand that these things
are not random and that they
were in fact, been a part of a
system that's been created
that oppresses some over
others. Micro-democracy in
the classroom.
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Biology can help save the world.
So that first assignment,
“surviving the Dust Bowl” includes
independent writing. It is that
story about Deke Arndt and the
Dust Bowl, and about how this
very personal story from his
family used science to prevent a
greater disaster. Like 15 years
later from the original dust bowl,
the second much worse drought
happens and you wouldn't know
because people used science to
predict and evade the damages…
something changed between the
1930s and the 1950s that helped
most of a region absorb an even
bigger punch from Mother Nature
with less calamity.

Table 5 (continued)
Q14. Do you have social justice objectives?
I don't write them down
[social justice objectives]
and I don't do that because
I'm concerned that my
administration will not be
supportive. But, I do
explicitly, tell students at
the beginning of the year,
“we're going to talk about
social justice”.

I have additional objectives
that I list and want the
students to think about, and
read with them at the
beginning of the school year,
and so in that way I guess
yeah, they are additional but
they are also intertwined
within the AP curriculum.

I use the Teaching Tolerance
standards. The AP standards of
diversity of life and climate
change are tied to the [College
Board] framework. I'm taking
things out [objectives from the
College Board deemed
unnecessary] and being like
“we're just not going to do that.”

Q15. What are your concerns about incorporating social justice in the AP bio class?
No concerns, because it
Making sure that the way that If you're a new teacher you're
felt natural to me if we just I exposed material or that I
spending the first couple years
teach the science content, uncovered material along with getting the lay of the land.
perpetuating the idea that the students was not creating Because you don't know what
science is separate from
the feeling that one group of students will bring to you with
society and we cannot
people are evil versus the
their current thinking. If you are
continue to do that.
other. The other concern was, sitting at a table feeling
what will other teachers think uncomfortable because we're
and consider?
talking about race and you're
white, congratulations.
Q16. What are the challenges when planning/implementing social justice ideas?
Curriculum is still a mile
The AP curriculum is jamDo authentic science practices
wide and an inch deep and packed. It has so many
focused on issues of social
you still have to cover
components to it and they're justice? I was not ready to do it as
things at an incredibly fast all moving at the same time. I a first-year teacher. [As you
clip to meet that deadline. think students are eager to
mature] you become less afraid
learn, to understand why and because you know, you can
how science has been used as repair harm.
a tool of oppression and what
they can do about that.
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Table 5 (continued)
Q17. What successes/Aha moments have you had when implementing social justice ideas?
I call it a success when
A student brought back to me Emails that came in during our
students leave class and
a conversation I had with him unit about genomics, a lesson
they're still talking about about tomato plants and
series about genomics that is
the thing they were doing. environmental factors on
centered about race and whether
When they come back the genes - I began to understand or not people of race the different
next day and they still want social justice was happening in races are different have different
to talk about it - the gene my class. And going into the
genes. And I got several emails
therapy stuff, climate
elementary school and having from parents and caregivers who
change and evolution.
my students teach younger
said we talked about your class
Selective breeding and
children. When a student can at the dinner table today and my
Mendel, you know breeding then verbalize why Hitler was kid is shaken, and I want to say,
for a specific set of traits.
wrong and let's say “ah, so
‘thank you.’ I built these personal
Hitler's idea of a
relationships with kids.
homogeneous take race of
people is a dumb biological
idea!”
Q18. What are your recommendations for teachers thinking about social justice?
Be comfortable in your
Look at the curriculum and
Don't ask your black students for
own positionality and you examine places where you can help about racism. Instead do a
need to know about your incorporate social justice and quick Google search, a quick
community- your student really dig deep. There are
library search. It's true for things
community. It needs to be places, and I think that part of like the history and current social
organic and I would choose our job is to explore those
science piece. You're going to
to start in areas of interest places to find out where can
have to do a little leg work.
and in areas where you and we talk about injustice and
You're not going to solve the
your students feel
how are we preparing the
thing [social injustices]. She can
comfortable. Knowing your students in front of us to
work to have her morning quotes
be from people of color and put
school and working to make change social injustices
because that’s really is the
that space in your class is
their pictures up there. Work to
make a relationship with students
important - be explicit with most important aspect of all
your students to say we're this. I would tell teachers that in her class.
going to talk about science what we're doing matters.
and society. This helps
break the siloed mind.
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Table 5 (continued)
Q19. What are your experiences with other science classes?
My regular bio curriculum There's more flexibility in
I have a PhD from [prestigious
has more social justice in it anatomy class where the
university], that credential meant
because I have more time. I standards/objectives are not that people thought I knew more
have greater flexibility and necessarily prescribed even in science. The other class does not
I'm going to be honest, I
the NGSS. But in AP I get to
have high stakes testing, I get
wrote the curriculum for
cover more of this kind of
some flexibility about what
my district. But they're
material [social justice]. The
happens in that class. The book
younger students. They
significance of this, it is more ‘A Wrinkle in Time’, there is a
require more support. After easily conveyed to those
section about a sonnet. About
the AP exam for a final
students and I feel that
how you have to follow the rules,
project, they waffle
teaching AP biology
but you can say whatever you
between evolution and
empowers me to then in turn, want inside of it. And if you're
climate change -those are empower those students
really good at writing sonnets,
the things they want to talk
you can bend the rules a little bit.
about.
Q20. Any additional/final thoughts or ideas?
Addressing issues of
AP legitimizes the fact that
I think we have to check our
racism. Addressing issues critical thinking not only
impulses to be white
related to poverty and
involves the biological world, superheroes for students of
addressing issues related or the natural world, but it
color. I am not trying to solve
to gender is something we can also involve thinking and everybody's problems, but I am
can do because those are analyzing the social constructs happy that I can be a conduit for
conversations that are
that we live under. This is an people to bring problems that I
happening. What are they opportunity that we're missing can then help them find ways to
getting out of it? And that's as a society, as biology
address. If you're co-creating your
the real question! I think
teachers.
classroom with your kids in some
that's almost discriminatory
way that's meaningful and robust
in and of itself, because
and of high-interest, then you are
most urban schools and
a social justice teacher disrupting
most schools in
the top-down factorization of
economically
Education. Help them feel like
disadvantaged areas really
their voices were heard ...science
can't afford to run an AP
is about values like curiosity and
bio class the way they have
making the world better.
structured it.
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Supplement
Description of materials provided by all participants.
Martha’s case materials analysis:
Martha shared materials including the guiding questions for the unit focused on
evolutionary theory; the social justice piece emerges in the guiding questions:
A. “Where have you been exposed to inaccurate representations of evolution? What
impacts do you think that these inaccurate representations of evolution have on an
individual's understanding of evolutionary theory?
B. How has evolutionary theory been misused to oppress groups of people based on race,
gender, and other factors? How can understanding evolutionary theory help to mitigate
oppression?
C. How did human skin color evolve? What evolutionary pressures impact skin color?
Additional materials shared by Martha included several instructions for projects related
to human impact on climate change and its consequences on ecosystems and human societies.
Instructions indicated several ways in which social justice needed to be considered during
student work. For example, Martha provided cues for students such as: “Bangladesh is broadly
considered to be one of the places where climate change will first devastatingly impact
livelihoods and migration,” “… household income strategies (both temporary migration and
agriculture) are disrupted by climatic variability,” “There is historical evidence that climate
conditions have long affected epidemiology and that people were aware of these changes.”
Sample student-work materials that were shared by Martha provide additional evidence
that students were in fact engaged in discussions about social justice in their science classes. For
example, student statements included: “Climate change and human activities are the main
causes of these extreme weather events,” “Public policy should include this while also taking into
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account health costs and the distinct economic situations,” “Countries that do not have welldeveloped healthcare systems will find it difficult to defend against an increased number of
diseases,” “Humans contribute to global warming in many ways, including burning fossil fuels,
and cutting and burning forests. A solution would be to reduce the burning of fossil fuels and
avoid destroying forests. Since a lot of human activity has a negative impact, reducing those
actions can slowly and effectively reduce the migration of humans as well as animals.” “A
positive impact can be how it improves social life in regards to learning new things,
economically, and opportunities.” These data show that Martha provided both classroom
culture and the content-focus that generated a structure for students to utilize social justice as a
lens through which scientific data can be analyzed and dissected.
Autoethnography case materials analysis:
My pedagogical materials include syllabi [one per semester, since students receive
Early/Dual Enrollment credit at a local college] used for the AP bio class. In our syllabi, I list and
emphasize the Four Big Ideas from the College Board (2019), as well as a set of social justice
objectives based on the “Principles of practicing social justice work in science” written by
Thompson, Beckwith, & Stevens-Truss (2014).
“Big AP Biology Ideas (College Board):
1. The process of evolution drives the diversity and unity of life.
2. Biological Systems utilize free energy and molecular building blocks to grow, reproduce, and to
maintain dynamic homeostasis.
3. Living systems store, retrieve, transmit, and respond to information essential to life processes.
4. Biological systems interact, and these systems and their interactions possess complex
properties.
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Main Social Justice Objectives:
1. Develop awareness of current and historical injustices perpetrated by science and scientists.
2. Use science as a tool to improve the human condition and create more just communities.
3. Speak out in defense of sound science and against scientific abuses/unreasoned attacks on
science.
4. Challenge the work of scientists that abused power and discriminated against people.
5. Involve students in the design and implementation of solutions.”

Moreover, other materials included lesson materials in which as a class, students
demonstrated appreciation for how science content in the AP bio class is related to justice. For
instance, the migration lesson where students worked in small groups to explore topics/stories
related to migration, a. Animal migration, b. Early human migration, c. migration patterns into
the United States, and d. Trump’s rhetoric about immigrants from non-European countries. The
first two topics of this lesson build the scientific background necessary to understand the
reasons for the migratory patterns into the US and eventually, address the current
administration’s rhetoric by utilizing natural migratory phenomena as evidence. At the end,
students shared stories about how the assignment impacted them. The following quotes are
directly from students’ essays, the culmination of this lesson, and demonstrate the insights
gained from exploring these topics scientifically:
“Humans have always migrated, that’s how we’ve developed as the species we are
today. To say that immigration is bad, is to say that our nature as a species is bad. Even
so there is still a huge debate that continues to accelerate, and probably will continue to
do so; as long as we have people from different backgrounds in our country. But that in
itself is what makes America great and the human species great. The fact is that we
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need to have discussions about topics such as immigration so that the world can be a
better place.” Jarred
“Since the beginning of human time, there has always been migration. Organisms move
from place to place in order to better their living conditions. Humans have migrated all
over the world. We first started in Africa and we began leaving Africa about 60,000 70,000 years ago (Science Insider, 2015). When migrants move, they bring a range of
skills and perspectives, which nurture innovation and stimulate economic growth. For
example, when humans migrated from Africa to colder climates, they figured out how to
deal with their new environments. They created sophisticated weapons, which allowed
them to hunt efficiently.” Ariel
Another relevant lesson addresses environmental federal policies. In this lesson,
students consider the impacts of policies from the current administration on the environment.
To have way to compare with past administrations, students were provided with a non-partisan
ranking of former presidents and their environmental initiatives. Once students read about the
current administration’s environmental changes to regulations, it is easier for them to put the
current events into perspective.
The last significant set of data that was included for this analysis of materials consist of
some of the personal comments written by students on the yearbooks and/or class evaluations.
“Because of you I have more respect for science...Not only did I learn about science in your class,
but also learned about life. After sitting in your classroom, I became more confident because I
understood more.” LM
“You are the best teacher I’ve ever had that taught me science, and also taught me about
community, love, happiness, and always learning to have a positive attitude towards life.” MR
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“You changed my views on life… you helped me see the wrong in the world and also the
possibility for success in making the world better.” JS
“I thought science was my worst subject, I hated it. But you opened my eyes to the different
topics and ideas that don’t always surround what we’re usually taught… AP bio opened my eyes
to potential I never thought I had and why I should not let limitations placed on me, impact my
life.” SA
“Thank you for challenging me with AP biology. I never thought that I would learn and reflect on
my own life as part of a larger life.” MH
“I didn’t only learn about evolution, organelles, muscles; but I was also taught to believe in
myself.” JJ
“It is because of you that I know that I am capable of things that seem unimaginable for
someone coming out of our High School.” HM
“I handed in my final for AP Bio at the very last second & I did really well, but you scolded me
because I hadn’t put in that type of effort all year. You sat me down that day and really changed
my perspective on the type of adult I was about to become if I kept going through life like that.”
Lynn’s case materials analysis:
The pedagogical materials analyzed for Lynn’s case study included the syllabus which
listed the social justice objectives from the Teaching Tolerance Anti-Bias Framework (2016), as
well as topics that aligned with the data collected in the interviews. The syllabus included topics
such as “Being a ‘doer’ of biology” and “Synthesizing big understandings in biology” - all which
closely align with the social justice ideas that this teacher mentioned during the interviews.
The Teaching Tolerance Social Justice Standards (2016), are divided into four domains:
Identity, Diversity, Justice and Action. Lynn explicitly addresses these domains as social justice
scaffolding, where they overlap with insights from the biological sciences.
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Another document shared by Lynn was the “AP Biology contract”. This document
describes that by the end of this course, students will develop the skills necessary to, “Apply
knowledge to new experiences using deductive reasoning, critical analysis, and problem solving.
Consider how aspects of identity, diversity, justice, and action can impact scientific discovery and
public policy informed by science.”
Aside from practical information such as grading policies, and classroom procedures, the
AP bio contract provided by Lynn also explicitly mentions several social justice ideals, including,
“Good teachers serve as caring, compassionate, and intelligent mentors for their students,
creating safe spaces in which students can feel challenged without feeling threatened, valued
without being perfect, and can grow both more intelligent and compassionate.” And in large font
taking up a large amount of a page, the text reads, “We welcome All races, All religions, All
countries of origin, All sexual orientations, All genders, All brains. We stand with you. You are
safe here.”
The “Advanced topics in biology” document that describes the final project options for
students includes, “Design and conduct a scientific experiment using good science practices that
would be approved by an IRB [Institutional Review Board].” This option affords students
flexibility about the content area, as well as the ability to demonstrate agency. This style of
project where students have a significant choice about the relevant topics with connections to
their communities could be directly aligned with Morales-Doyle (2015) and his “Justice-Centered
Science Pedagogy” theoretical framework in which students apply the logic of scientific thinking
to identify the unfairness of social structures.
Finally, the “Surviving Winter in the Dust Bowl (Food Chains and Trophic Levels)” lesson
builds on an authentic historical scenario [the dust bowl in the Midwest] and is driven by the
guiding question of which strategy will best enable a family to survive. It is aligned with the
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NGSS (2013), integrating the practice of using mathematical and computational thinking with
the crosscutting concept of matter and energy and disciplinary core ideas related to energy in
ecosystems. Lynn reported that this lesson was particularly useful for getting students to
consider the power of science as a way to improve life for humans. Moreover, Lynn also noted
that she incorporates issues about migration and human suffering when utilizing this lesson both which encourage students to consider social justice
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Chapter 3 Cover Page
This chapter represents the translation of pedagogy (Chapter 2) into a practicable
curriculum to be used by AP biology teachers interested in incorporating ideas about social
justice into their classes. This curricular module is the result of combining the information
explored and learned from Chapter 1, where teaching social justice in biology classes was
justified by demonstrating that science is NOT a legitimate basis for egregious social inequities,
and Chapter 2, where a research project was conducted to learn how seasoned teachers already
incorporate social justice in their AP biology classrooms. This chapter opens with the rationale
for the module (developed in Chapter 1 in extended form), continues with the further
exploration of themes discussed in Chapter 2, and prescribes activities with associated
resources. The introductory preface for this chapter will delve into some of the results from
Chapter 2 which find resonance within the published literature.
Since this chapter was submitted to the College Board and it is currently under review, it
utilizes the format required by the College Board. The resulting module is based on other
College Board AP modules, ideas about AP biology and social justice, and grounded in the
literature explored in throughout this thesis. While the work was sent to the College Board for
review and editing, all of the text included here represents original work.
There are two fonts used in this chapter to denote two different voices. Since this work
was developed using the College Board© format, any text that is specified by the College
Board© is in Times New Roman, while the rest of the text which comprises my direct
contributions to the module are written in Calibri (as is the rest of this dissertation).
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Chapter 3
AP Biology Social Justice Module
Preface
This preface is an invitation for biology teachers to explore the context of topics within
the module. It is meant to provide background information and situate the work for the reader.
Akin to the founding of the United States of America itself, the establishment of K-12
public education was imbued in classism, sexism, and racism, leading the way to striking and
persistent inequities in our society. Education, however, holds the promise of a more equitable
society and as educators we are now teaching material content that was once reserved for only
the most empowered members of society, and with this liberation of information we have the
responsibility and potential to reconstruct a society where the nurturing of all individuals leads
to better collective outcomes. Given the context of a global health pandemics, racial injustice,
and cataclysmic environmental crises, the work of empowering our students to tackle these
issues is relevant, pertinent, and essential. To paraphrase Maya Angelou, do the best you can
until you know better. Then when you know better, do better (Winfrey, 1994).
The oppression of particular groups of people has been historically systematic,
consistent, and pervasive. Therefore, a single lesson, or even a well-developed set of lessons will
not be enough to transform the of discrimination. Instead, this module is meant to be primer, or
as described by Morales-Doyle (2017) a “catalyst for academic achievement and social
transformation” (p.1034).
Rather than a single novel lesson about social injustices, a more comprehensive
textbook, or an innovative pedagogical technique, what is fundamentally needed for a more just
society is a paradigm shift that enables us to focus on a science-based humanistic and
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motivational approach to definitively improve our society. Given our history and attempt to
think of science education as removed from society, these conversations may not be
comfortable. However, the real chance to dismantle systemic injustice requires being more
curious about its origins than we are worried about our comfort. Wilkerson (2020) provides us
an explanation which enables us to address this discomfort,
None of us chose the circumstances of our birth. We had nothing to do with having
been born into privilege or under stigma. We have everything to do with what we do
with our God-given talents and how we treat others in our species from this day
forward. We are not personally responsible for what people who look like us did
centuries ago. But we are responsible for what good or ill we do to people alive with us
today. We are, each of us, responsible for every decision we make that hurts or harms
another human being. We are responsible for recognizing that what happened in
previous generations at the hands of or to people who look like us set the stage for the
world we now live in and that what has gone before us grants us advantages or burdens
through no effort or fault of our own, gains or deficits that others who do not look like
us often do not share. We are responsible for our own ignorance or, with time and
openhearted enlightenment, our own wisdom. We are responsible for ourselves and our
own deeds or misdeeds in our time and in our own space and will be judged accordingly
by succeeding generations. (p. 387-388).

This module is the result of merging published literature which addresses social justice
in the classroom, with specific work which documented ways in which AP biology teachers
incorporate social justice ideas into their classes (Upegui et al., submitted). Therefore, this
module provides a wide range of ideas which are designed to culminate in engaging students in
critical thinking about these issues and ultimately in helping those students construct a better
society than the current one. Now more than ever, there is support for teaching the history of
U.S. racism (Collins, 2020).
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The Importance of Science Education
It was in World War I that science and scientists first became recognized as vital to
national power, but it was the 1957 launch of Sputnik 1, the first satellite to orbit the Earth,
which was perceived globally as a shot across the bow of American world hegemony (Cadbury,
2006), and was seen in the US as both a potential threat to American national security as well as
a blow to national pride. This was the first leg of the “Space Race” between the USA and USSR,
which ultimately culminated in the Apollo Moon landings. The development of missiles and
rockets happened in parallel with the capacity to deliver nuclear weapons, to spy on the enemy
and therefore to wield power (Cadbury, 2006). In the United States, with the USSR having
successfully penetrated space, it was determined that there was a shortage of scientists with
too few qualified people entering the field (Wissehr et al., 2011).
Beginning at that time, therefore, science and science education became American
priorities, and in 1958 Congress passed the National Defense Education Act (NDEA) which
authorized increased funding for scientific research as well as education in science and
mathematics. More recently, the impetus for scientific education has gained renewed support in
the form of STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and Math) education. STEM is currently at
the forefront of many educational campaigns (Ad Council (2018) and funding opportunities from
the US Department of Education (2018). Former President Barack Obama stated that "[Science]
is more than a school subject, or the periodic table, or the properties of waves. It is an approach
to the world, a critical way to understand and explore and engage with the world, and then have
the capacity to change that world..." (Obama, 2015). The sentiments expressed by Obama are
indicative of a larger trend in which education, and in particular science education, has come to
symbolize a competitive and successful society. In our society science and the resulting
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technology from scientific endeavors enjoy widespread value. Historically, science has been
used for many purposes, including winning wars, but unsurprisingly, good science can also be
instrumental in challenging erroneous social inequities.
Teaching Science
Given the importance of science education to the overall society27, it is imperative that
we find ways to ensure productive and constructive methods to teach and learn science,
because the approaches by which we teach science are of critical importance for individually
and collectively. Sadler et al. (2016) found that students who were taught science that included
socio-scientific issues (SSI) demonstrated statistically and practically signiﬁcant gains in content
knowledge. Socio-scientific issues provide students with a context to support their active
examination of the relationships between science and their lives in society. Issues such as global
climate change, genetic engineering, alternative energy, stem cell research, and modern health
care have direct impact on students’ lives. A high level of science literacy is required to
negotiate and make decisions regarding complex, social issues with theoretical and/or
conceptual links to science (Fowler et al., 2009). This situated learning has been shown to foster
content learning and improved performance on high-stakes tests (Sadler et al., 2016), and even
help students develop moral sensitivity (Fowler et al., 2009).
Academic research advocates learning science in the context of socio-scientific issues for
using science in daily lives. Ke et al. (2020) reported that students held positive attitudes
towards SSI-based learning experiences and found SSI work to be relevant, interesting,

27 A point that is particularly topical since, as this is being written, the United States is 530,000 deaths
into a pandemic, and for all the life-saving potential of vaccines, there is strong, widespread distrust in,
and resistance to, them.
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promoting agency, and beneficial for their science, not to say their lives. Therefore, if one of the
aims of science education is to increase students’ active participation in society, particularly in
the context of science-related social issues, then we must situate their learning in issues of
relevance to them.
Pedagogy is arguably as important as curriculum. The teachers who provided the data
that were used to augment this module (chapter 2) offered insights about the methods they use
in their classrooms. Inquiry (or “problem-“)-based learning is one approach that parallels the
methods and practices of professional scientists in order to construct knowledge (Keselman,
2003). In contrast with more traditional education approaches that rely on the teacher as the
fact/knowledge keeper, inquiry-based learning places the teacher as facilitator rather than a
lecturer (Pedaste et al., 2015). Inquiry-based teaching has the potential to help students develop
and practice critical thinking and problem-solving skills (Dostál, 2015).
Formative work done by American educator and philosopher John Dewey and Russian
psychologist and educator L. S. Vygotsky connected individual experiencing to the learning
process that happens in schooling (since popularized as “experiential learning”. Independently,
both authors, describe experiences as more than mental constructs resulting from independent
events had by individuals, and define them as transactions in and across space and time within
irreducible person-in-setting units (Roth & Jornet, 2014). Experience, then, as treated by Dewey
and Vygotsky, does not simply refer to the participation in events or activities that result in
having certain feelings. Instead, for them, experience is a category of thinking, or a minimal unit
of analysis that includes the intellectual, affective, and practical characteristics of the individual.
Experiences entail people’s material and social environment, and the transactional relations and
affect (Roth & Jornet, 2014). According to Vygotskij (1935/2001), experiences are not something
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hidden away within individuals, but encompass the space and time across individuals and set
the course of temporally unfolding societal relations, which themselves are perfused with affect.
Similarly, Dewey (1934/2008) emphasized the continuous nature of experience and described
the importance of student reflection of their learning experiences.
Building on Dewey and Vygotsky’s work, Pugh et al. (2017) define transformative
experiences as learning episodes in which students use ideas from the science classroom to see
and experience the world differently in their everyday lives. Their construct is defined by three
characteristics: motivated use, expansion of perception (seeing objects, events, or issues
through the lens of the content), and experiential value (valuing content for how it enriches
everyday experience). It is these types of transformative experiences that our students need the
most in order to improve our world and pursue social justice.
Storytelling in Pedagogy
Perhaps one of the most important activities described in this module entails the
process of storytelling. Storytelling is undoubtedly one of the oldest forms of communication
where humans teach, influence, inspire, and engage others in learning. Singh and Brownell
(2019) describe storytelling as “an art form through which people of all ages are able to connect
thoughts and ideas to meaningful emotions” (p. 109). In the storytelling activity, students will
tell their story and listen to each other’s stories. The process of listening to stories provides
opportunities to make connections, to expand their thinking and to collaborate with others.
Seasoned teachers utilize storytelling as a major technique to connect with their
students and promote the exploration of social justice in their classrooms (Chapter 2, this
thesis). Calabrese Barton (2003) wrote that “[S]tories are powerful research tools. They provide
us with a picture of real people in real situations, struggling with real problems. They banish the
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indifference often generated by samples, treatments, and faceless subjects. They invite us to
speculate on what might be changed and with what effect” (p. 7). In that vein, Immordino-Yang
(2016) provides neurobiological evidence that compelling narratives can trigger emotions that
may activate a mindset of “imagined possible futures” (p. 6) that can in turn shape one’s
identity. Scientific understanding of the influence of emotions on thinking and learning reveals
that emotion and cognition are supported by interdependent neural processes. This is
particularly important for teachers who want to help students build memories, engage complex
thoughts, and critically analyze problems. Put succinctly, as teacher we must find ways to
engage students in issues that matter to them.
The teachers in Chapter 2 used storytelling to engage the students both emotionally and
intellectually and help them make personally relevant meaning of the social justice issues they
encountered in their daily lives. If we want to improve the lives of our students individually and
amass, our goals as educators must go beyond the mastery of content knowledge and logical
reasoning skills in the traditional academic sense. Our students must be able to use these
academic skills and knowledge outside of the structured context of a school (Immordino-Yang &
Damasio, 2007).
Why evolutionary biology?
This module is designed to be utilized within the context of the AP Biology unit 7,
Natural Selection (College Board, 2019), since it is here that a deeper understanding of evolution
[Big Idea 1] is explored, and it is with these concepts of social justice can be connected to
evolutionary theory by providing evidence for our human relatedness. Moreover, there is a
connection between racism and the denial of evolutionary theory (Moore & Chung, 2005).
However, the lessons in this module could be addressed any time during the academic year.
That is, while covering other biological topics, social justice can be brought up and discussed
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within the context of the material content. For example, the historical oppression of women can
be highlighted when going over the work of Lynn Margulis (1938 -2011), the originator of the
then radical endosymbiotic theory for the origin of eukaryotic cells; and when going over gene
expression and regulation, students should learn about Rosalind Franklin (1920-1958), whose
contribution to the discovery of the structure of DNA arguably should have earned her a spot in
the shared Nobel Prize for Physiology or Medicine in 1962.
Similarly, when going over the impact of global climate change, students should learn
about the historical events that have resulted in the disproportionate impacts on Black,
Indigenous and People of Color (BIPOC). This is because when social outcome data are explored,
injustices show up unexpectedly. For example, although global climate change is detrimental to
humans, but there is a growing body of research showing that climate change in general, and
rising temperatures in particular, have a greater effect on BIPOC. Higher temperatures are
linked to reductions on standardized test scores, an educational outcome with consequential
results, but only for Black and Latinx children (Park et al., 2020). The inequities in access to
learning environments that are conducive to learning, such as air-conditioning during hot days,
show up as limiting factors for BIPOC students. Similarly, the history of redlining - the systematic
refusal of loans or insurance in areas deemed to be a financial risk due to race, resulted in many
Black neighborhoods today with more paved areas and fewer trees. In turn, those
neighborhoods are now hotter than their white counterparts, leading to more cases of heatrelated illnesses (Hoffman et al., 2020). The disparities for BIPOC may begin as early as in utero,
since pregnant women exposed to high temperatures or air pollution are more likely to have
children who are premature, underweight, or stillborn, and BIPOC mothers and babies are
harmed at a much higher rate than the population at large (Bekkar et al., 2020). Social inequities
affect all humans at all developmental stages.
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Racists have sought to justify their inequitable world views using science virtually since
its invention. Little has changed in this regard up to the present, and as the quantity and quality
of available science has grown, it has become more and more difficult to find reputable science
that is even agnostic about supposed racial differences, and thus racists have had to go to
extraordinary (and indefensible) lengths to promote preconceived biological world views. Such
is the case with Jason Richwine (1982 - ) who argued that Latinx immigrants have lower IQs than
what he called “native whites.” Among several obvious fallacies, Richwine’s doctoral
dissertation (Harvard, 2009) promoted the erroneous idea that the group he called “Hispanics,”
is a monolithic entity, discounting the enormous variation within the population, including
descendants of indigenous peoples, enslaved Africans, and European immigrants. Similarly,
Rushton and Templer (2012), in a now-retracted paper inaccurately suggested that humans with
darker pigmentation patterns humans have higher amounts of aggression and sexual activity
than lighter pigmented individuals. These are but two examples of how in an attempt to push a
preconception of racial superiority, biological racism ignores what the genetic and evolutionary
science say about our shared humanity.
Uniformly high-quality science education is the only way to implement a “sophisticated
scientific understanding in which everyone can share” (Lewontin, 1991 p. 16). Donovan (2017)
argued quantitatively that a proper understanding of genetic variation has substantial
implications for racial prejudice. Donovan et al., (2019) demonstrated that students who were
taught biology with racist undertones became less interested in socializing across racial lines and
“less supportive of policies that reduce racial inequality in education (p. 379),” than those who
were not. Donovan et al. showed that students that have racist beliefs reinforced by biology
curricula exhibited less support for educational policies that reduce racial inequalities since in
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the minds of those students, these must be immutably ﬁxed by genetic content. Similarly,
Willinsky (2020) found that current US biology textbooks do not adequately prepare students to
discern how white supremacist interpretations of the meaning of “race” in science involve
controversy, and inconsistency, and misinterpretation.
While there are real biological consequences to the lived experience of race,
evolutionary biology states that the genetic variation within the groups we designate as races is
significantly larger than the variation between those groups (Graves & Goodman, 2021). Genetic
comparisons show us that we are 99.9% the same at the level of our DNA. And even more
dramatically, we now know that genes do not control behavior to the exclusion of other
influences (e.g., if you have certain genotype, you must express those in the form of an
immutable phenotypical trait) and instead, there is a far more kind of complex relationship that
include the environment and malleable molecular triggers (Radick, 2020). But these complicated
biological facts are often unknown or ignored by the majority of people, preferring more
simplistic explanations, preferably those that support preconceptions.
Evolutionary theory shows us that human genetic variation is real but is absolutely not
the same as the commonly held idea of race (Graves & Goodman, 2021). Humans genetically
overlap almost entirely, and are one of the most homogeneous species on the planet. We are
more homogeneous than any other primates including chimpanzees, as described by Bowden et
al. (2012): chimpanzees from different, but geographically-proximal populations, were
substantially more different genetically than humans living on different continents. The majority
of genetic difference between humans is within the individual level (Serre & Pääbo 2004). In
fact, humans are not biologically grouped in discrete clusters, as has been suggested by the idea
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of race, but rather gradients in genetic variation that extend over the entire globe (Fuentes,
2021).
Lastly, not everything that matters can be measured, but since our current education
system often demands the quantification of score change as evidence for learning, some
teachers may feel inclined to directly assess the impact of this module in student learning. In
that light, there are several options for additional measurements aside from the numerous
“check for understanding” assessments that are provided within the module. For example,
teachers may be apt to use a pre/post assessment like the “Implicit Association Test” from
Harvard University (https://implicit.harvard.edu/implicit/) to evaluate changes in students’
implicit scores as indication of thoughts and feelings outside of conscious awareness. Similarly,
teachers can use the validated instrument developed by Donovan et al. (2020) to assess changes
in genetic essentialist beliefs which are associated with racists ideologies. Still, the most
significant and meaningful result of this module will be its positive impact, felt by the students
and their community.
Why is high school the optimal time to introduce these ideas?
Science is a great way to explore and understand the universe, yet specious science has
promulgated the creation of a false hierarchy of humans, an outgrowth of the long-discredited
scala naturae of Linnæus. This dichotomy, that science can be both liberating and oppressing,
requires a maturity of thought that is first found in adolescents (Adams & Berzonsky, 2006).
Adolescence is associated with an ontogenetic step in which the temporal lobe undergoes
significant growth. With these neurological changes, high school students are at an optimal age
for holding superficially antagonistic facts and comprehending that the history of racism does
not have to dictate our future as a society. Younger students may not have the mental capacity
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to undertake such an endeavor, and older students may already have ideas which will be more
challenging to influence. High school age is also an ideal time due to increased flexibility in the
curricular topics covered and potential for cross-disciplinary themes.
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AP with WE Service - Getting to Know the Topic
Throughout the module, information is presented in the sequence and manner
stipulated by the College Board. This prescriptive format allows for uniformity across all the
modules available for AP teachers. Therefore, the content observes the organization and
headings of the College Board (e.g., globally/locally, fast facts, taking action, callouts, purpose,
and sources) and is written directly for teachers, using directive language.
Social Injustice Based on Racism: Globally
Social injustice happens when inequities occur in of society as result of unjust prejudices
and policies. Unfair treatment of certain groups of people based on personally-held biases and
prejudices, can become system-wide methods to manifest those prejudices. Systemic
oppression can be based on many characteristics including race, gender, age, sexual orientation,
religion, nationality, education level, and/or mental or physical ability. Social injustices can arise
from laws that intentionally (explicitly) or unintentionally (implicitly) create the conditions which
oppress certain groups. Currently in the United States, social injustices include inequities in
voting access, treatment of the judicial system, policing laws, environmental issues (i.e. clean
water and air, industrial waste disposal), health care laws (i.e. insurance mandates and coverage
eligibility), education access (i.e. public school segregation, and labor access (i.e. worker’s rights,
occupational health and safety).
As a society we live under the shadow of historic systems of oppression including the
trans-Atlantic slave trade, colonization, free markets built upon social injustices, and the
ubiquitous disenfranchisement of women and various groups of people. In order to see the
impact of long-standing oppressive forces, we must examine the current state of our society
where some people benefit from unearned privileges, while others suffer under the weight of
subjugation due to innate traits rather than behaviors/character. As a society, we are enamored
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by the idea of meritocracy, a system that rewards merit (ability + effort) with success. However,
data show that success is not the result of only intelligence and skills, and instead, family wealth
and social position play a key role in getting ahead. This becomes problematic when wealth and
status have been unevenly distributed based on repressive systems that favor some over others.
As described earlier, social injustice can be based on many factors, this module will focus
specifically on “race” and the ways in which grouping of humans has played on role in elevating
some people while subjugating others.
Fast Facts
•
•

•

•

Following Christopher Columbus' arrival to the Americas in 1492, violence and disease
killed 90% of the indigenous population — nearly 55 million people.
From the 16th to the 19th century during the transatlantic slave trade, 10 to 12 million
African men, women and children were kidnapped and enslaved and brought across the
Atlantic Ocean to the Americas.
The Holocaust was the genocide of the European Jews between 1941 and 1945. During
World War II Nazi Germany and its collaborators systematically murdered some six
million Jews, around two-thirds of Europe's Jewish population.
Colonialism has shaped the immense economic inequality and the plundering of wealth
and human capital from the colonized places helped much of the West get rich.

Taking Action Globally
There are a number of ways that students can take action in their own school and
community to help developing communities around the world to improve social injustice and
racism. Some ideas include:
•
•
•
•

Volunteer at an organization that works for global issues—many organizations offer
ways to get involved on their websites and in their offices.
Collect supplies (in consultation with the organization) or raise funds for an organization
that will share the outcomes of the donations.
Create a campaign writing letters to the United Nations, government bodies, and other
leaders to ask for added resources on the issues.
Another option is to support and fundraise for the WE Villages program and help
provide communities with the resources to become sustainable. Students can support
this program by visiting WE.org/we-schools/program/campaigns to get ideas and
resources for taking action.
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Large Callout: The idea of race is a social construct. Biology does not divide human groups in the
ways that society has done in the past. We update our ideas about human variation and utilize
that knowledge to create a more equitable world where people have access to find success and
happiness.
Social Injustice Based on Racism: Locally
Current data from the U.S. show social injustice based on race in many different arenas
of life including,
•
•

•
•

•
•

Housing: 41 percent of Black households own their own home, compared with more
than 73 percent of white households.
Healthcare access: on average BIPOC (black, Indigenous and people of color), receive
lower quality health care than white people, and suffer higher mortality rates by almost
all measures.
Treatment by the judicial system: black youth were 269 percent more likely to be
arrested for violating curfew laws than white youth.
Education opportunities: two-thirds of BIPOC students attend schools that are
predominantly BIPOC, most of them located in central cities and funded well below
those in neighboring suburban districts.
Wealth: the net worth of a typical white family ($171,000), is nearly ten times greater
than that of a Black family ($17,150) in 2016.
Limited representation in political power: White men in this country hold 4 times the
political power of women & BIPOC.

Fast Facts
Locally, several examples of race-based disparity can be highlighted by exploring recent
events which impact whites differently from non-whites:
•

•

•

Water crisis in Flint, Michigan. As a result of systemic racism, inadequate treatment and
testing of the water resulted in a series of major water quality and health issues for Flint
residents (majority Black); chronically ignored, overlooked, mislead, and ultimately
discounted by government officials.
COVID-19. There are no biological factors that make BIPOC more likely to be affected by
COVID-19. Yet, BIPOC are disproportionately affected by COVID-19 at all stages of the
disease from exposure to healthcare treatment, to hospitalizations, to job and wealth
losses, to death.
Access to healthcare. The National Academy of Medicine (NAM) reported that Black
people are disproportionately sicker and have shorter life spans than their white
complements. NAM found that “racial and ethnic minorities receive lower-quality health
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care than white people—even when insurance status, income, age, and severity of
conditions are comparable.” BIPOC are less likely than white persons to be given
appropriate cardiac care, to receive kidney dialysis or transplants, and to receive the
best treatments for stroke, cancer, or AIDS.

Taking Action Globally
There are a number of was that students can take action to improve social injustice
based on racism in their local communities. Some ideas include:
•
•
•
•

Work with a local organization working on civil rights issues.
Create and deliver an educational workshop to raise awareness about the topic and its
local impact with a strong call to action that leads to enacting change.
Run a campaign within the school to highlight the importance of social justice.
With both their global and local actions, encourage students to be creative with the
ideas they develop through their action plans.

Large Callout: As a society, we are all only as strong as the weakest among us. As Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr. wrote, “Injustice anywhere is a threat to justice everywhere. Whatever affects
one directly, affects all indirectly.”
Why take action on social injustice?
Currently, there are significant social inequities which limit the full expression of
membership in our world based on a false understanding of what race is. Social justice is a
societal extension of fairness and its realization will enrich our world in virtually every way.
Fairness in access to healthcare, wealth, clean environment, food, shelter, clean water, and
opportunity should not depend on superficial, and ultimately irrelevant phenotypical variations
which have been historically used to oppress certain groups of people.
Purpose
Through a series of activities, students will connect their understanding of the
importance of addressing the issue of social justice with the larger benefits and global value of
preserving humanity. Students will connect the AP® Biology course content and terminology
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associated with phenotypical variation within species; coming to grips with the biological
irrelevance and arbitrariness of these features to social and political power. Students (in groups)
will develop and implement their own solution(s) to this global and local issue after analyzing
and evaluating the issues associated with social injustice and racism.
Sources
Bridges, K. (2018). Implicit Bias and Racial Disparities in Health Care. Retrieved
November 02, 2020, from
https://www.americanbar.org/groups/crsj/publications/human_rights_magazine_home/thestate-of-healthcare-in-the-united-states/racial-disparities-in-health-care/
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. (2020). Health Equity Considerations and
Racial and Ethnic Minority Groups. Retrieved November 04, 2020, from
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/health-equity/race-ethnicity.html
Michigan Civil Rights Commission. (2017). The Flint Water Crisis: Systemic Racism
Through the Lens of Flint. Retrieved November 04, 2020, from
https://www.michigan.gov/documents/mdcr/VFlintCrisisRep-F-Edited3-13-17_554317_7.pdf
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Alignment to Course Framework
This section of the module lists its alignment to the College Board (2019) AP bio
standards. The College Board provides all AP Biology teachers with the Course and Exam
Description, which details science practices and the four big ideas. These big ideas are
subsequently broken down into Enduring understandings, which further comprise the Learning
objectives, culminating in very detailed Essential knowledge statements. Based on the 2019–20
AP® Biology Course and Exam Description, these are the curriculum components addressed in
these lessons:
Science practices
Science Practice 1: Concept Explanation – Explain biological concepts, processes, and
models presented in written format. 1.A Describe biological concepts and/or processes. 1.B
Explain biological concepts and/or processes. 1.C Explain biological concepts, processes, and/or
models in applied contexts.
Science Practice 3: Questions and Methods – Determine scientific questions and
methods. 3.A Identify or pose a testable question based on an observation, data, or a model. 3.B
State the null or alternative hypotheses, or predict the results of an experiment.
Science Practice 4: Representing and Describing Data – Represent and describe data. 4.B
Describe data from a table or graph, including, a. Identifying specific data points. b. Describing
trends and/or patterns in the data. c. Describing relationships between variables.
Science Practice 6: Argumentation – Develop and justify scientific arguments using
evidence. 6.A Make a scientific claim. 6.B Support a claim with evidence from biological
principles, concepts, processes, and/or data. 6.C Provide reasoning to justify a claim by
connecting evidence to biological theories. 6.D Explain the relationship between experimental
results and larger biological concepts, processes, or theories. 6.E Predict the causes or effects of a
change in, or disruption to, one or more components in a biological system based on a. Biological
concepts or processes. b. A visual representation of a biological concept, process, or model. c.
Data.
Big ideas
BIG IDEA 1: Evolution (EVO) The process of evolution drives the diversity/unity of life.
BIG IDEA 3: Information Storage and Transmission (IST) Living systems store, retrieve,
transmit and respond to information essential to life processes.
BIG IDEA 4: Systems Interactions (SYI) Biological systems interact, and these systems
and their interactions exhibit complex properties.
Enduring understandings
EVO-1: Evolution is characterized by a change in the genetic makeup of a population
over time and is supported by multiple lines of evidence.
SYI-3: Naturally occurring diversity among and between components within biological
systems affects interactions with the environment.
IST-1: Heritable information provides for continuity of life.
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Learning objectives
EVO-1.E: Describe the importance of phenotypic variation in a population.
EVO-1.I: Describe the role of random processes in the evolution of specific populations.
EVO-1.N: Explain how morphological, biochemical, and geological data provide
evidence that organisms have changed over time.
SYI-3.D: Explain how the genetic diversity of a species or population affects its ability to
withstand environmental pressures.
IST-1.J: Explain deviations from Mendel’s model of the inheritance of traits.
SYI-3.B: Explain how the same genotype can result in multiple phenotypes under
different environmental conditions.
Essential knowledge
EVO-1.E.1: Natural selection acts on phenotypic variations in populations.
EVO-1.E.2: Environments change and apply selective pressures to populations.
EVO-1.E.3: Some phenotypic variations significantly increase or decrease fitness of the
organism in particular environments.
EVO-1.I.1: Reduction of genetic variation within a given population can increase the
differences between populations of the same species.
EVO-1.N.2: A comparison of DNA nucleotide sequences and/or protein amino acid
sequences provides evidence for evolution and common ancestry.
SYI-3.D.1: The level of variation in a population affects population dynamics— a.
Population ability to respond to changes in the environment is influenced by genetic diversity.
Species and populations with little genetic diversity are at risk of decline or extinction. b.
Genetically diverse populations are more resilient to environmental perturbation because they are
more likely to contain individuals who can withstand the environmental pressure. c. Alleles that
are adaptive in one environmental condition may be deleterious in another because of different
selective pressures.
IST-1.J.1: Patterns of inheritance of many traits do not follow ratios predicted by
Mendel’s laws and can be identified by quantitative analysis, where observed phenotypic ratios
statistically differ from the predicted ratios
IST-1.J.3: Many traits are the product of multiple genes and/or physiological processes
acting in combination; these traits therefore do not segregate in Mendelian patterns.
SYI-3.B.1: Environmental factors influence gene expression and can lead to phenotypic
plasticity. Phenotypic plasticity occurs when individuals with the same genotype exhibit different
phenotypes in different environments.

References
College Board. (2020). AP Biology. Course and exam description. Retrieved January 12,
2021, from https://apcentral.collegeboard.org/pdf/ap-biology-course-and-exam-description0.pdf?course=ap-biology
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AP with WE® Service Module
WE® is an educational affiliate that works with the College Board to deliver servicebased learning programs in the United States, Canada, and the UK (AP Central, 2020). The AP
with WE® modules use the “Investigate and Learn,” approach which is divided into three
lessons: Lesson 1: Overview of Issue, Lesson 2: Causes and Effects, and Lesson 3: Future
Concerns and Solutions. Therefore, the module proposed here uses this template approach to
describe the lessons in the specified sequence. As part of the module, every student will: 1. Learn
about the issue locally and globally within the course context, 2. Explore causes and effects
locally and globally, and 3. Analyze impact for the future on the local community and the world.

Lesson 1: Overview of Issue
Overview:
In this lesson, students will be introduced to the concept of race and the problems that
many people are facing due to the implications of racism. Students will investigate what race is
and be introduced to how this way of grouping humans has been used to impact and limit some
people both locally and globally.

Learning Goals:
•
•
•
•

Identify ways in which race has been defined in the past.
Explore how the concept of race has been used to oppress some groups of people.
Identify trends in racial discrimination based on available data.
Identify the difference between human variation and race.

Definitions:
There are least three definitions that must be explicitly covered with students. These
definitions are provided below in italics and are from Brown University’s Choices Program.
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(2020, December 11). Racial Slavery in the Americas: Resistance, Freedom, and Legacies.
Retrieved January 13, 2021, from https://www.choices.edu/curriculum-unit/racial-slavery-in-theamericas/
Race—The idea of race is seemingly based in biology, but it lacks a scientific basis. The
DNA differences within a race can be wider than DNA differences among races. For instance, the
DNA of an African American can be more similar to that of a Chinese American than to another
African American. Overall, race is a concept that rests on physical differences in skin color, hair
texture, etc., that comprise only 0.1% of the total of each human’s DNA. White Europeans
created ideas about race and racial differences to explain and justify their enslavement of black
Africans and colonial domination of Indigenous and Asian peoples. Since then, these physical
differences have been used to classify people into unequal hierarchies, commonly to exploit the
labor of some groups and allow other groups to profit from that exploitation. This is why “race”
has been defined as a “power construct.” Ideas about race reflect the political, economic,
cultural, and social circumstances of a society. These ideas can change over time. For example,
the common understanding of who was considered “white” in the United States once excluded
Eastern and Southern Europeans.
Racism—A system of social structures (laws, policies, practices, and attitudes) that
creates inequalities by either providing or denying power, resources, opportunities, and safety
based on racial categories. Racism is more than prejudice or bigotry. Racism is having the
institutional or structural power to harm, commit violence against, or deny opportunities to
those facing racial prejudice or bigotry. Racism exists in the attitudes and actions of individuals
as well as in the larger institutions and structures of which they are a part.
White Supremacy—White supremacy is based on the belief that white people are
superior to people of other races. In the United States, white Americans also idealized biological
white purity to such an extreme that they established the “one drop” rule. This meant having
even “one drop” of black blood or any black ancestry meant the individual was considered black
even if outwardly, the individual looked white. White supremacy is thus an ideology, a deeply
ingrained system of beliefs, values, and assumptions; it is also a false historical narrative for the
essential nature of the United States. White people developed it over time to explain not only
racial slavery and colonial domination, but also why they should never hand power over
nonwhite people. White supremacy is also more than an ideology. It is a social structure created
to keep people of color in lower political, economic, and social positions through laws, social
expectations, and denial of economic and educational opportunities.

Additional Resources:
AP Central. (2020, July 31). AP with WE Service: AP Central – The College Board. Retrieved
January 20, 2021, from https://apcentral.collegeboard.org/courses/collaborations-withap/ap-we-service
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Choices. (2020, December 11). Racial Slavery in the Americas: Resistance, Freedom, and
Legacies. https://www.choices.edu/curriculum-unit/racial-slavery-in-the-americas/.
Boston University Center for Antiracist Research. (2020, June 30). Be Antiracist. Center for
Antiracist Research. https://www.bu.edu/antiracism-center/.
Center for American Progress. (2007, March 27). Understanding Mobility in America. Center for
American Progress.
https://www.americanprogress.org/issues/economy/news/2006/04/26/1917/understa
nding-mobility-in-america/.
Teacher Tip:
Students could complete a website or blog to document their progress and highlight
their research, brainstorming, and problem solving as they progress through the module. One of
the free available tools that students can use is Google Sites.

Activity 1: Defining Race and Racism
Overview:
Students will begin defining race and analyzing data related to racism to understand its
importance.
Course Alignment:
EVO-1.E.1, SYI-3.D.1, IST-1.J.1, IST-1.J.3, SYI-3.B.1 (see full descriptions above).
Suggested Timing: 45 minutes

Materials: Student Workbook, way for students to view videos.
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Prerequisite Knowledge:
Students should be familiar with basic inherence concepts, including information
molecules (e.g., DNA), as well as the definition of biological evolution.

Guiding Questions:
What is race? Why are there differences in skin coloration in humans? How do genetic
factors contribute to skin color differences? What are the impacts of creating a racial hierarchy?
Real World Application:
Begin the activity by asking students the question “What is race?” Record possible
answers on the board. Play the following video segment from the Howard Hughes Medical
Institute: https://www.biointeractive.org/classroom-resources/biology-skin-color (0:00 to 9:00
min. and 16:06 to 17:58).
In a large discussion group, have students share their definitions and what they know
about the following terms. Be sure to provide formal definitions for students (Race, Racism,
White supremacy).
Have the entire class revisit the concept of race and modify their definition. Ask
students to respond to questions about content from the video:
•
•
•
•

What is race and how is it related to skin pigmentation patterns around the world?
What are the selective pressures that gave rise to different pigmentation patterns
around the globe?
What are the results of exclusively grouping people together by skin pigmentation
patterns?
What does modern science say about the human species?
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Now show the video “The Science of Racism,” from AsapSCIENCE
https://youtu.be/rBWImda1Zig (6 min.), which introduces the relationship between racism and
negative life outcomes.
Now show the video “Legacies of Racial Slavery (3 min.)
https://www.choices.edu/video/legacies-of-racial-slavery/
Students should start to see how social groupings of people based upon specious
biological principles can have a negative impact on life outcomes.
Then, ask the students to answer the questions below.
•
•

Describe the relationship between race and racism.
How are the relationship you described in the previous question relevant to today’s
society? What inference can you make about grouping of humans based on skin
pigmentation patterns and social constructs that oppress certain people?

Teacher Tip:
As you guide your students to think about racial grouping and the science used to
validate them, the ideas described in this quote may be useful, “Racial categories historically
developed and endorsed by scientists led to a hierarchy of groups seen as superior or inferior.
Although unsupported by biological evidence, these categories have had devastating effects on
non-white communities throughout history. The myth that racial groups were fundamentally
different was used to justify colonialism, slavery, genocide, and eugenics, and it still governs
policies today. The intersectionality of racism and modern society has left a legacy of racial
disparities in socioeconomic status, education, and health.” Odekunle, E.A. (2020) Dismantling
systemic racism in science. Science Magazine, 369 (6505), 780-781. https://science-sciencemagorg.uri.idm.oclc.org/content/sci/369/6505/780.3.full.pdf
An additional video which describes discrimination as a philosophical dilemma can be
shown: Crash Course Philosophy #41 (9 min.) https://youtu.be/RsldtV4jWA0
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Check for Understanding:
Have students list data that could be explored in order to have a sense of racism.
Next, have students generate research questions based on their understanding of what
racism is and the interrelationship among race and life outcomes.

Activity 2: Biological grouping
Overview:
In this activity students will explore how humans can actually be grouped based on
biological data.

Course Alignment:
EVO-1.E.1, EVO-1.E.2, EVO-1.E.3, EVO-1.I.1, EVO-1.N.2, IST-1.J.1, IST-1.J.3, SYI-3.B.1 (see
full descriptions above).

Suggested Timing: 45 minutes

Materials: Student Workbook, the two quotes below from Fuentes (2021).
Quote 1
Substantive evidence from paleoanthropology, human biology, biological anthropology,
and genomics demonstrate clearly and unequivocally that all contemporary humans
belong to one species and one subspecies: Homo sapiens sapiens. Across the evolution
of the genus Homo over the past ~2.5 million years, there were multiple lineages,
possibly different species, and different subspecies (e.g., Neanderthals, Denisovans,
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Homo erectus, Homo naledi, etc.). However, for at least the past ~35,000 years, there
has been only one kind of humans on this planet, us - Homo sapiens sapiens (p. 156).
Quote 2
Race does not provide an accurate representation of human biological variation. It was
never accurate in the past, and it remains inaccurate when referencing contemporary
human populations. Humans are not divided biologically into distinct continental types
or racial genetic clusters. Instead, the Western concept of race must be understood as a
classification system that emerged from, and in support of, European colonialism,
oppression, and discrimination. It thus does not have its roots in biological reality but in
policies of discrimination.
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF BIOLOGICAL ANTHROPOLOGISTS (AABA) STATEMENT ON
RACE A ND RACISM (p. 156).

Guiding Questions:
How are humans actually grouped according to biological data?

Real World Application:
For homework, assign students to read the two quotes from Fuentes (2021) on human
racial grouping and ask them to create an entry that explains “human grouping” for their biology
textbook. Students should compare “old” (Linnean) methods and modern methods for grouping
humans and the impact these different ways of grouping humans impact our society. This entry
should be between 1 and 2 pages, and students should be encouraged to include meaningful
text illustrations, images, and other data (all appropriately cited).
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In class the following day, discuss the entries created by students and check for
understanding by calling on different students to explain the different reasons they chose
specific text and images.
Then, in groups, have students brainstorm examples of the negative impact of racism in
their community.
Now students should read the article “Ten Facts about Human Variation,” by J. Marks
(https://webpages.uncc.edu/~jmarks/pubs/tenfacts.pdf). Marks, J. (2010). Ten Facts about
Human Variation. In M.P. Muehlenbein (Ed.), Human Evolutionary Biology (pp. 265-276).
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.
In order to speed up the process, as a class you can read the introduction collectively,
then each student (or pair of students, depending on the size of the class), should be assigned a
specific “fact” to read and report back to the whole class.
Jigsaw (optional): Additionally, the class can run a “jigsaw” activity, where each student
in a group reads a different text or passage, taking on the role of “expert” on what was read.
Students share the information from that reading with students from other groups and then
return to their original group to share their new knowledge.
The ten facts that Marks lists are:
1. Human groups distinguish themselves principally culturally.
2. Human biological variation is continuous, not discrete.
3. Clustering populations is arbitrary.
4. Populations are biologically real, not races.
5. Populations also have a constructed component.
6. There is much more variation within groups. (polymorphism) than between groups (polytypy).
7. People are similar to those nearby and different from those far away.
8. Racial classification is historical and political, and does not reflect natural biological patterns.
9. Humans have little genetic variation.
10. Racial issues are social-political-economic, not biological. (Marks, 2010, p. 265-276)
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Teacher Tip:
An additional source which explains the need for this type of lesson is found here:
https://evolution-institute.org/it-is-unethical-to-teach-evolution-without-confronting-racism-andsexism/
If time allows, after students read the second article on the ten facts of human
variation, show the entire class the TED talk, “John Biewen: The lie that invented racism”
https://youtu.be/oIZDtqWX6Fk (18 min.) and be prepared to contribute to a class discussion that
addresses the two questions..
Discussion Questions:
1. John Biewen argues that racism is still with us today. Explain why he feels this way.
What data does he cite?
2. Why does Biewen say that “whiteness” is a story? Who invented the idea of race and
for what purpose?

This discussion will provide the contextual framework that students will use to evaluate
solutions for racism. You can assign this video as homework and then use the following class
period as a flipped class to discuss and clear up misconceptions. The problems and solutions are
complex and students must be able to extend their knowledge.
Check for Understanding:
After reading the above article, conduct a whole-class discussion based on the
“discussion points” from the article.
1. What are the incompatibilities among the three concepts of race discussed in this essay?
2. Why can't we separate facts of nature from culture?
3. Are Hispanics a race?
4. Old anthropology books used to show maps of the races of the world, with, for example, no
presence of Europeans, Asians, or Africans in America. What are the merits of, and problems
with, that?
5. What are the major patterns of human genetic variation and the major patterns of human
cognitive variation, and how do they relate to one another? What implications can be drawn
from that? (Marks, 2010, p. 274)
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Lesson 2: Causes and Effects
Overview:
Now that students have a better understanding of what race and racism are, they will
begin investigating their historical past and effects. Students will explore historical figures to
learn more about the local and global effects of racism and science.

Learning Goals:
•
•
•
•

Describe different historical figures that were involved in the oppressive application of
science.
Explain how skin coloration is a biological adaptation for humans based on UV radiation
exposure.
Describe how skin coloration was immorally used as a way to determine inferiority and
the oppressive maltreatment of some groups.
Consider potential solutions to racism.

Definitions:
Scientific Racism: the scientific justification of racial discrimination and the scientific
explanations offered in putative support for racial discrimination.
Additional Resources:
The United Nations provides a summary of the philosophy of scientific racism:
https://www.un.org/en/chronicle/article/ideology-racism-misusing-science-justify-racialdiscrimination
Teacher Tip:
Students will be analyzing historical information which may be upsetting. It may be
helpful to remind students that the purpose of the readings is to learn from the past, rather
than to point fingers and incriminate any single individual or group of people. Additionally, it
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may be useful to explicitly tell students what their presentations should include (and even
model one for them).

Activity 3: The historical relationship between racism and science, through storytelling
Overview:
Students will recognize the role of science as it empowered racist ideologies by telling
the stories of historical figures.

Course Alignment:
IST-1.J.1, IST-1.J.3, SYI-3.B.1 (see full descriptions above).

Suggested Timing: 90 minutes

Materials: Student Workbook, internet access for researching their historical figure.

Prerequisite Knowledge:
For context, students will benefit from having a general understanding of the timeline of
American history including the initial arrival of enslaved Africans in 1619, the emancipation of
slavery in 1865, Jim Crow era and legal segregation 1870-1954, Brown vs. the Board of Ed. in
1854 and the end of legal segregation in 1965.

Guiding Questions: How have racists use science to attempt to validate their ideologies?
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Real World Application:
Exploring historical figures that highlight racism, either by suffering from racist
oppression or by promoting racism. Students will explore the figures, then create a way to tell
their story to the whole class. Have students conduct research on one of the figures listed and
pay special attention to the way that race/racism played a role in their story (see Supplement
A):
1.
Carolus Linnaeus (1707-1778)
2.
Samuel Cartwright (1793 - 1863)
3.
Samuel Morton (1799-1851)
4.
Josiah Clark Nott (1804-1873)
5.
Louis Agassiz (1807-1873)
6.
James Marion Sims (1813–1883)
7.
Thomas Parran (1892-1968) [Tuskegee, Guatemala experiments)
8.
Cornelius P. Rhoads Packard (1898 -1959) [Puerto Rico]
9.
Henrietta Lacks (1920-1951)
10.
Rosalind Franklin (1920 -1958) / James Watson (1928 -)
---------------------------------------------(the names listed below are only to be used if needed)
11.
David Starr Jordan (1851 - 1931)
12.
Ferdinand Hayden (1829 - 1887)
13.
Ernst Haeckel (1834 – 1919)
14.
Rufus Bernhard von KleinSmid (1875 - 1964)
15.
Charles Benedict Davenport (1866 - 1944)
16.
Henry Herbert Goddard (1866 - 1957)]

Once students have documented their research findings, have students create a short
presentation about their story (5 min.).

Analysis:
Along with presenting historical information about their assigned figure, students will
answer questions:
•
•
•

What are the key points of the historical figure?
How does your story relate to science?
What is morally questionable about your story?
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•
•
•
•
•

What is scientifically questionable about your story?
What lasting outcomes resulted from the story?
How does your story show social injustice?
Who was responsible for the injustice and to whom was it done?
How can society address the injustice in your story?

Teacher Tip:
Student presentations can be done for the same class (as students will only know the
historical figured assigned to them), or for different classes, younger students, or even
community members. A quick summary of these historical figures will be included for your
review.

Check for Understanding:
Individually, students will write a reflective abstract/essay (500 word or less) where the
questions are addressed.

Activity 4: Problem Tree

This section is required by all the AP with WE modules and it is a way for students to
learn more about the issue they are tackling as they apply what they have learned, along with their
critical thinking skills, to consider the causes and effects of the problem presented through the
issue.
The Problem Tree graphic organizer is meant to help guide students in thinking about and
articulating the issue as a problem, and then going further by distinguishing the causes and effects
of the problem. Students begin at the center of the tree with the problem (issue that is being
examined). Students then go to the roots to describe potential causes. Finally students fill in the
leaves, which explore the effects. The College Board provides detailed instructions for teachers to
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guide students as they fill out their “Problem Tree” graphic organizers. Moreover, I have
provided sample student responses to help teachers consider the issue of racism.
Sample student responses of the trunk (problem): Inequities in schooling opportunities,
housing discrimination, differential treatment by the judicial system, lack of economic
opportunities, limited access to health care, etc.
Sample student responses for the roots (causes): Racist have use science to validate
their ideologies, even when data has not supported their beliefs, this in turn has perpetuated
the oppression of certain groups of people.
Sample student responses for the leaves (effects): The historical events that have
created our current social problems were fueled by greed and the oppression of some groups.
This oppression was then supported by scientist that benefited from the suffering and
dehumanizing of certain groups of people.

Activity 5: Understanding Variation in Human Skin Color (optional)

Overview:
If time allows, students can dig deeper into the biology of skin pigmentation patterns.
Using the HHMI BioInteractive activity “Understanding Variation in Human Skin Color”:
https://www.biointeractive.org/classroom-resources/understanding-variation-human-skin-color.
Students will complete the HHMI activity and apply models and mathematical thinking to
explain how genomic variation and human ancestry can explain differences the polygenic trait of
in skin color.

Course Alignment: IST-1.J.1, IST-1.J.3, SYI-3.B.1 (see full descriptions above).
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Suggested Timing: 45 minutes

Materials: Student Workbook, internet access

Guiding Question: What were the environmental pressures that led to the different skin
pigmentation patters that we observe in humans today?

Teacher Tip: This activity can be done asynchronously and then come together to discuss the
information presented.

Check for Understanding:
Collectively (as a class discussion), students can conclude and summarize the main
learning objectives met by this activity.
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Lesson 3: Future Concerns and Solutions
Overview:
In this lesson students will explore what science and evolutionary theory actually say
about race, then begin to solidify their action plan.

Learning Goals:
•
•
•
•

Identify local, national, and global efforts to combat racism.
Identify ways in which local organizations are working on improving the life outcomes of
people who suffered due to racism.
Design procedures that could educate people about the impact of racism.
Design procedures that could teach people about the truth and scientifically validated
ideas about human grouping.

Teacher Tip:
Current scientific understanding is clear about the unity of the human species. Students
should consider how the data which show the general homogeneity of the human species have
been collected, vetted, and validated.

Activity 6: Needs Assessment and Solution Tree

This activity is part of the template provided by the College Board. In this activity
students carry out research to begin developing an understanding of specific issues and topics
related to their broader issue. This is done by having student groups carry out research on
organizations that are working to combat this issue. Students will use worksheets and graphic
organizers provided by the College Board to carry out an analysis. Part of the aim for this activity
is for students to reframe their “problem” as a goal and use the “causes” to guide the solutions,
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and finally to the explore the effects as potential outcomes. I provided several organizations
working on issues related to issues currently addressing racism:
Southern Poverty Law Center. (2021, January 14). https://www.splcenter.org/.
American Civil Liberties Union. (2021). https://www.aclu.org/.
Equal Justice Initiative. (2020, December 16). https://eji.org/.
Racial Equity Resource Guide. (2021). http://www.racialequityresourceguide.org/.
NAACP Legal Defense Fund (2021). http://www.naacpldf.org/.
Activity 7: Solution Tree

Similarly, to the “Problem Tree”, the Solution Tree graphic organizer is a requirement of
the College Board and it will guide students through the composition of text that describes the
reframing of the racism as a potential problem to be solved. This activity will ask students to dig
deeper and to think holistically, so that students are looking beyond the short-term and addressing
not only the symptoms of the problem but the root causes as well.

Activity 8: What does science say about human grouping? Working Toward Solutions

Overview:
This lesson has students move beyond the problems created by racism to researching
solutions that can reduce and remediate these problems. Students will read a couple of articles,
watch a couple of short videos, and discuss how learning about biological grouping could be
used to raise awareness of racism and better understand how scientific knowledge could be
used to reduce race-based oppression.
Course Alignment: SYI-3.B.1 (see full descriptions above).

Suggested Timing: 45 minutes.
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Materials: Student Workbook, internet access, means of watching the videos.

Guiding Questions:
What do science and evolutionary theory actually say about race? How can the lack of
evidence for racial divisions help us to create a more just society?

Real World Application:
Have student watch this “Race & Biology video with Dr. Graves Jr.:
https://vimeo.com/240722713 (8:45 min.). Ask students to reflect on what they have learned.
Students should mention some of the following main ideas in their reflections:
1. The pernicious effects of racial thinking have led to the abuse and oppression of
certain groups deemed inferior, such as colonialism, genocides, and enslavement.
2. Modern scientists have found that differences between human groups is minimal
and not biologically significant.
3. Biological determinism is a fairly new set of ideas which started around the time of
European colonization.
4. Racial medicine erroneously credits biological differences between group of people
for the health outcome disparities which impact BIPOC.
5. There are biological races among some animals, but not in humans. This is likely due
to the fact that we are a fairly young species (around 200,000 years old) and there is
significant gene flow as result of travel and commerce between human groups in
different regions, and thus no biological reason for biological races to develop.

Next, have students read the “How Science and Genetics are Reshaping the Race Debate
of the 21st Century” article: http://sitn.hms.harvard.edu/flash/2017/science-genetics-reshapingrace-debate-21st-century/
The article has 5 short sections:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Race in the new era of human genetics research.
New findings in genetics tear down old ideas about race
Does “race” still mean something?
Science and genetics: Instruments of modern racism
Fighting racism with understanding
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Since this article has five clearly delineated parts it provides an opportunity for a shared
reading activity, where small groups of students will read their assigned part, come up with a
consensus about what it says and report to the whole class. If time allows, this can also be part
of the cooperative learning “carousel” strategy.
Finally, have students read the article “Are Rats Born Racist?” which shows that social
contact matters more than genetics in determining who gets help and who doesn't:
https://greatergood.berkeley.edu/article/item/are_rats or watching this short video:
https://youtu.be/TNKbDTcDsqw or the original scientific article:
https://elifesciences.org/articles/01385.
Once students complete the reading, they will write for a short, specific amount of time
about a designated topic related to a prompt. After they have finished reading, provide students
with 10–15 minutes to complete a Quickwrite exercise using the following questions as
guidance.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What do I already know about human differences and races?
What is something new I learned about social behaviors in rats?
In which ways is this information about rats changing their behaviors based on
experiences relevant to humans?
Does this information make sense to me?
What were the most important points in this reading?
How does it fit in with what I already know about racism in humans?
Do I still have questions?

Teacher Tip:
Depending on experience, some students can receive and utilize the data from primary
sources such as scientific journal articles, such as:
https://www.uchicagomedicine.org/forefront/news/social-experience-drives-empathetic-prosocial-behavior-in-rats
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Check for Understanding:
In a large group discussion, ask students to share any potential beneficial effects of
addressing racism in their communities and the world. Be sure that students cite evidence from
their readings/research.

Activity 9: Benefits of diversity and inclusion
Overview:
Students will learn about the immediate and long-term benefits of an inclusive,
pluralistic multiracial democracy. Students will then look how diversity can provide benefits to
scientific fields and society in general. Students will read a total of three short articles about the
importance of biological diversity. Students will begin by reading the Nature article
“Collaboration: Strength in diversity,” 2014.
https://www.nature.com/news/collaboration-strength-in-diversity-1.15912.
Then, students read the article “When bringing in more diverse researchers broadens the scope
of science” https://www.anthropocenemagazine.org/2020/09/when-bringing-in-more-diverseresearchers-broadens-the-scope-ofscience/?fbclid=IwAR24uVj_cspPWgEeL8P6K2CeybZW55uQVsASIsDDp7NxHaV_I1K5AQYQ-uk.
Finally, students read the article “Social Justice isn’t just for super heroes,”
https://www.happiness.com/en/magazine/inspiration-spirituality/social-justice-benefitseveryone/

Course Alignment: SYI-3.B.1 (see full descriptions above).
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Suggested Timing: 45 minutes

Materials: Student Workbook, internet access or printed versions of the articles

Guiding Questions: Why is diversity an asset in our society and our biological world?

Real World Application:
Genetic diversity is essential for the survival biological species in an ever-changing
environment. As a whole class, you can review the information from the Pasteur Institute on the
benefits for genetic diversity: https://www.pasteur.fr/en/research-journal/reports/humanevolutionary-genetics-benefits-genetic-diversity or watch this short video directly on YouTube (in
French with English subtitles): https://youtu.be/LypUxFiJxmA.
Teacher Tip:
Genetic diversity provides populations a way to adapt to changing environments.
Greater variation increases the chances that some individuals will possess variations of alleles
that are suited for changing environments. Additionally, hybrid offspring with heterotic traits
can have improved or increased function as a result of mixing the genetic contributions of its
parents, resulting in hybrid vigor or heterosis.

Check for Understanding:
Students will respond to the prompt below for homework. The responses should be
logical and evidence for claims should be provided:
Given what you know about society and biology, provide a clearly-stated rationale for
why Hitler was both morally and biologically incorrect about creating a “master race.” Think
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about his concept of race and why it is incorrect. Additionally, consider the benefits for diversity
in biological systems, and the benefits of diversity in society.
Activity 10: Making Connections with Students’ Lives
These last two activities (10 and 11) are provided directly from the College Board and
specific instructions are given to teachers and represent a reflective component.
Provide opportunities for students to think about and record their individual and
collective learning as they progress through the activities. Students should answer the following
reflection question to prepare for Part 2: Action Plan: How can what you are learning in your AP
Biology class support solutions that improve [racism] in your local and global community?
As they write, the following questions can help students shape their reflections:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What are the social impacts of racism?
As you investigated existing programs addressing racism, what did you feel these
programs do well, and what did you feel they could do better?
Who should be responsible for improving racism locally and globally?
What role do you think you could play in addressing racism locally and globally?
Based on what you learned about racism, and the actions others are already taking,
what are five areas of need that you could address?
What attracts you to these areas?
What are some actions that you could take to address this issue?
What excites you about these actions and the impact you can have?
How can what you are learning in AP bio support solutions that improve racism?

Activity 11: Summarizing the Investigation

As part of their service project, the College Board asks that students summarize their
learning to educate their classmates on the issue they have identified and investigated related to
the issue of racism. Choice of formats is provided and includes class presentations, posters, blog
posts, etc. Summaries may be supported by multimedia and/or print materials that synthesize and
analyze the topic and issue on local and global levels.
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AP biology Exam Questions
As part of the module, I decided to address AP-style questions. Since social justice is not
directly addressed in the AP biology curriculum, a review of all the released questions showed
no question which directly assesses the topic covered within this module. However, two Freeresponse question (FRQ) questions did show some relation to the ideas explored. These
questions are:
2009, Question 3: Phylogeny is the evolutionary history of a species.
(a) The evolution of a species is dependent on changes in the genome of the species. Identify
TWO mechanisms of genetic change, and explain how each affects genetic variation.
(b) Based on the data in the table below, draw a phylogenetic tree that reflects the evolutionary
relationships of the organisms based on the differences in their cytochrome c amino-acid
sequences and explain the relationships of the organisms. Based on the data, identify which
organism is most closely related to the chicken and explain your choice.
(c) Describe TWO types of evidence—other than the comparison of proteins—that can be used to
determine the phylogeny of organisms. Discuss one strength of each type of evidence you
described.
AND
2010, Question 2: Certain human genetic conditions, such as sickle cell anemia, result from single
base pair mutations in DNA.
(a) Explain how a single base-pair mutation in DNA can alter the structure and, in some cases, the
function of a protein. (4 points maximum)
(b) Explain, using a specific example, the potential consequences of the production of a mutant
protein to the structure and function of the cells of an organism
(c) Describe how the frequency of an allele coding for a mutant protein may increase in a
population over time.
Moreover, I wrote two new questions which more directly address the ideas covered in
this module. These questions include a multiple-choice question and a new FRQ.
New multiple-choice question.
Melanin is a dark pigment in the skin that can absorb most ultraviolet (UV) radiation. Different
populations of humans tend to have different average amounts of melanin in the skin.
Populations of humans with the darkest skin colorations have typically lived nearest to the
equator.
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Which of the following pieces of evidence best supports the claim that patterns of skin
pigmentation in human populations are the result of natural selection? [Key: B]*
A) Humans can develop skin cancer regardless of the amount of skin pigmentation.
B) Ultraviolet (UV) radiation is most intense near the equator and least intense toward the
poles.
C) Humans migrated out of Africa around 65,000 years ago and have since lived throughout the
earth.
D) Individuals can produce greater amounts of melanin based on ultraviolet (UV) exposure.

NEW FRQ for this module:
Data collected over many years by NASA show that UV radiation is most intense near the
equator and least intense toward the poles. Sunlight is essential to our healthy development
and our immune systems, because sun-exposed skin produces Vitamin D. However,
overexposure to sunlight can damage cells by disrupting DNA and breaking down folate (an
essential one of the B-vitamins needed to make red and white blood cells in the bone marrow,
convert carbohydrates into energy, and produce DNA and RNA.
Melanin is the skin pigment that protects the skin from DNA damage and circulating folate from
being broken down by UV radiation. Populations with darker skin color (or more eumelanin) are
found in regions with more intense UV radiation. Thus, populations found in equatorial areas
will have the darkest skin (most eumelanin) and populations at higher latitudes (with less UVB
radiation) will have lighter skin (least eumelanin).
Part A:
Describe why individuals that migrated out of Africa around 70,000 years ago were most likely
phenotypically darkly pigmented.
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Part B:
Levels of vitamin D and folate are directly impacted by UV light. Describe the potential impact of
using a tanning booth (which exposes skin to UV light) on the blood levels of these two vitamins
(based on question from HHMI).
Part C:
Predict the effect of the recent human migration on the circulating levels of folate and vitamin
D. Discuss the concerns of a lightly pigmented human around the equatorial region (with high
sunlight exposure) and of a darkly pigmented human in regions where little sunlight is
experienced.
Part D:
Evaluate why the traditional way of grouping humans by races is morally and scientifically
incorrect. Describe how these racial groups have been utilized to create a hierarchy of human
groups and oppress some people.
Part E:
Given our knowledge of the benefits for genetic biodiversity, justify the assertion that as a
society we should be more inclusive and supportive of people who have historically been
oppressed.
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Supplement A - Summary of historical figures for “Story Telling” Activity (Lesson 2)
As part of the module, I provided teachers with some basic facts about each of the
people on the list of historical figures that the students will research. The descriptions are
limited but should help the teachers to highlight the most significant reasons for the inclusion of
the listed historical figures and their relationship with scientific racism.
List of historical figures
1.
Carolus Linnaeus (1707-1778)
2.
Samuel Cartwright (1793 - 1863)
3.
Samuel Morton (1799-1851)
4.
Josiah Clark Nott (1804-1873)
5.
Louis Agassiz (1807-1873)
6.
James Marion Sims (1813–1883)
7.
Thomas Parran (1892-1968) [Tuskegee, Guatemala experiments)
8.
Cornelius P. Rhoads Packard (1898 -1959) [Puerto Rico]
9.
Henrietta Lacks (1920-1951)
10.
Rosalind Franklin (1920 -1958) / James Watson (1928 -)
---------------------------------------------- (the names listed below are only to be used if needed)
11.
David Starr Jordan (1851 - 1931)
12.
Ferdinand Hayden (1829 - 1887)
13.
Ernst Haeckel (1834 – 1919)
14.
Rufus Bernhard von KleinSmid (1875 - 1964)
15.
Charles Benedict Davenport (1866 - 1944)
16.
Henry Herbert Goddard (1866 - 1957)

Scientists played a pivotal role in the scientific legitimatization of race and the
cultivation of racism. For starters, Swedish pastor [1] Carolus Linnaeus (1707-1778) created a
classification system of living organisms using empirical (observable) data. Although several
other classifications systems were derived in the eighteenth century, it is his system that has
survived and became the basis for modern classification of living organisms (Fara, 2003).
Linnaeus’ system was laden with personal prejudices which ultimately found their ways into
common understandings of biological entities. In the tenth edition of Systema Naturae (1758),
Linnaeus laid out the categories many still use today. For Homo sapiens he proposed four taxa:
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Europeanus, Asiaticus, Americanus, and Africanus. These categories were based on place of
origin at first, and subsequently by their supposed skin color: white, yellow, red, and black,
respectively. Once these “races” were defined, these became the basis of hierarchies which
supported the politics of the time, conflating biology with political circumstances (Hällgren &
Weiner, 2006).
[2] Samuel A. Cartwright (1793 - 1863) was a physician who practiced in Mississippi. He
considered Blacks to be racially inferior to whites and sought "scientific proof" to counter the
human rights claims of the abolitionists for enslaved Africans. The Medical Association of
Louisiana charged Cartwright with investigating "the diseases and physical peculiarities of the
negro race.” Subsequently, he invented the 'mental illness' of “drapetomania,” the desire of a
slave for freedom, as well as the “disorder” “dysaesthesia aethiopica,” a disease "affecting both
mind and body." Cartwright used his theory to explain the perceived lack of work ethic among
slaves. His ideas were utilized to continue the inhumane treatment of Blacks.
Once Linnaeus’ system came to be considered scientific dogma, many other people
aimed to provide evidence for these ideas of race and human hierarchy. American craniologist
[3] Samuel Morton (1799-1851) collected and measured hundreds of human skulls to infer the
brain size of the racial groups. Morton’s racists conclusions, that whites had the largest skull size
and therefore, the highest intelligence and Africans had the smallest skull size and lowest
intelligence, were used to maintain the status quo in the United States, meaning racial division
and slavery of blacks (Mitchell, 2018). Some have argued that Morton’s data collection methods
were not scientifically valid (see Gould, 1996), but more recently the most significant flaw seen
with Morton’s data comes from the lack of data about the body sizes, since typically, people
with bigger body sizes have bigger skulls – regardless of race (Mitchell, 2018). Moreover, we also
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now know that skull size and/or brain size is not directly correlated with what we think of as
intelligence.
Other people who participated in scientific racist endeavors include American surgeon
and anthropologist [4] Josiah Clark Nott (1804-1873). As a slaveowner, he used his scientific
reputation to defend the institution of enslavement (Smith, 2014). Nott was a polygenist who
believed that if Black and White races mixed, it would lead to extinction through degeneration.
Addressing the Southern Rights Association of Mobile in 1850, he said Blacks were "the lowest
point in the scale of human beings" and the prospect of their interbreeding with whites was
"insulting and revolting" (Nott 1851, p.330).
Cooperating with these polygenist ideas at the time, Swiss-born American biologist and
geologist [5] Louis Agassiz (1807-1873) contended that separate races originated in different
places and possessed distinct characters and intellectual abilities; and therefore, must be
treated differently (Saini, 2019). Along with Agassiz and Nott, British Egyptologist George
Gliddon (1809-1857) published the book Types of Mankind (1854). It sold three and a half
thousand copies in the first four months and ran to ten printings over 17 years. The book
claimed to provide scientific “proof” of the inferiority of Black people and the arguments in it
were exactly what the slaveholders of the South were seeking (Smith, 2014). These men
proposed that God had created Blacks separately and that the black race had always been
inferior. As evidence for their conclusions, the book provided inaccurate pictorial testimony
[where black skulls were likened to those of chimpanzees and gorillas] as well as supposed
ancient writings that showed Blacks as slaves and servants since antiquity.
[6] James Marion Sims (1813–1883) was arguably the most famous American surgeon of
the 19th century and a racist. Among his most notorious medical achievements is perfecting the
method for repairing vesicovaginal fistulas (Lynch, 2020). Shockingly, it has been reported that
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Sims conducted experimental surgery on at least 10 enslaved women without anesthesia, an act
he did not perform to any white women (Gamble, 1997). Since these women were property,
there was no consent for the surgeries, and Sims’s decision to not use anesthesia was based on
the belief that Black people were intrinsically different and did not experience pain like white
people did (Axelsen, 1985). Additionally, Sims had strange ideas about developmental
differences between Black and white people; namely, that the skulls of Black people grew too
quickly around their brain, making them less intelligent (Holland, 2018).
One of the most infamous and best documented event of racist science was conducted
by US Surgeon [7] General Thomas Parran (1892-1968) who oversaw the 1932 Tuskegee
biomedical experiment in which treatment for syphilis was withheld from hundreds of Black
share-croppers in Alabama who were tricked into participating in the study. The researchers
purposefully refused black patients the antibiotics that would cure them, in order to track the
effects of syphilis and document the slow destruction of the patients’ internal organs and
eventual death. In 1946 he also approved unethical experiments in Guatemala, where female
sex workers, prison inmates, mental patients and soldiers were unknowingly infected with
syphilis or gonorrhea (Reverby, 2011).
[8] Cornelius P. Rhoads Packard (1898 -1959) was another American physician involved
in a racist and unethical human experimentation scandal. In a private letter from November
1931, that was subsequently published, Packard expressed with detail the hatred he had for the
people who inhabited the island where he was working,
Porto [sic] Ricans, are beyond doubt the dirtiest, laziest, most degenerate and thievish
race of men ever inhabiting this sphere. What the island needs is not public health work
but a tidal wave or something to totally exterminate the population. I have done my
best to further the process of extermination by killing off 8 (as quoted in Lederer, 2002,
p.720).
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Rhoads would later say that the letter was a joke and that he really had not injected
people with cancer cells, as his letter suggested. Moreover, after an investigation from the
Rockefeller Institute which sponsored him, he was found not guilty of any medical wrongdoing.
However, the letter was a clear demonstration of his racist ideology and the pervasive nature of
racism.
Recently attention has been given to [9] Henrietta Lacks (1920-1951). Lacks was a black
woman whose cells were taken and without her knowledge were used to form the HeLa cell
line, which has been used extensively in medical research (Skloot, 2010). Months before her
untimely death at 31 years old, doctors at the Johns Hopkins Hospital in Baltimore, one of only a
few places that provided medical care to Black people at the time, took samples of her cervical
cancerous cells while diagnosing and treating her disease. Without Lacks’ knowledge or consent,
sample tissues were given to a researcher, Dr. George Otto Gey (1899-1970). In the laboratory,
her cells had an extraordinary capacity to survive and reproduce and came to be known as
“immortal.” Gey and his team shared the cells widely with other scientists, and these cells
became a staple of cellular biological research. In many ways, the use of HeLa cells supports
much of modern medicine since these have been involved in vital breakthroughs in many fields,
including in vitro fertilization, cancer, immunology and infectious disease. In fact, a recent
application of HeLa cells has been in the research for vaccines against COVID-19 (Nature, 2020).
[10] Rosalind Franklin (1920 -1958) / James Watson (1928 -) were two of the people
who sought to unravel the mysteries of the DNA molecule. Franklin was an English chemist and
X-ray crystallographer whose work was central to the understanding of the molecular structures
of DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid), RNA (ribonucleic acid), viruses, coal, and graphite, but her
contributions to the discovery of the structure of DNA were largely dismissed by the rest of the
group who received credit (including a Nobel Prize). She was treated as less capable than the
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rest of her team because of the sexist ideology held by Francis Crick, Morris Wilkins, and James
Watson (the three who shared the Nobel Prize). James Watson not only held and exhibited
sexist behavioral patterns, he also used his status to validate and perpetuate racists ideologies.
Watson has without any scientific evidence that there is a genetic link between intelligence and
race. Moreover, Watson suggested a link between skin color and sex drive, hypothesizing that
dark-skinned people have stronger libidos. Even recently, he has erroneously argued that
extracts of melanin – which gives skin its color – had been found to boost subjects' sex drive. As
for Franklin, she died in 1958 of cancer, likely induced by X-ray radiation from the diffractometer
instrument that she used to study crystals, including DNA.
[11] David Starr Jordan (1851 - 1931) His teaching included his version of eugenics,
which "sought to prevent the decay of the Anglo-Saxon/Nordic race by limiting racial mixing and
by preventing the reproduction of those he deemed unfit.” His published views expressed a fear
of "race-degeneration" and asserted that cattle and human beings are "governed by the same
laws of selection." In a eugenics manifesto entitled Your Family Tree he declared, “[E]ducation
can never replace heredity.”
[12] Ferdinand Hayden (1829 - 1887) was a geologist famous for his explorations of
Yellowstone. He described Native Americans as “savages” and Wyoming as “infested with
hostile Indians.” His 1871 US Geological Survey of Wyoming stated that unless Indians “are
localized and made to enter upon agricultural pursuits they must ultimately be exterminated.”
[13] Ernst Haeckel (1934 – 1919). German zoologist, naturalist, and committed
eugenicist, who was famously known for recognizing the relationship between development and
evolution with the expression, “ontogeny recapitulates phylogeny.” The phrase retains great
significance; however, not in precisely the way that he understood it. He espoused scientific
racism and supported the idea of Social Darwinism. Haeckel believed that humanity consists of
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multiple species in various stages of evolution, and that some living humans are closer to a
hypothetical pre-human ancestor than others (Levit & Hossfeld, 2020).
[14] Rufus Bernhard von KleinSmid (1875 - 1964) a eugenicist who supported forced
sterilization. He targeted groups we today classify as white but weren’t in the early to mid1900s. This included southern and eastern Europeans such as Italians, Greeks and Jews.
[15] Charles Benedict Davenport (1866 - 1944) he founded the Eugenics Record Office in
1910. He generated hundreds of papers and several books on the genetics of alcoholism,
pellagra (later shown to be due to a vitamin deficiency), criminality, feeblemindedness,
seafaringness, bad temper, intelligence, manic depression, and the biological effects of race
crossing.
[16] Henry Herbert Goddard (1866 - 1957) publicized alleged race-group differences
revealed by Army IQ tests (Army Alpha and Beta) during World War I (the results were, even in
their day, challenged as scientifically inaccurate) and pursued the utilization of such IQ
differences in public institutions.
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